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A TAXOÎÎOMIC STUDY OF THS GENUS PHYSALIS 
IN NORTH AMERICA NORTH OF MEHCO
CHAPTER I
HISTORY OF THS GENUS
The following brief account outlines the taxonomic history of 
Physalis as it pertains to the area under consideration.
Linnaeuŝ  founded the genus in 1753 with nine specieŝ  two of 
'fhich are now usually referred to ïïithania. Five of the remaining seven 
ire found in the area of this study, although one, P. Alkekengi, is 
mown only as a horticultural species, or as an escape from cultivation.
In the second edition of Species Plantarum̂  Linnaeus added two more spe­
cies, P. pensylvanica and P. perjviana. The former does not occur in 
Pennsylvania, perhaps is not found in the area studied, and, in ary 
avent, is considered a synonym of P. viscosa. The second species is 
sometimes cultivated* Perhaps it escapes, but it is rarely collected. 
Pre-Linnean authors were familiar with the genus under the names Physalisj* 
iSolanum and Alkekengi as indicated in the Linnean references. Philip
Carolus Linneaus, Species Plantarum (Holmiae; Laurentii Salvii,
1753), 1:182-18U.
Îbld., ed. 2:1670-1671. 1762.
îfîLller̂  in 1?68 described two species pertinent to this study. One of 
them, P. virginiana, is interpreted as it has been for the last sixty 
years, although the application of the name is by no means positive.
Michaux? in 1803 described P. lanceolata and P. obscura consist­
ing of var. glabra and var. viscidopubescens. Neeŝ  in his treatment of 
the genus in 1831 described P. heteropbyllâ  P. lanceifolia and P. 
Idnkiana.
P. crassifolia, the common species of southwestern desert re­
gions, was described by Bentham̂  in 18W&. Thomas Nutt all, in publica­
tions hereinafter enumerated under the species concerned, described 
P. angustifolia, P. longifolia, P. mollis, P. pumila and P. Walteri. 
Dunal? described P. nystaginea, now generally referred to P. heterophylla.
In his study of the North American species, Asa Gray- described 
P. Fendleri, P. hederaefolia and P. Wrightii. Î dberg, in the last 
general stu(%r of the genus, described the following species: P. ciliosa,
P̂hilip Miller, The Gardener's Dictionary (London: "fWvately 
printed, 1?68), ed. 8.
Ândre Michaux, Flora Boreali-americana (Parisiis et Argentorati 
apud fratres Levrault, iSoï)".
D̂. C. G. Nees (von Esexibeck), Versuch einer Verstandigung uber 
die Arten der Gattung Physalis, Linnaea 1831,
Ĝeorge Bentham, Botany of the Voyage of the Sulphur (London: 
Smith and Elder, 18W&').
?Felix Dunal, Solanaceae in De Candolle's" Prodroraus Sÿstematis 
naturalis (Paris: Victor Masson, 1852), 13(1).
Âsa Gray, Synopsis of North Ame^can Species of Physalis, Proc. 
Am. Acad. Arts and Sciences Ï0:6̂ -68. ÎSt T̂"
7 Per Axel %rdberg. The North Ame^can Species of Physalis and 
and Related Genera. Mem. Torr. Bot. CÏ. li:Ÿ97-371i._1895.____________
p. comatas P. maorophysa* P. neomexlGam. P. rotandataTand P. versicolorl 
Follofwing this, as a result of increased botanical activity,
Mohr̂  described P. monticola; P. rigida was described Tîy Pollard and 
Ball,̂  and P* polypbylla by Greenê  in 1900. P. missouriensis and 
P. subglabrata were proposed by Mackenzie and Busĥ  in 1902. Rydberĝ  
added P. floridanâ  P. pendula and P. sinuata in Small’s Manual in 1903# 
Aven Nelson̂  proposed Quincula lepidota and P. genucaulis in I909.
P. caudella. described by Standley*̂  from Chihuahua in 1937 9 has been 
found in southern Arizona, usually identified as P. lanceolata.
Margaret Y. Menzel® has published a report of an exploratory 
survey of the cytology and the genetics of many of the species of our 
area, as they are interpreted by %"dberg and various collectors following 
that author’s treatment. Her work is valuable in showing that the ob#- 
served variability may indeed have a cytologic and genetic basis.
Ĉharles Mohr, Notes on Some New and little Known Plants of the 
Alabama Flora. Bull. Torr. Bot. Cl. 26:119-126. 1Ô99#
2poiiard and Ball, Noteworthy Louisiana Plants. Proc. Biol. Soc. 
Wash. 13:13U-1U5# 1900.
Êdward L. Greene, New or Noteworthy Species. Pittonia U:l50-l5l«
1900.
K̂enneth Kent Mackenzie and Benjamin Franklin Bush, New Plants 
from Missouri. Trans. Acad. Soi. St. Louis 12:79-89. 1902.
5per Axel Bydberg, Physalis in Small’s Flora of the Southeastern 
[Jnited States (New York: published by the author, 190jy, 961-987#
Âven Nelson, Plantae Goodingianae. Bot. Gaz. 1*7:U30-li31# 1909#
7Paul Carpenter Standley, Studies American Plants. VIII,
Field Mus. Publ. Bot. 17:273-27U# Ï937#
M̂argaret Y. Menzel, The Qytotaxonomy and Genetics of Physalis. 
Pro_o#_Amer#i M l._Soc#_9l;^13É3S&#l^^ ---------------------
CHAPTER II 
TAXONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The stability of taxonomic characteristics apparently has been 
much disturbed by the long^conbimed distribution of various species by 
man as esculents. Some of the species, such as P. ixocarpa and P. 
peruviana, are still so used. No doubt mary of the species have been
used by aborigines of many parts of the world at one time or another.
This introduces the possibility of gene interchange between taxa that 
would otherwise not be contiguous. Furthermore, man’s activities in 
producing disclimaxes provides habitats in which individual plants, or 
populations, of narrow ecological an̂ litude may survive. Such ecological 
niches might not have existed otherwise. It may be significant that many 
collections of Ply salis are made in such disturbed habitats. Somewhat 
similar situations are admirably discussed by Edgar Anderson.̂
The following discussion concerns the principal morphological 
characteristics which have been used in the taxonomy of the genus.
Roots. Both annual and perennial species occur in the genus.
The former have fibrous root systems, or sometimes taproots. The latter 
are usually perennial from rhizomes. The annual vs. perennial character̂  




the gems in two main divisions* Since most herbarium specimens do not 
show the underground parts, this system is not a particularly convenient 
one* More dependence has been placed on other structures in the follow­
ing treatment*
Stems* All of our species have herbaceous stems, although in 
Kezico and Central America shrubby ones may occur* They may perennate 
from a woody caudex in such species as P* crassifolia of the desert areas 
of southwestern United States. Several of them grow from rhizomes, which 
may be cord-like and near the surface, often present in herbarium collec­
tions, as in P. arenicola of sandy areas of Georgia and Florida, or 
thick, deeply buried and seldom collected, as in the wide-ranging 
P* heterophylla and P. virginiana* The stems may be erect to prostrate 
and from simple to much branched* An extreme in branching is found in 
P* crassifolia which forms plants ”1-3 ft* broad and ̂ 1  ft* idgh*”̂
Leaves* The leaf blades are usually ovate to ovate-lanceolate, 
but they may be reniform, as are rarely some of the lower leaves of 
P* hederaefolia, or narrowly linear as in P. angustifolia* Petioles may
be longer than the blade, or the blades may taper into short, winged
»petioles. The leaves are normally alternate, but sometimes two appear to 
be at a node as in P* viscosa var* Elliottii* This variety often has two 
leaves at a r>de, particularly in the upper part of the stem*
Leaf shape has often been used as a basis for establishing, or 
characterizing, taxa, as is indicated by such names as latifolia.
%illis Linn Jepson, A Manual of the Flowering Plants of Call- 
fomLa (Berkeley: Associated Stucfenï* s Store, University of California,
hederaefoliâ  angustifolia, heterophylla, lanceifolia, infcegrifolia.
crassifolia, spathulaefolia and longifolia. No doubt in some instances.
as in P. angustifolia -with its long linear leaves, such a procedure is 
justified. However, the size, shape and margins of leaves are extremely 
variable characteristics in groups that appear to be natural populations, 
One approach to the understanding of this variability is to study a spe­
cies that is well-delimited otherwise. An excellent example is P. lobataij
a species so distinct that it has been considered a separate genus by 
such taxonomists as Rafinesque and lÿdberg. Here the leaf shape may vary 
from narrowly ovate to linear-oblong, and the margins from pinnatifid to 
entire. Although the variation in leaf margins appears to be at an ex­
treme here, the variability of leaf shape can be duplicated, and that in 
margins approached, in several other natural populations.
Under these conditions it would seem hazardous to establish spe­
cies or varieties based on these characteristics, and that such a pro­
cedure should be followed only when these features are correlated with 
other morphological characteristics, or with geographic distribution.
The author has Utilized these criteria in maintaining P. viscosa var. 
spathulaefolia of the Texas gulf, and P. viscosa var. maritima of the
southeastern seacoast. Here the extremes are distinct, but variation
makes some individual collections difficult to place. Measurement of
maqy specimens shows the leaves of the former to be narrower than the
latter, as is indicated later in the keys to the species. However, if
these features are used with the idea of either matching specimens, or .
describing new species, only confusion can result.
______ Vestiture. The indûment varies from hairs that are stellate or
variously branched, through long joinbed hairs to short hairs, capitate 
or sessile glands, or small crystalline vesicles as in P* lobata# Even 
the seemingly glabrous species usually have a few trichomes of some kind 
at least on the younger parts. Frequently two or more kinds of trichomes 
are intermixed.
Such names as viscosa, mollis, comata, pubescens, hirsuta, 
cinerascens, ciliosa, villosa, pruinosa and subglabrata indicate the con­
sideration that authors have given to indûment in the past. The pro­
cedure seems to be partly justified. Surely the "stellate" populations 
are related. But if one attenqpts to distinguish taxa on the basis of the 
density or the size of the stellae, caution should be exercised. In thiîi 
study P. viscosa var. mollis has been set aside from var* cinerascens 
partly by this characteristic, but the latter taxon is extremely variablè 
within itself in this respect. In P. heterophylla mazy of the variations
in vestiture seem to be so little correlated, either with other charac-*
teristic8, or with geographic distribution, as to be unusable to dis­
tinguish even varieties. On the other hand, in P. virginiana, sen, lat.̂ 
the correlations are such that they are of value in helping to establish 
geographic varieties. In the P. angulata-P. pubescens series indûment is 
also of taxonomic significance, P. pubescens usually having abundant 
multi-cellular villous hairs, P. angulata having few short ones.
Corollas. The shape, color and spotting of the corollas have 
been considered of taxonomic significance. The shape varies from funnel! 
form-caiqpaiiulate to rotate with the limb reflexed. The corolla is 
plicate, and is truncate with the exception of P. Alkekengi in which the 
lobes are separated by short sinuses. The shape of the corollas may be
8
)f taxonomic significance. Since the characteristic shape is attained 
:or only a short time in the full sun, the application of this criterion 
is of limited value. Several species such as P. lobatâ  P. Wrightiî
?. hederaefolia and P. crassifolia have corollas that are either rotate, 
)r have a reflexed limb when fully open. Since the corollas are seldom 
:Mly open, the author has usually used a length measurement for compara­
tive purposes where such usage seemed desirable.
Color of the corolla has been used to help characterize P. lobata
which is our only species with a bluish, or violet, corolla. Otherwise 
the presence, and sometimes the color, of five spots on the limb of the 
yellowish corolla near its base has been found useful. The majority of 
the species either have distinct, dark spots present, or they have none 
that are noticeable in herbarium specimens. A few taxa such as P. 
lederaefolia var. Fendleri and some of the maritime varieties of P.
yiscosa have spots which are only a little darker than the rest of the
corolla.
Stamens. Size and color of the anthers are of taxonomic value, 
ïith a few exceptions, large anther size (measurements given in the keys) 
and thick filaments are correlated with our perennials. Small anther 
size and slender filaments are usually found in our annual species. In 
some taxa anther color is of significance. So many of the annual species 
oave blue anthers that the yellow anthers of P. missouriensis attract at­
tention. In others, such as P. heterophylla and P. virginiana var. 
virginianaj yellow or bluish tinged anthers seem to occur without much
3ignificar»e. Ifcwever, P. virginiana var. subglabrata and var. sonorae 
foay be distinguished by the bluish anthers of the former and the yellow
anthers of the latter even -when their other characteristics overlap.
X peculiarity of P. crassifolia and its var. versicolor is the 
presence of a few long joiofced hairs on the filaments.
Flowering calyx. The relative depth to which the calyx lobes are 
divided may be of value, as it is in helping separate P. angulata var. 
angulata from var. pendula.
Peduncle. The length of the peduncle, both flowering and fruit­
ing, may be of taxonomic significance. In fruiting material of P. 
ixocarpa and P. virginiana var. subglabrata, some specimens of which may
resemble each other, the very short fruiting peduncle of the. former will 
serve to separate the two. Among the southwestern desert species, P. 
hederaefolia and its relatives.may be a^arated from P. crassifolia and
its relatives by the short flowering peduncle of the former. Although of 
lesser significance in the P. angulata complex, it may be used, in con­
junction with the size of the fruiting calyx, to help separate P. 
angulata var. angulata from var. pendula and var. lanceifolia.
Fruiting calyx. The calyx greatly enlarges with the maturing 
fruit, usually being much inflated around it. In some populations the 
size and shape seem to be constant, and characteristic enough to be 
taxonomically useable. In P. pubescens and its relatives there is 
present a distinctly five-angled fruiting calyx. A population in southeijTi 
Arizona is proposed as a new species, easily recognized by its unusually 
broad,. sharply angled fruiting calyx. In the P. angulata series, P. 
angulata var. angulata has a larger fruiting calyx than either var.
pendula or var. lanceifolia.
_____ In. .other populations-the, size and shape of the .fruiting., calyx.
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seems to be either quite variable, or the extremes occur sporadically* 
The present author believes that the large-calyxed form described as 
P. macrophyna is a more or less sporadically occurring form of P. vir- 
»iniana var. subglabratâ  although it also may be found in infcergrades
with var. sonorae (P. longifolia). Specimens -with large fruiting calyces! 
also appear in P. virginiana var. virginiana and in some phases of 
P. viscosa.
The length of the lobes of the fruiting calyx was considered 
characteristic enough by Standley (I.e.) to call a new species P. caudel- 
la.
The writer has not found the indentation at the base of the 
fruiting calyx to be of much taxonomic value. Considerable variation 
may occur on the same plant. Of course if the calyx is nearly filled by 
the berry, it will be little invaginated.
Others. The style has not been used to any extent. In P. lobatâ  
it is distinctively curved near the base and bent to one side. The more 
or less reniform, punctate to reticulate seeds are very similar in most 
of the species. Differences that seem to exist when first examined ap­
pear to be bridged many intermediates when a large series is examined̂  
The backs of the seed of P. lobata are rather crenate or rugose.
CHAPTER III
GENERIC RELATIONSHIPS
The genus Physalis is studied here in its more or less conven­
tional conception, including those members of the Solanaceae having a 
funnelform or carpanulate to rotate, or rotate-reflexed corolla, longi­
tudinally dehiscing anthers, and a berry, or berry-like fruit, enclosed 
in an enlarged and usually inflated calyx* It excludes both Margaranthus*
with its urceolate corollas and veiy Physalis-like fruiting calyces, and 
also Chamaesaracha nith a corolla very similar to some species of Phys­
alis, but with a fruit very closely invested by the enlarging calyx.
TRhen not in flower, Mar̂ aranthas could hardly be distinguished 
from moderately small-fruited Physalis species. The rather tightly in­
vesting fruiting calyx of Chamaesaracha can be matched, or is approached̂  
in some specimens of certain species of Physalis such as P. Ixocarpa. Â 
peculiar situation in Chamaesaracha is that 0* grandiflora, originally 
described as Physalis by Hooker, and a related species, £. nana, have 
seed very similar to the punctate or minutely reticulate seeds of Phys­
alis, while the other species of the genus have rather strongly alveolate 
surfaces*
Possibly both genera should be included in Plysalis* This would 
make Physalis an inclusive genus, similar in its concept to Oenothera as
11
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delimited Binz and other conservative taxonomists. In that gems a 
amber of siibgenera, regarded as genera by some authors, are bound to­
gether by flcnurer similarities despite their differently ̂ aped fruits.
In Physalis a under this broad concept, the distinctive fruiting calyx 
would hold together subgenera differing in corolla structure. In 
Chamaesaracha the distinctiveness of the fruiting calyx becomes progres­
sively less evident. The difficulty here would be in finding a stopping 
place short of including the T̂ ole genus. The author prefers making a 
more intensive study of the problem before proceeding with such action.
Since there is the possibility of creating distinctive subgenera 
as outlined in the preceding paragraph, it seems preferable not to for­
mally divide the species now treated into subgenera or sections, but to 
defer this action until not only Physalis species from other areas, but 
also related taxa can be studied.
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PHISALIS L., Species Plantarum 1:182. 1735; AIKEKENII Tourn. ex 
Ball, Enum. Stirp. Helv. 2:508. 17U2; HSRSCHSLLIâ Boirdich, Excurs. 
Mader. 159. 182$; QUINCÜLÔ. Baf. m .  Joum. lU5. 1832; ALIGABON Eaf.,
Sylva Tellur. 56. 1838; PENTAPHXI/TEDM Reichb., ̂  Herbarienbuch 121.
18U1; BOBERELLà Krause, in Sturm, FI. Eeutschl. ed. 2 (10);5k. 1903.
Plants annual or perennial with herbaceous stems, some having 
woody caudices, others with short to elongated rhizomes; leaves usually 
broadly ovate to linear, alternate or sometimes two at a node; vestiture 
various in kind and quantity including short hairs, long jointed hairs, 
stipitate or sessile glands, or with hairs variously branched to stellat̂ ; 
corollas plicate, can̂ ânulate to rotate with the limb reflexed; corolla 
color usually some shade of yellow with, or without, five darker spots 
near the base of its limb, sometimes blue; flowers usually solitary in 
the axils of the leaves, sometimes on foreshortened axillary branches 
ausing them to appear to be in axillaxy fascicles; calyx united, its 
lobes distinct for a little over one-half to about one-fourth of its 
length; calyx lobes ovate-deltoid to narrowly lanceolate, sometimes 
acuminate; calyx enlarging with, and usually inflated around, the matur­
ing fruit; fruit a two-carpellate many- to few-seeded berry, sometimes
13
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rather diy; style more or less filifoim, usually expanding somenAat at 
its summit into a slightly capitate, but sometimes nearly truncate, 
stigma; stamens five, their filaments attached near the base of the 
corolla tube; anthers ovate-oblong to linear-oblong, dehiscing by lateral 
slits, yellow or bluish in color; filaments varying from nearly as wide 
as the anthers, and somethnes clavate, to slender and filiform*
KET TO GEOWS OF SPECIES OR TO UNIQUE SPECIES 
leCorolla yellow, yellowish green or white, with or without darker spots J 
plant surfaces without crystalline vesicles; enlarging ovules all of 
one kind
2*Corolla with broad shallow sinuses between the lobes; fruiting calyx
reddish
2 •Corolla truncate; fruiting calyces not red
1. P* Alkekengi
3*Plants covered with stellate or variously branched trichomes, or 
glabrous with a few stellate hairs on the sepals or sometimes the 
leaf margins Group I
3 «Plants nearly glabrous, or variously hairy, but branched hairs, if 
present, very small and inconspicuous and usually much less numerous 
than the short uhbranched hairs mixed with them 
U*Anthers (2) 3-5 mm# long; perennials excepting P* ixocarpa and
P# Wri^tii 
l&*Anthers (.$) 1-2*3 (2*8) ma* long; annuals
Group II
5.Plants nearly glabrous, usually with a few short curved or 
appressed hairs on the sepals or young parts Group Ttl
5* Plants long haiiy, sometimes with shorter hairs or glands
intermixed Group W
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1.Corolla blue to purple, or yellow and with plump seed-like corky bodies 
mixed with the reniform seeds
6.Corolla blue to purple, rotate; herbage with few to many crystalline 
vesicles, sometimes giving it a scurfy look 21# P# lobata
6#CoroHa yellowish, funnelform; plunp, rounded, corky seed-like bodies 
mixed with the reniform seeds 22, P# Garpenberi
GHOÎJP I
|.#Bairs stellate, each ray sometimes rebranched, the verticls sometimes 
in more than one series, and sometimes the branches irregularly ar­
ranged; or plant with a coat of short stellate hairs, plus either long- 
stiped branched hairs, or sixsple hairs
2,Leaves ovate to narrowly linear, their blades mostly 2.$-6 times 
longer than the petiole, sometimes decurrent on it; corolla usually 
not dark spotted, or with spots not very prominent in herbarium spec­
imens (rarely with prominent dark spots and more or less spathulate 
leaves); maritime plants extending from southeastern Va. to the gulf 
coast of Texas
3«Leaf blades ovate, spathulate, lanceolate or linear-lanceolate 
(sometimes linear in intergrades with P. angustifolia); mostly 
stellate-vestite, but nearly glabrous in one form of var# Elliottii 
U#Leaf blades ovate to spathulate
•̂Leaves with definite petioles usually about one-third to one- 
fourth the length of the blade; whole leaf (1.7) 2-3 (3#k) 
times longer than wide; se# Va. to Fla.
6#Leaf blades usually 2-U (5) cm. wide
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2âI"P. vlseosaa var. maritimâ  forma mariSI^ 
6*Leaf blades usually ÿ-7 cm. wide
2a. P. viscosâ  var. maritima. foima latifolia 
g.leaves tapering to the base, or extending gradually into wingê  
petioles; whole leaf (2) 2.$-l& (lt.7) times longer than wide; 
gulf coast of Texas
2c. P. viscosa. var. spathulaefolia 
li.Leaf blades lanceolate to linear-lanceolate; leaves mostly 2.^1̂  
times longer than wide
7.Plants stellate-vestite
2b. P. viscosa. var. Elliottii. forma Elliottii 
7 .Plants glabrous excepting on the margins or the tips of the 
sepals, and sometimes on the leaf marins
2b. P. viscosa. var. Elliottii. forma glabra 
3.leaves linear, often ca. 8, but sometimes from 1-20 times longer 
than wide; plant glabrous excepting the tips or margins of the
sepals 3. P* angustifolia
2.Leaves mostly ovate, sometimes reniform, ovate-deltoid, or ovate- 
lanceolate, their blades mostly (1.2) 1.^2 (3) times as long as 
their petioles; corolla dark-spotted; mostly plants of the south 
central plains, but extending to the gulf coast of Texas
8.Bairs 1-U mm. long on at least the calyx or the base of the stem.
in addition to stellate hairs covering hezbage
k. P. variovestità
8.Flants without hairs 1-U mm. long intermingled with shorter stel­
late ones
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9*Flcwering calyces (6) 7-1Ô mm. long; vestiture forming a dense matj 
at least beneath the leaves; leaves dentate
2d. P. viscosa. var. mollis
9.Flowering calyces mostly (3) 5-7 (9) mm. long; vestiture usually 
sparse; leaf margins dentate, undulate or entire
2e. P. viscosa var. cinerascens
l.I&irs jointed, those of the stem mostly 1-2 mm. long and spreading at 
ri^t angles to the stem giving it a bristly appearance; hairs 2- or 
3-branched; not having a second coat of short stella
5# P. pumila
GROUP n
I»Long cord-like rhizomes present near surface; hairs short and anbrorse< 
sometimes viscid; plants sometimes ciliate with long jointed hairs; 
plants of sands in Fla. and adjacent areas
2.Plants without long, jointed hairs
6a. P. arenicola, var. arenicola
2.Plants ciliate with jointed hairs l.$-2 mm. long
6b. P. arenicola* var. ciliosa
l.Not as above
3.Anthers blue, ca. 3 mm. long; corolla blue- or purple-spotted; 
leaves lanceolate; perennials of s. Ariz. and adjacent Mexico
11. P. caudella
3 «Not as above
k.Corolla usually dark-spotted near the base of its limb; flowering 
peduncles usually 3-15 mm. long; if corolla not noticeably dark-
1 8  ..........
Spotted, then flowering peduncles ca* 3-6 mm. long
•̂Flowering peduncles usually 10-15 mm. long; corolla limb
usually not reflexed -nfaen fully open; plants primarily of the
eastern and northern U. S«
6*Long, jointed, villous hairs present
7 .Filaments as wide as the anthers to about one-third as
wide, sometimes clavate; leaves blunt to pointed; anthers
yellow to light blue
8. Anthers (3) mm. long; filaments often clavate
9.Bases of stems not thickened and subligneous
lO.Vestiture of stems various, but not of abundant
villi 2-U mm. long
1 • • .
7a. P. heterophylla5 var. heterophylla
lO.Vestiture of abundant villi 2-1; mm. long; Ala. and 
Fla. 7c. P. heterophyllâ  var. villosa
9.Bases of stems thickened and subligneous; se. Va.
7b. P. heterophyllâ  var. clavipes 
SJlnthers (2) 2.5 (3) mm. long; filaments not clavate
9a. P. virginianâ  var. virginiana 
7.Filaments slender; leaves acuminate; corolla spots and 
anthers deep blue-purple; introd. 8. P. peruviana
6.Vestiture without long villous hairs
11. Flowering calyx canqpanulate, the lobes spreading, U-5 mm̂, 
wide at base and 15-20 mm. wide at tips
9g. P. virginiana, var. campaniformà 
H.Flowering calyx not as above______________________
12. Bairs of stem short, retrorse
19 . " -
9&e P. virginianâ  var. virginiana " 
12•Bairs not short and retrorse, often antrorse 
13 .Anthers light blue, or tinged with li^t blue
Ik.Pruiting calyx 2.5-3*5 cm. long and 2-3 cm. wide 
9b.P* virginianâ  var. subglabratâ  f. subglabrata
lU.Fruiting calyx 1̂-5 cm. long and 3-U cm. wide
9b. P. virginiana, var. subglabrata, f. macrophysa 
13 •Anthers yellow
15«At least a few stiff spreading hairs about 1 mm. 
long on the flower buds, leaf margins or stems; 
thick-leaved plants of the prairie region west­
ward, usually in sand
9e# P# virginiana, var. hispida 
l5#Plants without stiff spreading hairs
lô.Principal leaves ovate; plants nearly glabrous,, 
usually several-branched from the base, and 
spreading; s. Tex.
9c. P. virginiana, var. texana 
lô.Principal leaves usually lanceolate to linear, 
if ovate then plant not with several spreading 
branches from near the base
17.Plants usually single-stemmed, erect; 
larger basal leaves usually 5-10 cm. long
9d. P. virginiana, var. sonorae
#1? .Plants usually branched from the base;
__________larger basal leaves usually U-5 cm. long;
s. Colo. 9f. P. virginiana, var. polyphylla
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.̂Flowering peduncles usually 3-8 nun. long; corolla limb often 
reflexed irhen fully open; plants primarily of the southern 
Rocky Mts. and westward
18.Plant8 with long jointed hairs mixed with shorter hairs, or 
with glandular ones, or with only long jointed hairs 
19.Flowering calyx 8-11 mm. wide; anthers 1.5-3 mm. long; 
leaf blades frequently rotund; mostly in the north cen­
tral prairies extending west into the Rockies
10b. P. hederaefolia, var. comat a
19.Flowering calyx U-8 mm. wide; anthers 3-U mm. long; 
sw. Tex. to Colo, and west
lOh. P. hederaefoliâ  var. hederaefolia
18.Plants wiihout long jointed hairs; short hairs, or glandular 
ones present
20.Anthers yellow, not prominently twisted after dehiscence 
perennials
21.A few short stiff branched hairs with a spread of 
ca. 1 mm. present at least on the calyces, sometimes 
abundant; leaves ovate to lanceolate
10b. P. hederaefolia. var. cor difolia 
21.Small branched hsdrs not present; leaves mostly ovate
10a. P. hederaefoliaj var. hederaefolia 
20.Anthers blue, 3 mm. long; strongly twisted after dehisc­
ing; annuals 13* P# ixocarpa
U«CoroUa not dark spotted, or with slightly darkened spots which 
 h a r d l y - S h o w j h e n L _ d i y , _ s c m e t i m e s 3 urj3i n ^ _ b l u e , T ^  _______________
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22*ïÏCTirëîïn̂ ëdto 3-5 (10) ma. long, shorter than the flowerŝ  
or about equalling them
23 .At least some of the hairs short, stiff ancL branched
10b. P. hederaefoHag var. cor difolia 
23.None of the hairs short stiff and branched
10a. P. hederaefolia. var. hederaefolia
22.Flawering peduncles (10) 12-20 ($0) mm. long, somewhat longer 
than the flowers to several times their length 
2l|..Corolla rotate, with $ haiiy pads exposed on its liiab near 
the short tube; anthers blue, usually 2.5-3ram. long; annuals
1Ü. P. Wrightii 
2U.Corolla not rotate with 5 hairy pads exposed on its limb; 
anthers not blue and 3 mn. long; perennials 
25. Corolla remaining yellow when dried; leaves thick, often 
entire; flowering calyces usually Ji-6 mm. long on peduncles 
from little longer to 6 or 7 times their length
12a. P. crassifolia. var. crassifolia 
25.Corolla often drying with a blue tinge; leaves thin, ofteiji 
toothed; flowering calyces usually 3-U mn. long on pedun­
cles 5-10 times their length
12b. P. crassifolia. var. versicolor
GROUP n i
L.Fruiting calyx rather rounded, or 10-ribbed, but not strongly 5-angled
2.Leaves ovate to ovate-lanceolate; corollas usually 6-10 mm. long 
3 .Flowering peduncles usually 5-15 mm. long (as much as 3 times the
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length of the calyx); fruitixig peduncles usually 20-30 mn. long, 
shorter than to equalling the fruiting calyces which are 25-35 nm» 
long; floweriî  calyces usually 1̂-5 mm# long with teeth 2-2.5 mm®
long; s. IT# S# l5a. P. angulata, var. angulata
3®Plowering peduncles usually 15-U0 mm. loiag (3-13 times the length 
of the calyces); fruiting peduncles usually 20-li©mm. long, equal­
ling to 3 times as long as the shorter fruiting calyces which are 
20-25 nm. long; flowering calyces usually ca. 3 (U) mm. long with 
teeth ca. 1 ran. long; s. cent. IJ. S.
l5b. P. angulata* var. pendula 
2.leaves lanceolate to linear-lanceolate; corollas usually U-5 mm. 
long; sw. U. S. I5c. P. angulata* var. lancelfolia
l.Pnxiting calyx sharply and strongly 5-angled; corolla with 5 evident
dark spots l6b. P. pubescens* var. obscura
GROUP ’IV
1.Corolla dark spotted; anthers usually some shade of blue or purple
2.Fruiting calyces 1.5-2.5 (3) cm. wide
3#Anthers (1.2) 1.5-2 mm. long; plants without capitate-glandular 
hairs, but may be viscid-glandular or with sessile glands 
•̂Leaves having a greyish surface, often with %ealy” or sessile 
glands; leaf blades usually toothed nearly to the base; mostly 
northeastern U. S. l6d. P. pubescens* var. grisea
.̂leaves not greyish, not having sessile glands
5«Leaves usually toothed nearly to the base with 5-8 teeth on 
each side of the seldom translucent blade; widespread
I6a. P. pubescens* var. pubescens ~
mm mÊmmÊmÊmmmmmmmrnmmr rnitkmmmmmimKmmmmm
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5«Leaves with fmr tëëth^ 3̂ 1;l>iâ'¥âc]Fâ~àë7~ôr~ën1>î  
mostly flaccid and translucent
l6c. P. pubescenŝ  var. Integra
3.Anthers (.3) 1-1#? mm. long; capitate-glandular hairs usually 
mixed with long jointed ones 17. P. foetenŝ  var. neomexlcana
2.Fruiting calyces (2.5) 3-U cm. wide; s. Ariz.
I 18. P. latiphysa
I
l.GoroUa yellow, unspotted, or sometimes slightly dark-tinged 
I ô.Floweiing peduncles 2-5 mm. long, about equalling to twice as long
I as the calyces 19. P. missouriensisI '
I 6#Flowering peduncles mostly 15-20 (30) mm. long, U-5 (7) times the 
length of the calyces 20. P. Greenei
THE SPECIES
1. Physalis AlkekengL L., Species Plantarum 183. 173$; incl.
P# Francheti Mast, in Gard. Ghron. 2:U3U and UUl. I89U#
Plants perennial, erect, usually unbranched, 30-60 cm. tall, 
glabrous or with a few scattered long hairs; leaves broadly ovate, or 
ovate-rhombic, the blades usually 5-12 cm. long and U-9 cm. wide on 
petioles 2-U cm. long; margins of the leaf blades from entire to irregu­
larly few-toothed or undulate-dentate; flowers white, sli^tly 5-lobed 
with broad shallow sinuses about 2 mm. deep between the apices of the 
lobes; corollas 10-15 mm. long and 15-25 mm. wide; anthers 2.5-3 mm. 
long on slender filaments; flowering calyces U-7 mm. long and U-5 mm. 
wide, densely haiiy with jointed trichomes about 1-1.5 mm. long; fruiting 





I Habitat distribution and flowering time: Cultivated or escaped,
Iin northeastern Ü. S.; flowering in June.
1
I Selected from 16 sheets of 15 collections: CONHBGTICUT: Fair-I
(field Co.: Bames U6$U (GH)j litohfield Co.: Barnes and Austin 830L 
(NEBC); SBUWABB: Newcastle Co.: Commons 2213 (QH); H&SSACHCSETTS: Bssex 
Co.: Barris 7U0 (HEBC)} Worcester Co.: Bodge June 30, 1936} NEW JERSEY;
mmÊÊÊmÊmrnmÊ̂ m
pnion Co.: Moldenke H823 (NY); WK lORKt Columbia Co.: McVaugh 93k (GH); 
Westchester Co.: Gleason June 2, 19̂ 8 (NY); PENNSYLVANIÂ  Luzerne Co.:
I -Glowenke 1055 (GH); Northanqpton Co.: Schaeffer I9069 (GH); Pliiladeiphia
!
Co.: 0»NeiH Oct. 12, 1938 (GH); VIRGINIA: Arlington Co.: Hermann 10501 
(NY, PH).
2. Physalis viscosa L., Species Plantarum 183# 1753; other 
symnyny under the varieties to which the names are referred.
Perennials covered with stellate, or several-branched hairs, 
or neax^ glabrous and having stellate hairs only on the calyces; leaves 
from ovate to linear-lanceolate, petiolate or with blade tapering to the 
stem; corolla yellowish, funnelform, with or without darker spots on the 
limb near its base, 8-20 mm. long; anthers yellow, about 3 mi. long; 
flowering calyx 3-10 mm. long on peduncles 10-20 mm. long; fruiting 
calyx 2-5 cm. long and 1.5-U cm. wide on peduncles 1-U cm. long.
ssp. VISCOSA
. ■ P. viscosa L., loc. cit. supra, as limited to the South Ameri­
can plants. linnaeus cited P. viscosa from "Virginia, Bonaria." Since
25
(1) on]y one element of this specieŝ  the part described by Chapman as I
I I
P* maritima, barely extends into southeastern Virginia, since (2) it jr  ihardly matches the photographs of the lAnnean types, and since (3) prevî
I Ipus authors have restricted the application of the specific name, in its
strictest sense, to the plants of South America, the present author be-ilieves that it is best to so delimit it#
j South American material is usually more sparsely vestite and
I^th finer stellae than most of ours, and has corollas slightly spotted
!jto unspotted#
I Occasionally in our populations of P# viscosa, sen# lat#,
i 'there appears a specimen "which can hardly be distinguished from South
jimerican collections# If these are introductions from that continent, or 
If they represent gene combinations from within our population idaich pro­
duce phenotypes similar to the South American plants, it is impossible 
for the author to determine#
Some examples ares ALABAMA* Alabama Co#t Mohr 26 (NI); TEXAS* 
Brazoria Co#* Yougg Apr# 22, 1918 (TEX); Houston Co#s Fisher July 25,
L9lU (UC); Walker Go#* Warner 29 (NY)# P# fuseomaculata, at least as to 
3ur few collections, is included here#
ssp. MAKTTIMA (M. A. Curtis) Waterfall, 
comb# et stat# nov#, P. maritima M. A. Curtis, Am# Journ# Sci# ser# 2, 
CsU07# 181:9# Here are included the maritime varieties listed below#
2a# Physalis viscosa L», var# maritima; P# Walteri Nuttall, 
irourn# Acad. NAt# Sci# Philad# 7*112# 183U; type from “South Carolina” 
[PH); P# maritima M. A. Curtis, loc. cit. supra; P# viscosa L., var#
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maritima (Curtis) lÿdberg, Mem* Torr* Bot* Club U:357• I896. The
I
varietal name is used above as a tautonym of ssp. maritima*
Leaves ovate to spathulatê  especially the upper ones; whole
I 'leaf (1.7) 2-3 (3*U) times longer than wide; from sparsely to usually 
densely vestite*
Type; M* A* Curtis3 seacoast. North Carolina (GH)̂  probable 
iisotype, *<sanĉy seacoasts* (NT).
Babitat distribution and flowering time; Sanely seacoast, 
southeastern Va. to Fla.; usually flowering in March, April and May, but
I
ŝometimes in winter in the southern part of its range.
Selected from 120 sheets of 93 collections: AIABAMA: Mobile 
po.; Bush 392 (NT); Mackenzie liQ90 (NT); FIORUA; Brevard Co.; MsFarlin 
3862 (MICH); Broward Co.t Small and Carter 936 (PH); Dade Co.; Meredith 
Feb. 21, 1917 (PH); DeSota Co.; Small and Dewinkler 9079 (NT); Duval Co. ! 
Curtiss U8U7 (GH, NT, UC); Indian River Co.; Palmer 375 (GH, NT)̂  Lake Co.;
Nash lGli9 (GH, MICH, NT, UC); Monroe Co.; Simpson 563 (GH, NI); Osceola 
Co.; Singletary 62 (DUKE); Palm Beach Co.; Small and Carter 9h9 (NT, PH)| 
Pasco Co.: Lang Aug. 8, 1909 (PH); St. Johns Co.; Smith Mar. 21, I88U 
(NT); Volusia Co.; Moldenke 177 (DUKE, NT); GEORGIA; Chatham Co.; Small 
8U76; NORTH CAROLINA; Beaufort Co.; Lewis 235 (NT); Brunswick Co.; 
Blomquist USll̂  (DUKE); Carteret Co.; Randolph 917 (GH)̂  Currituck Co.;
Femald* Griscom and Long U696 (GH); Dare Co.; Dobbin I8I8 (NT); Hyde
3o.; Wells and Shelbourne U780 (GH); New Hanover Co.; Bartlett 2$k7 
(MICH, TEX)| Onslow Co.; Fox 3750 (NT, UC); Pender Co.; Fox and Boyce 
3792 (PH); SOUTH CAROLINA; Beaufort Co.; Churchill 715 (GH); Charleston 
3o*; Godfrey and Tryon 1575 (GH* UC); Georgetown Co.; Godfrey and T^on
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§19 trogs» GH. NI); doirGÏbb8"0ct. 20, I8g6 (OT)T~VIB&I«Itt
Àlbemerle Co.s July 1889 (MICH)} Prinoeas Anne Co.: Fernald and Griscom |
i i2885 (QH). I
i ■  I
; Occasional is a large, broad-leaved form with leaf blades j
about 5-7 cm. wide as contrasted to. the usual width of 2-1: (5) cm. in !
I
forma maritima (supra). It may be described as forma lATIFOLIA Waterfall,
I • If. nov., laminis 5~7 cm, latis. The TYPE is Small, Mosier and DeWihkelerI • I10892 (Î3I), An ISOTYPE is in the Gray Herbarium, The collection was jI
made from the north part of Jupiter Island, Florida, Also seen fromI
FLORIDA were; Dade Co.; Moldenke 38U (DUKE), Small 2116 (NY).
2b. Physalis viscosa L,, var, ELLEOTTII (Kunze) Waterfall, 
conib, et stat, nov, P, Elliottii Kunze, Idnnaea 20»33, 18U7.
Leaf blades lanceolate to linear-lanceolatê  leaves mostly
,̂5-10 times longer than wide; plants covered with stellae, or nearly 
glabrous; corollas yellow, not dark-spotted.
Type; Rggel June 18k3̂  "Ad ostium fluvii St, Marks in Florida”
(NY), The type belongs to the vestite phase, although it is only spar­
ingly stellate on the leaf-surfaces and the stem.
Habitat distribution and flowering time: Growing in sands, 
jPlorida; apparently flowering throughout the year.
Forma Elliottii, Selected from 73 sheets of 58 collections; 
FLORIDA: Broward Co.; Moldenke 1|79 (DtJKB, NY); Clay Co.; Williamson 
Aug, 1893 (PH); Dade Co.; Small and Moiser $9kk (DUKE, GH, NY); Dale 
]o.: Moldenke 715 (NY); Hermando Co.; McFarlin 6079 (MICH); Highlands 
3o,; Correll and McFarlin 6219 (DUKE); Hillsboro Co.i Churchill Mar. 21, 
L923-(GH,-PH) ; Indian River Co, ; Small 889L-(NY).; _.Lee_Go, ;.Moiser.-----
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'July 1928 (HJKB, NT); Ifetnatee Co»s Tracy 7577 (GH, NT); Monroe Co.t Sar- 
genb 6U17 (AECZ); Pinelas Co.t McFarlin 3653 (MICH); St. John Co.t
I
Meredith Feb. Uj 1899 (PH); Sarasota Co.i McFarlin JtQy 1931 (MICH).
I
! Forma GIABRA Waterfall̂  f. nov., foliis glabris, sepalis
i'stellato-vestitis. Stellae are found on the flowering sepals, or at
!ip.east on their margins; a few are rarely present on the margins of theileaves. The TYPE is Tracy 7608, Sanibel Island, Lee County, Florida 
(NT). ISOTYPES are found in the Gray Herbarium and, as a duplicate 
ĥeet, in the herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden.
I Selected from kO sheets of 32 collections; FLOREIAs Collier 
Co.: Beam 60705 (DJKB); Bade Co.: Small 7klO (NY); Hillsborough Co.:
McFarlin 55̂ 5 (MICH); Lee Co.: Hitchcock 237 (GH, NY); Monroe Co.:i ■ ' -
I
Palmer 376 (GH); Pinellas Co.: Beam I9U8 (ïïC); Sarasota Co.: McFarlin
6091 (MICH).
An unusual, connoted short-leaved phase is sometimes found. 
It is represented by the following: Small. Britton and BeWinkeler 2328, 
pineland-prairie, Tamiami trail west of Miami, Bade Co., Bee. I9, 1919; 
Small 889kf pinelands near Felsmere, Indian Hiver Co., May 17, 1918;
Small and BeWinkeler 9979 > Ancient sand dunes near Kuhiman, April 25,
L921, all in Florida. If there proves to be a. population in this area, 
similar to the cited collections, it will probably justify nomenclatural 
recognition.
2d. P. viscosa L., var. spathulaefolia (Torr.) Gray, Proc. 
Imer. Acad. Arts and Sci. 10:67. 1875# P# lanceolate Michx., var. 
spathulaefolia Torr.. Bot. Mex. Bound. 153. 1859#
Leaf blades ovate to _lanceQlate_to_spathulate,_tapering. at
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[base, or extending gradually into winged petioles; whole leaf (2) 2,5-h
I
;(ll,7) times longer than wide; corolla varying from apparently unspotted
!
to having prominent dark spots; gulf coast of Texas.
Types Schott 30, seabeaches. Bio Bravo (?), Texas.
Flowering time: Irregularly throughout the year.
Selected from 65 sheets of 5U collections: LOUISIAM: Calcasieu 
Co.: Palmer 7707 (PH); TEXAS: Aransas Co.: Tharp 1620 (OKLA, TS2); Austia 
Co.: Pennell 10271 (HT, PH); Brazoria Co.: Coiy 51057 (GH); Cameron Co. 
Clover 1721; (MICH); Galveston Co.: Nelson Mar. 20, 19̂ 2 (TEX); Harris
Co.: Fisher July 25, 191k (HY); Jefferson Co.: McVaugh 6880 (MICH); 
Kenedy Co.: Tharp k8333 (OKLA, TEX); Matagor^ Co.: Wright (GH); Nueces 
Co.: Tharp. Johnson and Webster Dec. 3̂  19U8 (TEX); San Patricio Co.: 
Coiy 512U9 (GH, UC); Victoria Co.: Tharp 25l5 (TEX, UC).
The following collections have prominently dark-spotted corol­
las: TEXASf Austin Co.: Tharp Apr. 8, 1939 (TEX); Brazoria Co.: Celerier
51-kl (OKLA); Cameron Co.: Lundell 1073 (TEX); Kenedjy Co.: Lundell 871k 
(GH, MICH, NY, UC); Willacy Co.: Johnston 5Ul69 (TEX).
ssp. MOLLIS (Nuttall) Waterfall, comb, et 
stat. nov. P. mollis Nutt., Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 5 (n.s.) 19k. 1837. 
This is an inland population, here divided into two varieties, as com­
pared with ssp. maritima. a maritime population divided above into three 
varieties.
2d. Physalis viscosa L., var. mollis. The varietal name is 
used here as a tautonym of ssp. mollis, hence it is listed without 
author-citation. However, the present author believes that the varietal
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category is best used as the principal division of a species, and that 
'the subspecific category is most significantly used as a means of group­
ing varieties, just as a section may be utilized to group species -within
!a genusGI ^
I %ype; On the sandy banks of the Arkansas# The label on the
1
jtype only says ”Arkansa.” It is in the Herbarium of the Academy of
!
[Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; an Isotype is in the Herbarium of theI
jNeir York Botanical Garden#
I Leaves densely stellate-tomentose, at least beneath, dentate;
plant usually erect; flowering calyces (6) 7-10 mm# long.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: In open woods,
sandy areas and disturbed areas, western Arkansas, eastern Oklahoma and 
eastern Texas. There are many intermediates with var# cinerascens# 
Usually flowering in May and June, but specimens in flower have been colL 
lected in July and August#
Selected from Ip. sheets of 32 collections: ARKANSAS: Franklin 
Co.: Fennell 10621 (NY, PH); Pulaski Co.: Merrill I86l (UARK, OKU); Se­
bastian Co.: Bigelow in 1853-5U; LOUISIANA: Bossier Co.: Correll 10058 
(GH, DUKE, NY, PH); Jefferson Davis Co.: Palmer 7629 (PH); OKLAHOMA: 
Choctaw Co.: Houghton U037 (GH, NY); Comanche Co.: Clements 11767 (GH); 
Love Co. Hopkins 3U29 (OKL); Marshall Co.: Easier Aug. 5, 1950 (OKL); 
Muskogee Co.: Little 1515 (OKL); TEXAS: Denton Co.: HVhitehouse 15780 
(MICH); Grayson Co.: Gentry 51-392 (OKU); Wilson Co.: Rogers. Albers and 
Webster 681*9 (TEX).
2@. Physalis viscosa L. var. CINERASCENS (Dunal) Waterfall, 
comb, nov..JP. pensylvanica_L._jg%r̂ cinez%scen8JDmal^nJDe_Candollo._
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Prodroinus 13(1)îU35. Ÿ. mollis Ndtt., var. cinerascens (Danal)
Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci. 10:66. 1875; incl. P. mollis
I
Nutt., var. parvifolia %rdb., Mem. Torr. Bot. Cl. U*355* I896.
Leaves dentate to entire, varying in size, probably due, at 
least in part, to seasonal heteromorphy; plants erect to spreading, or 
nearly procuinbent; more or less densely covered irith stellae, but not 
tomentose; flowering calyx (3) 5-7 (9) mm. long; small leaved forms have
i
jbeen segregated as var. parvifolia.
I 'I Type: Dunal cited ”n. 83 et 2316 Berland. pi. exs. Mex.” wheni
|he described var. cinerascens. Since he indicated no holotype, Berlandi-
1er- 2316, circa Matomoros urbem, April I83I (GH) is designated as LECTO- 
TÏPE.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Prairies, plains and 
in disturbed habitats, primarily in Oklahoma and Texas, extending into 
Mexico; often flowering in May and June, but to some extent any time durr 
ing the growing season, "vdiich may be most of the year in southern Texas.
Selected from L21 sheets of 361 collections: ABKANSASt Fulton 
Co.: Bush 2518 (GH); KANSAS: Barber Co.: Bydberg and Imler 61*0 (NY); NEÜF 
[CO: Chaves Co.: Earle 283 (NY); Lea Co.: Waterfall 7836 (GH, OKL); 
OKLAHOMA: Alfalfa Co.: Stevens 627 (GH, OKL, OKLA); Blaine Co.: Waterfa#
9027 (OKLA); Caddo Co.: Van Vleet June 21, I903 (OKL); Cleveland Co.: 
Little 1*60 (OKL); Custer Co.: Meric le 922 (OKL); Dewey Co.: Stevens 887
(GH); Garvin Co.: Andrews 19 (OKL); Grady Co.: Albers 37 (OKL); Greer 
Co.: Bull 3UI (OKL); Harmon Co.: Waterfall 8989 (OKL, OKLA); Jackson Co.: 
Bishop 107 (OKL); Kingfisher Co.: Grace 262 (OKL); Logan Co.: Smith 739
(OKL);_Murray Co.: Merrill_l*50 (NY); J$Qbl^_o.^_BardingJl^ (OKLA);
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ioklahoina Co.t Waterfall 22gg (GH, OKL); Payne Co.5 Grarnnann 53 (OKLA.);
iPottaiTatomie Co.: McLean 20L (OKLà); Tulsa Co.: Rees 255 (OKLA.); WoodsI ' •
jCo.: Stevens 726 (GH, OKLA); TEXAS? Andrews Co.: Cory 1382? (GH); Archer 
ic o .:  McDaniel Oct. 1$, 193h (OKLA, TEX); Armstrong Co.: Whitehouse 1?250 
(SMH); Bexar Co.: Pennell lQ35k (ET); Blanco Co.: Cory 15657 (GH); Bowie 
Co.: Heller 1̂252 (GH, NY, PH); Brazos Co.: Shinners I6627 (OKLA); Brew­
ster Co.: Warnock IO88I (SMH); Brooks Co.: Beck May 8, 1951 (OKLA); 
Burleson Co.: Giesenschlag 7239 (OKLA, TEX); Cladwell Co.: McBiyde 1931 
(NT, TEX); Calhoun Co.: Tharp 1̂ 29 (TEX); Cameron Co.: Tharp 1206;
i -Childress Co.: Iltis, Moore and Barkley 730 (UARK); Colorado Co.: Bush 
1302 (NT); Comal Co.: Dapprich 782k (SMU); Concho Co.: Whitehouse Aug. 31 
1929 (NT, TEX); Dallas Co.: Reverchon (MICH, NT, PH); Denton Co.: Harris
1926 (TEX); DeWitt Co.: Tharp 19k2 (TEX); Dimmitt Co.: Cory 29k2k (GH); 
Duval Co.: Craft 11, (NY)| Edwards Co.: Cdiy 35688̂ (GH); Ellis Co.: 
Lundell 9365 (MICH); El Paso Co.: Whitehouse 1931 (NT, TEX); Erath Co.:
lough May 5̂  1921 (TEX); Fayette Co.: Ripple 51-̂ 35 (TEX);; Galveston
Co.: Ruth 1292 (MICH); Garza Co.: Pennell 10523 (NT, PH); Goliad Co.: 
Williams 100 (PH) Grayson Co.: Shinners 7811 (GH, SMU); Hall Co.: 
erchon k3l2 (GH); Birdeman Co.: Small and Wherry 12179 (NT, TEX); 
rris Co.: Ball 502 (GH, NT); Hays Co.: Johnson k20 (TEX); Hidalgo Co.: 
jsory 36293 (GH);. Howard Co.: Cory 28788 (GH); Jeff Davis Co.: Cory 960I 
(GH); Jim Hogg Co.: Johnston 5kl3k (TEX); Kames Co.: Johnston IO98 (TEX] 
Kenedy Co.: Tharp k9238 (OKLA, TEX); Kerr Co.: Cory 19356 (GH); Kinney 
3o.: Cory 695 (GH); Kleberg Co. Reed 75 (NT); Lan^sas Co.: Tharp May 3, 
193k (UC); liveoak Co.: Tharp Mar. 22, 1931 (TEX); Lubbock Co.: Reed 
il76 ( COLO ) ;_Matagorda _Cô jJlQiyJll5SL{GHlLJM&TerickJ3ô ^̂
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iTharp and Turner 3$81|. (TEX); McLennan Co.: York U6llli (TEX); Medina Co.i 
Cory 11719 (GH); Menard Co.: mhoney May 1, 1933; Midland Co.: Coiy 39656 
(TEX); Monbgomery Co.: Dixon 501 (GH, NY); Nolan Co.: Stanfield Mar. 20, 
1928 (TEX); Nueces Co.: Heller 1̂ 53 (GH, NY, UC); Palo Pinto Co.: Parks
i? (TEX); Parker Co.: Nicholson May 16, I9U0 (TEX); Presidio Co.: %ahkI ■
June 9, 1895 (NY); Hecos Co.: Tharp 8822 (TEX); San Saba Co.: Palmer 
1181̂ 2 (TEX, UC); Schleicher Co.: Cory 32708 (TEX); Scurry Co.: Coiy 
L932O (SMU); Starr Co.: Tharp, Johnson and Webster Ü8-63 (TEX); Stephens 
Co.: Tharp June 13, 19̂ 1 (TEX); Sutton Co.: Coiy 2386 (GH); Tarrant Co.:
Hath 99 (GH, NY, PH); Taylor Co.: Tolstead 5717 (GH, MICH, TEX); TomI ■ '|Green Co.: Smith U6, (OKL); Travis Co.: Tharp lt5-$3 (COIÛ, NY, UC); 
Uvalde Co.: Cory 992U (GH); Willacy Co.: Davis and Johnston 5325*16 
(TEX); Wilbarger Co.: Ball 982 (NY); Wichita Co.: Small 56l (NY, TEX); 
Wheeler Co.: Tharp and Miller 51-3̂ 0 (TEX); Webb Co.: Mackenzie 21 (NY); 
Walker Co.: Warner 27 (TEX); Zapata Co.: Clover I688 (NY, MICH).
P. pensylvanica L., Species Plantarum, ed 2, I670, 1762, is 
not accounted for in the above synoxymy. A tracing from the Idnnean 
herbarium on a Canby sheet of P. viscosa in the Gray Herbarium bears the 
annotation "pubescence very short stellular - same as in P. viscosa Hb. 
Linn." No stellate species is known from Pennsylvania. No disposition 
of it can be made from the photograph of the species from the Idnnean 
Herbarium, other than to say that if it is indeed from North America, it 
[night be a small, rotund-leafed phase of P. viscosa, var. maritima.
3. Physalis angustifolia Nuttall, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Philad. 7:113.1831.
 E e r e j a n i a l , f r o m _ a - J M c k j B Q a d y J / A p g Q Q l , - j p f t f i n . j i i t h - m a i y _ . b r a n c h a a j  ;
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leaves linear, (8) 10-20 times longer than id.de; plants glabrons except­
ing on the tips or margins of the sepals; corolla yellow, unspotted to
I - .
'apparently spotted, but only lightly so, 8-20 mm. long; flowering calyx
15-10 mm. long, on peduncles 10-20 mm. long; fruiting calyx 2-3 cm. long
IIon peduncles 1-3 cm. long.
Types N. A. Ware «west Florida.” It is in the Herbarium of 
the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences. Its larger leaves are 6-8 
cm. long and about 2-3 mm. wide.
Habitat, flowering time and distributions Coastal sands, coral 
soil, or pine woods, Alabama to Mississippi with one collection from
louisiana; usually flowering from May to August, but a number of collec-i ‘ -
tions, particularly from Florida taken in flower in December, January 
and February.
Selected from 8$ sheets of 6L collections: AIABAMAt Baldwin 
Co.: Mohr March 20, 1883 (GH, UAHK); Mobile Co.: Mohr 18?8 (NY, PH); 
jFLOREMi Bay Co.t Banker 3670. 3679 (HI); Collier Co.t Moldenke 1006 
(DUKE, NY); Dade Co.: Moldenke 852 (DUKE, NY); Gulf Co.: Correll and 
bostiiE 3630 (HOKE); Monroe Co.t Curtiss lilt (GH, MICE, HI, PH, DàRK);
Wakulla Co.: Griscom 21i&78 (GH); IX)UISIANA: "seashore”: Carpenter,
July (PH); MISSISSIPPI: Jackson Co.: Baker July 25, 1897 (NY); Harrison 
Co.: Demaree 219II (OKL, OKLA, TEX); Tracy May 8, I898 (NY, MICH).
li. Physalis VARIOVESTITA Waterfall, sp. nov. Planta bivestita, 
pilis elongatis, 1-U mm. longis, articulatis, simplicbus vel furcatis, 
et brevo-stellatis; caulibus erectis; foliis petiolatis; laminis ovatis 
dentatis vel subsinuato-dentatis; pedunculis petiolis longioribus; 
orollis luteia,_fundo-maculati8;__antheris ■■lateis_ca...3. mm._longiau____
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The présence of abundant jointed hairs, 1-!» mm. long, in ad- j
I
i
dition to a covering of stellate hairs, is the most obvious characteris-
I
tic of this species • The long hairs are sometimes branched, sometimes *
I
simple. The plant is a perennial, 12-2$ cm. tall, from a rhizome. The II
leaf blades are ovate, dentate to more or less sinuate-dentate, 2.$-3.$ 
cm. long and 2-3 cm. -wide on petioles l.$-2.3 cm. long. The nodding 
jflowers are on peduncles 2-3 cm. long. The corollas are l.$-2 cm. long 
and 2-3 cm. vide, with large dark markings on its limb near its junction 
With the tube. The flowering calyx is about 1 cm. long divided about
jone-third to one-half of the way into ovate-lanceolate, or lanceolate
Iilobes. The anthers are yellow, ovate to ovate-oblong, about 3 mm. long.
Type: Eula Whitehouse 18179, back of Hockport Tourist cottages 
in sandy soil, live-oak belt, Rockport, Aransas Co., Texas, April 21,
19h7 (MICH).
A number of collections radiating northward from this area 
have long articulated hairs present to a greater or lesser extent. Thesè 
are found in specimens resembling both var. mollis and var. cinerascens. 
with a degree of variability in leaf size, margins, and stellate vesti- 
ture similar to that found in these two taxa.
Sheets approaching the type in vestiture are: Kenedy Co.: Cory 
26U08 (GH); Medina Co.: Johnston. Tharp and Turner 3k01 (OKLA, TEX).
Collections more widely diverging from P. variovestita. but 
with several to few long jointed trichomes present in addition to the 
short stellae are: Austin Co.: Pennell 10300 (NY, PH); Bexar Co.i Metz 
77 (UC); Caldwell Co.: Coll. unknown (J. B. McB.) 1931 (TEX); Cameron 
°^ (TEX); DeWitt Co. :_meA9l Apr, g. 19ii2_(GH, OKLA);_____
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iTbarp and Turner 3g8U (TEX)| McLennan Co.: York U6llli (TEX); Medina Co.: II • ' iCory 11719 (GH); Menard Co.: Mahoney May 1, 1933; Midland Co.: Coiy 39656
(TEX); Monfcgomeiy Co.: Dixon 501 (GH, NY); Nolan Co.: Stanfield Mar. 20, 
1928 (TEX); Nueces Co.: Heller lh$3 (GH, NY, IJC); Palo Pinbo Co.: Parks 
i? (TEX); Parker Co.: Nicholson May 16, I9U0 (TEX); Presidio Co.: PlankI — —
June 9f 1895 (NY); Hecos Co.: Tharp 8822 (TEX); San Saba Co.: Palmer 
II8U2 (TEX, ÏÏC); Schleicher Co.: Cory 32708 (TEX); Scurry Co.: Coiy 
U9320 (SMH); Starr Co.: Tharp, Johnson and Webster U8-63 (TEX); Stephens 
Co.: Tharp June 13, I9I1I (TEX); Sutton Co.: Coiy 2386 (GH); Tarrant Co.: 
Huth 99 (GH, NY, PH); Taylor Co.: Tolstead 5717 (GH, MICH, TEX); Tom
Green Co.: Smith II6, (OKL); Travis Co.: Tharp k5-53 (COLO, NY, UC); 
Uvalde Co.: Cory 992U (GH); Willacy Co.: Davis and Johnston 5325.16 
(TEX); Wilbarger Co.: Ball 982 (NY); Wichita Co.: Small 56l (NY, TEX); 
Wheeler Co.: Tharp and Miller 5l~3kO (TEX); Webb Co.: Mackenzie 21 (NY); 
Walker Co.: Warner 27 (TEX); Zapata Co.: Clover I688 (NY, MICH).
P. pensylvanica L., Species Plantarum, ed 2, I67O, 1762, is 
not accounted for in the above synoiymy. A tracing from the Idnnean 
herbarium on a Canby sheet of P. viscosa in the Gray Herbarium bears the 
annotation «pubescence very short stellular - same as in P. viscosa Hb. 
Idnn.« No stellate species is known from Pennsylvania. No disposition 
of it can be made from the photograph of the species from the Idnnean 
Herbarium, other than to say that if it is indeed from North America, it 
[night be a small, rotund-leafed phase of P. viscosa, var. maritima.




ileaves linear, (8) 10-20 times longer than id.de; plants glabrous except-!I
ii3g on the tips or margins of the sepals; corolla yellow, unspotted to 
apparently spotted, but only lightly so, 8-20 mm. long; flowering calyxI • . - ■
15-10 mm. long, on peduncles 10-20 mm. long; fruiting calyx 2-3 cm. long
iion peduncles 1-3 cm. long.
Type: N. A. Ware **west Florida.” It is in the Herbarium of 
the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences. Its larger leaves are 6-8 
cm. long and about 2-3 mm. wide.
Babitat, flowering time and distribution: Coastal sands, coral 
soil, or pine woods, Alabama to Mississippi with one collection from 
'̂ uisiana; usually flowering from May to August, but a number of coUec-i ' • ■
tions, particularly from Florida taken in flower in December, January 
and February.
Selected from 85 sheets of 6U collections; AIABAMAt Baldwin 
Co.; Mohr March 20, 1883 (GH, UARK); Mobile Co.; Mohr 1878 (NT, PH); 
FLORIDA: Bay Co.t Banker 3670, 3679 (NT); Collier Co.: Moldenke 1006 
(DUKE, NT); Dade Co.: Moldenke 852 (DUKE, NT); Gulf Co.: Correll and 
Oostim 5630 (DUKE); Monroe Co.: Curtiss llU (GH, MICH, NT, PH, UARK);
Wakulla Co.t Griscom 211:78 (GH); LOUISIANA: "seashore”: Carpenter,
July (PH); MISSISSIPPI; Jackson Co.; Baker July 25, 1897 (NT); Harrison 
Co.: Demaree 21911 (OKL, OKLA, TEX); Tracy May 8, I898 (NT, MICH).
U* Physalis VARIOVESTITA Waterfall, sp. nov. Planta bivestita, 
jpilis elongatis, l-U mm. longis, articulatis, sinqplicbus vel furcatis, 
et brevo-stellatis; caulibus erectis; foliis petiolatis; laminis ovatis 
dentatis vel subsinuato-dentatis; pedunculis petiolis longioribus; 
orollis luteis, fmido-maculatis; antheria Inteis ca. 3 mm, longle^
35
The présence of abundant jointed hairs, l-li. nm. long, in ad­
dition to a covering of stellate hairs, is the most obvious characteris­
tic of this species. The long hairs are sometimes branched, sometimes
!: simple. The plant is a perennial, 12-2$ cm. tall, from a rhizome. The 
ileaf blades are ovate, dentate to more or less sinuate-dentate, 2.$-3.$I
'em. long and 2-3 cm. wide on petioles 1.5-2.3 cm. long. The nodding 
flowers are on peduncles 2-3 cm. long. The corollas are 1.5-2 cm. long 
and 2-3 cm. wide, with large dark markings on its limb near its junction 
with the tube. The flowering calyx is about 1 cm. long divided about 
jone-third to one-half of the way into ovate-lanceolate, or lanceolate 
lobes. The anthers are yellow, ovate to ovate-oblong, about 3 mm. long.
I Type; Eula Whitehouse 18179, back of Rockport Tourist cottages
in sancfcr soil, live-oak belt, Rockport, Aransas Co., Texas, April 21,
19U? (MICH).
A number of collections radiating northward from this area 
have long articulated hairs present to a greater or lesser extent. These 
are found in specimens resembling both var. mollis and var. cinerascens, 
with a degree of variability in leaf size, margins, and stellate vesti­
ture similar to that found in these two taxa.
Sheets approaching the type in vestiture are; Keneĉ y Co.; Cory 
26U08 (GH); Medina Co.; Johnston, Tharp and Turner 31̂ 01 (OKLA, TEX).
Collections more widely diverging from P. variovestita, but 
with several to few long jointed trichomes present in addition to the 
short stellae are; Austin Co.; Pennell 10300 (NY, PH); Bexar Co.; Metz 
l;77 (UC); Caldwell Co.t Coll. unknown (J. B. McB.) 1931 (TEX); Cameron 
bo.; Tla^ 1206 (TEX); DeWitt Co.; Jdedel_Apr._̂ ,__19ii2 (GH, OKLA);_____
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Gillespie Co.: Bray 293 (TEX); Gonzales Co.: Bogusch 1868 (TEX); Cory 
8366 (GH); Turner 3706 (TEX); Jim Hogg Co.: Tharp June 1?, 1928 (TEX); 
Hidalgo Co.: Cameron 269 (TEX); Kenedy Co.: Johnston 532$6,19 (TEX);
I ■  ■ ■ I
Lundell 8?1$ (GH); Upshur Co.: Reverchon 3237 (HY); Victoria Co.: Coll. I
unknofwn Mar. 29, 1930 (TEX); Waller Co.: Hall gOO (GH, HI); Wilson Co.: |
I . . .  urn I n .
bory 7795 (GH); Barks 29530 (GH); Wood Co.; McMullen June 10, 1927 (TEX)l
!  ' IIt is postulated that a population such as described above, j
; - i
! ■ ! and exemplified by the type collection, must exist in the area indicated |
; ' "  - ■ ;
in southern Texas, and that gene interchange has diluted its character- j
j
is tics with those of P. viscosa var. mollis and var. cinerascens in an I 
area radiating northward. Probably Edgar Anderson's method of extrapo­
lated correlateŝ  could have been used to predict the occurrence of P. 
variovestita on the basis of the infcergrades found in approaching the 
area in idiich it grows.
Physalis pumila Nuttall, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 5(n.s.);193, 
1836; P. lanceolata Michx., var. hirta Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and 
Sci. 10:68. 1875.
Plants perennial, 15-U5 cm. tall, often branched, usually 
overed with jointed hairs 1-2 mm. long, some of which are 1- to rarely
3-branched, and which spread at right angles from the stem. Leaf blades 
ovate to ovate-lanceolate, or rarely lanceolate, some times somewhat 
rhombic, tapering to a more or less winged petiole; larger blades (1|.)
6-9 cm. long and (2.5) 3-5 cm. broad, on petioles 1-3 cm. long; leaf 
nargins usually entire, but sometimes slightly and irregularly sinuate-
Êdgar Anderson, Ihtrogressive Hybridisation, (New York: John 
' 9ileyLand_jSona,_19lt$3f_92r ^  T. — _______ _______________________
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or repand-denbate; corolla 12-20 nm. long, and about 15-25 mm. tri.de at |
i
the top; anthers usually 2.5-3 mm. long, yellow; flowering calyx usually; 
lOwî mi. long with free lanceolate-deltoid sepal tips about one-third 
as long; flowering peduncles 15-30 mm. long; fruiting calyx usually 15-20 
mm. wide and 3-U cm. long, much inflated around the fruit, on reflexedI . - . . i
'peduncles 25-UO mm. long. |
! : 
Type: Nuttall, Arkansas. The type is representative of the |
1! extreme having few branched hairs. It was collected at, or near, the !
' I
eastern limit of its range in this area. It is in the Herbarium of the |
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. i' . !
; I
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Growing in prairies, I
I
open woods and disturbed habitats, primarily in western Missouri, east­
ern Kansas, eastern Oklahoma and adjacent Texas; usually flowering in 
May, June, July and August, perhaps flowering earlier in the southern 
part of its range, as fruiting specimens have been collected in May in 
Texas.
Selected from l6U sheets of 1U2 collections: ARKANSAS; Sebasti­
an Co.: Armstrong 186 (TEX, UARK); Washington Co.: Hill 23 (UARK); ILLI­
NOIS: Peoria Co.: Chase 3^0 (NY, UC); KANSAS: Butler Co.: Chase 2033 
(NY); Cowley Co.: White June I898 (NY); Douglas Co.: McGregor 966I (KANUj); 
Geary Co.: Imler May 2U, 1929 (KANU); Greenwood Co.: Hoir June 28, 1930 
(KANU) Jefferson Co.: Horr #77 (DUKE); Linn Co.: %rdberg and Imler 9I 
(KANU, NY); Marion Co.: Pringle June 18, 1855 (GH); McPherson Co.: Waugh 
Aug. 20, 1893 (NY); Montgomery Co.: McGregor 10220 (KANU); Osage Co.: 
McGregor 15UU (KANU); Sedgwick Co.: Poole 277 (GH); Wabaunee Co.:
IfcJlregorLî JiÆjCKANU); MISS0UBl̂ JBarry-Co..xJBalmeii-3,0U29-(Ĵ )̂ neday Co.,
38
St̂ eirmark 7U337 (SMU)| Clay Co.; Mackenzie July 16, 1899 (NY)5 Dickin- j 
son Co.; Imler June U, 1929 (KANU); Green Co.: Bush 26ljA (GH); Jacksoni . * ' I
;Co.: Bush 26U (NÏ, UC); Jasper Co.; Palmer 32U05 (HI); Lafayette Co.;
I  '  '  '  ;
Bemetrio 11$ (GH); Mason Co.; Bash 7598 (GH, HI); Polk Co.; Steyermark
239W4 (NY); Pottawatomie Co.; Imler June 10, 1929 (KAHU); St. Louis Co.; iI — — I
iLetterman July 20, I69U (NI, PH, TEX)̂  Vernon Co.; Palmer h21h2 (HI); I
: IpELAHOMAt Cherokee Co.; T/allis 620 (OKLA); Choctaw Co.; Waterfall 11282 1
•(OKLA, TEX); Cleveland Co.; Bebb U075 (OKL); Comanche Co.; Waterfall j
h ■ ■ ' ' ' • ■ ■ !9132 (OKL, OKLA); Garvin Co.; Andrews I67 (OKL); Kay Co.; gyler 296
■ ' ' - ' ' I
;(OKLA); Kingfisher Co.; Grace 262 (GH); Latimer Co.; Butler June 21, |
j •  ' j
1877 (NI); Logan Co.; Keyser 6035 (NI); McCurtain Co.; Sears lU39a (OKL);
I ■ !McIntosh Co.; Bebb l|28l (OKL); Murray Co.; Hopkins 3953 (OKL, OKLA); 
Muskogee Co.; Bebb 1;281 (OKL); Oklahoma Co.; Waterfall 19li9 (OKL);
Pa^e Co.; Coryell 288 (OKLA); Pittsburg Co.; Simmons 77 (SMU); Pontotoc 
Co.; McCoy 2929 (OKIA); Tulsa Co.: McLean 200 (OKLA); Wagoner Co.; 
Pennell 106l2 (HI, PH); TEXAS; Dallas Co.; Reverchon 381 (GH); Grayson
Co.; Bebb 2706 (OKL); Harris Co.; Ball 501 (GH, HI); Henderson Co.; 
Lundell 9560 (GH, MICH); Van Zandt Co.; Reverchon May 21, I9OO (HI); Mook
Co.; Lundell 9̂ 26 (MICH).
6. Physalis arenicola Kearney, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 21;h8$.
I89U.
Plants perennial from cord-like rhizomes which are near the 
surface, usually l$-30 cm. tall, single or branched; hairs short and 
antrorse, sometimes viscid, in var. ciliosa 1-2 mm. long, jointed, 
spreading and more or less abundant; leaf blades ovate to ovate-rhombic, 
the-larĝ r-ones-usually-2-6-cm»-long-and-2-U-cm̂ wide-on-pôtioles—1-3-cml
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long; leaf margins irreguürly dentate to sinuate or entire; coroÜas
I
10-20 mm. long, yellow with slightly darker spots on the limb near its 
base; flowering calyx 7-H nm. long, its lobes 2-1; mm. long; flowering
peduncle 10-25 mm. long; fruiting calyx 20-30 mm. long and 15-25 mm.
! ' * ■
^de, much inflated around the fruit.
I
i Types Kearney cited several collections of Nash’s when hei .
describedr P. arenicola. Since no holotype was designated, the author 
Iselects the following from among the cited collections: George V. Nash 
1170, dry sandy soil, high pine land, vicinity of Eustis, Lake County, 
Florida, July 1-15, 189U as the LBCTOTIPE. Iso-lectotypes are to be
j
found in the herbaria of the University of California and the New York 
Botanical Garden.
Babitat, distribution and flowering time: Sand dunes, ridges, 
sandy oak woods, pine woods and disturbed sandy areas, primarily in 
Florida, but also in adjacent Georgia and Mississippi; flowering March 
throu^ August.
6a. Physalis arenicola, var. arenicolâ  cited above.
Selected from 28 sheets of collections : FLORIDA: Alachua Co.: 
Wiegand and Manning 2610 (GH); Brevard Co.: Curtiss 5713 (GH, UC); Duval
Co.: Curtiss 661*1; (GH, NY, UC); Lake Co.: Nash 1170 (GH, UC); Levy Co.: 
Garber Nov. 1877 (GH); Marion Co.: Moldenke 1090 (DUKE); Palm Beach Co.:
Small 85ll* (DUKE, GH); Sumter Co.: Curtiss 663I; (GH); Volusia Co.: Small
8692 (DUKE, GH); GBOHGIA: Lowndes Co.: Harper 159U (GH, NY).
6b. Physalis arenicola Kearney, var. CILIOSA (Rydb.) Waterfall,,
comb, et stat. nov., P. ciliosa Rydb., Mem. Torr. Bot. Club i;:3l*6. I898. 
_______Type: In describing P. ciliosa Rydberg stated "Chapman (in
ko
Herb, J. DÔïïnell âdJbh, Hervard^Mrersl^ "Collëger^nd A. ¥.
j
Chapman, type).** As LECTOTÎPE the author chooses a sheet (GH) showing 
both flowering and fruiting plants. Iso-lectotypes are: GH, a second 
sheet, NÎ and OKL.
I Selected from 35 sheets of 33 collections: FIXDRIDA: Alachua
Co.; Walker 1917 (OKLA)} Brevard Co.: Small and DeWihkeler 2i;68 (HY); 
jGadsden Co.: Berg (NI); Hendry Co.: Moldenke 1018 (DUKE, NI); lEghlands 
|co.: Small, Mosier and BeWinkeler 10906 (NI); Lee Co.: Moldenke 9̂ 6 
|(BCJKE, NI); Levy Co.: Costing 139 (DUKE); Osceola Co.: Singletary Apr. 28, 
1938 (DUKE); Polk Co.: McFarland 5021 (MICH); Santa Rosa Co.: McFarlane I
I I
and Goertz June 17, 1905 (DUKE); Sarasota Co.: Rusby April 1935 (NI); 
iSumter Co.: Curtiss 663U (UC); GEORGIA: Calhoun Co.: Thorne 3321 (GH); 
Chatham Co.: Gay (GH); Charlton Co.: Small June 12-15, 1895; MISSISSIPPI: 
Jackson Co.: Skehan May 10, 1895 (GH).
The following specimens, all from Florida, seem to be inter­
mediate between var. arenicola and var. ciliosa: Collier Co.: Small 
IOU77 (NI); Bade Co.: Small and Small 6825 (GH, NI); Volusia Co.; Small 
8692 (GH, DUKE).
7. Physalis heterophyHa Ne es, linnaea 6:1:63. 1831; synonpny 
cited under the varieties.
Stems usually erect fhom a deeply buried rhizome, 15-90 cm. 
ball, simple or branched; herbage densely to sparsely covered with vary­
ing proportions of short usually viscid hairs and glandular hairs, to­
gether with long jointed hairs which are usually 1-2 ram. long; sometimes 
only a few long hairs are present; rarely, as in var. villosa, the stems 
ire villous with long raulticellular hairs; leaf blades usually broadly t6
Ill
narrowly ovate, or ovate-rhombic, the principal ones usually 5-10 cm. |
j
; ' ! long and 3*? to 6 cm* iride on petioles 3-6 cm. long; corollas 10-18 mm.
lonĝ  yellow with brownish, sordid or bine-tinged spots on the limb near!
■ Iits base; flowering calyx 7-12 mm. long, its lobes 3-5 ™. long, lanceo-
jlate-triangular, sometimes acuminate; anthers usually 3-U#5 mm# long,
yellow, sometimes tinged with blue; filaments thickened, often as wide
: ' ■ ' j
•as the anthers, frequently clavate; fruiting calyx usually 2.5-3 cm. long
! ■  ■ '  Iland 2-3 cm. wide, much inflated around the fruit, borne on peduncles :
! Iil.5-U cm. long. I' !
7a. Physalis heterophylla Nees, var. heterophylla, loc. cit. I 
supra; P. virginiana Mill., var. ambigua Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts 
and Sciences 10:65. 1875; P. nyctaginea Dunal, DeCandolle, Prodromus 
13(l):WtO-W^. 1852; P. ambigua (Gray) Britton, Mem. Torr. Bot. Club 
5:287# l89lt; P. heterophylla, var. umbrosa Rydberg, Corrtr. Ü. S. Natl. 
Herb. 3:172. 1895; P# heterophylla, var. ambigua (Gray) %rdberg, Mem# 
Torr# Bot. Club k:3k9# I896; P. sinuata Eydb., in Small*s Flora%986.
1913#
This is an extremely variable assemblage as indicated in the 
preceding description, which, with stated exceptions, covers var# 
heterophylla, only two localized varieties being recognized. Formas
(the species or varieties of earlier authors) might be distinguished on 
the basis of dentation of leaves, or of vestiture, but many specimens 
would be assignable only on an arbitrary basis, even if some of the ex­
tremes seem quite striking. An example is the densely stiff-haired form 
often found on sands at various localities in the range of the species. 
_______ Type: "In coUibus argillosis Pennsylvanicae Poeppig legit.»
U2
H abitat, range and flowering time: Open woods, p ra irie s , h il l- j
• •  i
sides, fie ld s  and other disturbed habitats, p rin c ip a lly  in  the eastern 
United States and adjacent Canada, the p ra irie  and p lain  region westward:
I
in to  the central and northern rookies and the Great Basin; flowering fromI
June to August in  Canada and from A p ril to September in  Texas, !
Selected from 637 sheets of collections: CANADAs ONTARIO: I
Cameron July L, 1901, Niagra (GH, NY); Dodge July 11, I9II3 Pt, Edward |
(TEX); Grassl 3762 (MICH, NX); Jacquê  Marie-Victorin and Rollandr-Germaih 
k9238f Points Pelle (GH); Macoun 5813̂  Chatham (GH); Senn and Soper ipJi,|
I
Long Point (GH, l̂Y); White 2, Snelgrove (GH); OTTAWA: Mnshall 239 (NY);|
.  /  IRolland 13020, Ile Lemieux (GH); Victorin 10119̂  Ottawa (NY); QUEBEC: |
Gerard 1628, Granby (NY); Victorin 1*301:, Longeuil (GH); Victorin 181*30
(GH); VictcriPi.Qermaine and Jacĉ ues 1*31*03̂ Baie-de-Ponbiac (GH); UNITED 
STATES: ALABAMA: Jackson Co.: Earle June 30, 1899 (NY); Tuscaloosa Co.: 
Harper 3967 (NY); ARIZONA: San Francisco Mbs.: Toumey 1*10 (UC); ARKANSAS
Chesterfield Co.: I l t is  June 27> 19i*l (UARK); Drew Co.: Demaree 21138 
(NY, OKL, OKLA, UARK); Garland Co.: Chase 9960 (TEX); Hot Springs Co.: 
Demaree 171*61*. (NY); Lincoln Co.: Demaree 20826 (NY); Newbon Co.: Moore
1*30238 (UARK); Sebastian Co.: Armstrong 185 (UARK); Washington Co.: 
French 521 (UARK); COLORADO: Boulder Co.: Tweedy 5229 (NY); Denver Co.:
Payson Aug. 21, I919 (COLO); El Paso Co.: Barnhart 1*89 (NY); Jefferson
Co.: Ewan 11*555 (COLO); Larimer Co.: Osterhout 3633 (NY); Weld Co.: 
Johnston 653 (NY); CONNECTICUT: Fairfield Co.: Eames 8530 (GH); Hartford
Co.: Andrews 80? (NEBC); L itch fie ld  Co.: Evans J i^  1922 (NEBG); Middle­
sex Co.: Wright July 12, 1882 (GH); New Haven Co.: Barger Aug. 22, I896 
(GH, NEBG); New London Co.: Woodward Aug. 2. 1906 (NEBG); Tolland Co.:
Ii3
Peaae U65 (NEBC)j Windham Co.j Weatherhr 5353 (MEBC)j BEIAWAREt New- !
! ' I
castle Co.; Morong Sept. 1, 1873 (NY); Randolph 99 (GH); FLORIDA.; Chapman 
(GH); GEORGIA: Chatham Co.: Ijyles li3?0 (DUKE); Clarke Co.: Perry 1012
(GH)s IDAHO: Allen 1873; nUUOISt Adams Co.: Seymore JtOy 25, 18?6;
Champaign Co.: Pease 13035 (GH); Cook Co.: Greenman 20I4U (GH); Du PageI . . . . - ' - .. - - I
I ICo.: IMbach 3202 (GH); Henry Co.: Dobbs 19j (GH); Jackson Co.: (Reason | 
1838 (GH); Mason Co.: Gleason 9203 (NY); McHenry Co.: Vasey (NY, UC); Pe-
Î - • ' ' ' - ' I
bria Co.: McDonald Aug. 19OL (GH); Piatt Co.: Seymore June 8, I906 (DUKE);
Stark Co.: Eaton lUO (GH); INDIANA; Cass Co.: Ek Aug. 22, I9U2 (OKLA); I
! ' IClarke Co.: Thnbach Ju3y 12, I898 (GH); Greene Co.: Umbach 8100 (OKLA); |
I} * 
Hamilton Co.; Friesener 17235 (NY, TEX); Lagrange Co.: Deam iLPliü (NY);I
Laporte Co.: Friesener 17UU8 (OKLA); Lawrence Co.: Kriebel 3285 (DUKE, 
jH); Marshall Co.: Deam 7559 (NY); Monroe Co.: Foley July 21, 19̂ 6 (TEX)] 
Noble Co.: Deam 5781̂ 6 (OKL); Porter Co.: Peattie Aug. 10, 1920 (GH); 
Tippecanoe Co.; Friesener 19362 (OKL, TEX); ICMkt Benton Co.; Davis 1877 
(OKLA); Dickinson Co.: Ifeiyden 306̂  (TEX); Fayette Co.: Fink July 2, 189k 
(GH); Muscatine Co.: Shimek June 23, 1925 (UARK); Palo Alto Co.: Hayden 
2055 (GH); Story Co.: Pammell and Ball 81 (GH, NY); Warren Co.: Pammell. 
Doty and Pammell Sept. 26, 192k (OKL); Worth Co.: Wallis Aug. 21, 1950 
(OKLA); KANSAS! Boubon Co.: Thompson 631 (KANU); Brown Co.: Agrelina, . 
Ball and Love joy Aug. 23, 1913 (KANU); Douglas Co.: McGr%or 606 (KANU);
Geary Co.; Gayle 60I (NY); lyon Co.: Horr June 20, 1930 (KANU); Osborne 
]o .: Shear 159 (GH); McPherson Co.: McGregor 10736 (KANU); R iley Co.: 
Htchcock 209 (GH); Shawnee Co.: Voile 606 (KANU); Woodson Co.: Horr
July 11, I93O; KENTUCKY; lyon Co.; Eggleston k5k3 (NY); Paducah Co.
10;
Ouachita Go#: Smith May 11, 19l|i (COÎO, OKL); St. Martin Co.: Langlois * 
2 (NT); MÔTNE? Androscoggin Co.: Furbish 1893 (NEBC); Cumberland Co.:
i ■ '
Chamberlain 121 (NEBC); Franklin Co.: Kncmrlton 531 (NEBC); Kennebec Co.:
iFemald Sept. 25, 1893 (NEBC); Oxford Co#: P arlin  Aug. 1893 (NEBG); 
Ipiscataquis Co.: Fernald Aug. 31̂  1897 (NEBC); "Waldo Co.t Rossbach 716
I
(HEBC)j York Co.t Perkins I893 (GH); MAHnAMD} Baltimore Co.: Iltis 1113
(HABK); Comico Co.t Car4?y 1865 (HI); MASSACHOSETTS: Barnstable Co.:
t "
iCollins. 27U3 (NEBC); Berkshire Co.: Weatherby 73U8 (NEBC); Essex Co.:
I *  ■
ipease 2138 (NEBC); Franklin Co.: Churchill June 27, 1925 (NEBC); Bampden 
jCo.: Seymour S7i|l (DUKE); Hampshire Co.: Seymour 1Q|.05 (DUKE); London Co.:IMorong Aug. 21̂  1879 (NT); Middlesex Co.: Rossbach 966 (NEBC); Norfolk 
Co.: Kidder July 9y 1915 (NEBC); Plymouth Co.: Poole 278 (GH); Suffolk 
Co.: palmer 39636 (NEBC); Worcester Co.: Sgymore 5851 (DUKE, NEBC); 
MICHIGAN: Allegan Co.: Wheeler Aug. 25, I896 (GH); Alpena Co.: Wheeler 
July 3, 1895 (GH); Eaton Co#: Deane Sept# I9, 1885 (GH); Emmet Co#:
Webb July 22, I950 (OKL); Ingham Co#: Tourney Sept# 20, I89O (ARIZ);
Ionia Co#: Smith I887 (GH); Kalamazoo Co.: Hanes 221̂ 9 (NT); Keweenaw 
Co.: Farvreli 623 (GH, NT); Lambton Co.: Dodge 17, (NT); Menominee Co.: 
Grassl 3597 (NT); St., Claire Co.: Dodge June 21, I896 (NT); Washtenaw
Co.: Heimann 9239 (NT); Wayne Go#: Kriebel 5U07 (DUKE); MINNESOTA: 
Hennepin Co.: Sandberg 975 (ARIZ); Houston Co.: Rosendahl June 10, 1902 
(GH); Mille Lacs Co.: Sheldon July 1892; Nicollet Co.: Ballard July 1892̂  
Wabash Co.: Manning Aug. 5̂  1883 (NT); MISSISSIPPI: Birrison Co.: Tracy 
5l5k (NT); MISSOURI: Boone Co.: Drouet 855 (GH); Clay Co.: Mackenzie 
July 16, 1899 (NT); Jackson Co.: Bush 771 (GH); Lafayette Co.: Demetrio
L _ C N T ) j J O z a r k J l o # u i ________
k$
Steyemiark 60250 (üAEK); Folk Co.: Steyermafk 7137Ô (NT)} St. Louis Co.: |
I I
Btiftelaann Aug. I86I (GH); Taney Co.: Eggleston 1225k (NY); NEBUASEA:
i • ;
Custer Co.: Bates June 18, 1901 (GH); Frontier Co.: Hydberg 268 (HI); |
i   IKearney Co.: Hapeman July 3, 1928 (DUKE); Knox Co.: Clements 2688 (GH); i
! 1
[Lancaster Co.: Rydberg Sept. 189$ (HI); Phelps Co.: Bapeman Aug. 21;, 1931 
(TEX); Thomas Co.: %rdberg ll;97 (HI); "Washington Co.: MacDougal 10 (HY); 
'HM H&MPSHIRE: Cheshire Co.: Fernald 5h9 (GH); Coos Co.: Pease I69I8
I    ■ -  ‘ “
l(NEBC); Correll Co.: Far low June I9II (HEBC); Grafton Co.: Brown July 20, 
1939 (DUKE); Hillsboro Co.: Batchelder Sept. 6, I913 (HI); Merrimac Co.:
Bullard Aug. 26, 1933 (HEBC); Orange Co.: Reed Oct. 6, 1931 (DUKE);
I .Rockingham Co.: Pease 13687 (HEBC); HEW" JERSEY: Middlesex Co.: Kennedy 
59 (GH); Monmouth Co.: "Willis (MICH); Somerset Co.: Mbldenke 2701; (HI); 
Sussex Co.: Britton Sept. 11, 1887 (HI); Union Co.: Moldenke 619I (HI); 
HEW YORK: Albany Co.: Peck (HI); Chautauqua Co.: Southworth (MICH);
Erie Co.: Clinton (HI); Madison Co.: House 2l̂;l;8 (HI); Heir York Co.: 
Kneishern (HI); Oneida Co.: Haberer 1537 (GH); Orange Co.: Thurber (GH);
S t. Lawrence Co.: Phelps 81;6 (GH, H I); Saratoga Co.: Burnham Sept. 25, 
1909 (GH); Seneca Co.: Wiegand 3101; (GH); Suffolk Co.: Latham U0l;7 (GH) 
Warren Co.: House 28076 (OKL); Washington Co.: Burnham June 25, I90I; 
(GH); HORTH CAROLIH&f Granville Co.: Batson 1225 (DUKE); Forsyth Co.: 
Batson 1121; (DUKE); Durham Co.: Blomquist 1;808 (DUKE); Caswell Co.:
Batson 1226 (DUKE); OHIO: Gleason Sept. 21;, I90I; (GH); Hamilton Co.:
Lloyd (GH); Haywood Co.: Costing 31*399 (DUKE); Lake Co.: Wemer 2Q51;
(GH); Lorain Co.: Ricksecker July 23, I89U (H i); Portage Co.: Webb 15U7 
(GH); Richland Co.: Wilkinson 7826 (H I); Trumbull Co.: Webb U57 (GH); 
Warren Co.: Barger 817li (GH); Wood Co.: Moseley Sept. 1918 (GH);_______
U6
pKEAHDMà: Blaine Co.: YfaterfajJL 8Î66 (OKL, OKIA, TEX); ~OhŜ 'këë~Co.~t I
i ' I
¥alHs 1180 (OKL); Cleveland Co.: Bebb U075 (OKIA); Caster Co.: Waterfall 
! I
7337 (OKL, OKU, TEX); Le Flore Co.: Blakely lUUO (HÏ, OKL); Logan Co.: j
! iGoodman 2125 (GH, OKL); IfcCurtain Co.: Houghton 3777 (OH); Murray Co.: |
i I
Merrill 1062 (NY); Muskogee Co.: Waterfall 1021&1 (OKLA, SMC); Ok^homa
i
Co.: Waterfall 2858 (OKL); Payne Co.: Henfro ll|l (OKU).; Pontotoc Co.:
kcCoy 1667 (OKU); Pottawatomie Co.: McLean (OKU, TEX); PENNSYLVANIA:
I - - IAUegheney Co.: Porter I869 (NY); Bucks Co.: Meredith May 30, 1921 (GH);
j j
Center Co.: Wahl July 12, 1937 (OH); Chester Co.: Pennell 11878 (NY); 
Fayette Co.: Core 29UO (NY); Lancaster Co.: Heller July 1, I9OI (OH);
I ■  -Ludawanna Co.: Olowenke U57 (OH); Mercer Co.: Porter July 27, 1893 (OH);i ,
Monroe Co.: Glowehke 69I (OH); Northamgpton Co.: Schaeffer 1780I4. (OH); 
Potter Co.: Moldenke 1938k (NY); York Co.: Britton Ju]y 2-6, 190k (NY); 
RHODE ISUND: Barrington Co.: Collins Oct. Ik, 1933 (NEBC); Kent Co.: 
Bailey (OH); Providence Co.: Leland Aug. 29, 1928 (NEBC); SOUTH CAROLINAt
Oconee Co.: coll. unknown, July 5̂  1897 (NY); SOUTH DAKOTA: Custer Co.: 
Rydberg 908 (NY); Stanley Co.: Over 6IOI (COLO); Washabaugh Co.: Yisher
2053 (NY); TENNESSEE: Davidson Co.: Gattinger (NY); Frank Co.: Rurh 525 
(NY); Rutherford Co.: Quarterman 3023 (DUKE); TEXASt Anderson Co.: Marsh
83 (TEX); Bumet Co.: Rogers, Albers and Barksdale 686k (TEX); Caldwell 
(I().: McBryde 1931 (T^); Dallas Co.: Bebb 1322 (OKL); Erath Co.: Gough 
July 5; 1921 (TEX); Gonzales Co.: Cory 8365 (GH); Harrison Co.: Cory 2288k 
(GH); Bays Co.: Stanfield July 1895 (NY); Jim Hogg Co.: Tharp June 17>
1928 (TEX); Kerr Co.: Coiy 2k91k (GH); Jjamp&s&s Co.: Tharp May 3> 193k 
(GH, OKU, TEX); Marion Co.: Turner and Tharp 3098 (TEX); Mclennan Co.: 
Smith_ii2JD_(jQKLA),LJEalcLJEiiitQj:k^itJLJfcJ^^^
h7
Palmer 11801 (TM); Smith Co.t Moore 9U9 (GH); Travis Co.: landell and
I
liundell 9093 (MICH); flalker Co.: Palmer 12022 (UC); Wichita Co.: Tharp 
I33U (TEX); Williamson Co.: Tharp Ifey 1930 (OKU); UTAH: Salt Lake
i
Co.: Garrett 3033 (NT); VERMONT: Addison Co.t Knowlton July 10, 193$ 
(NEBG); Bennington Co.: Day iil3 (GH, NEBC); Caledona Co.: Pease 27660 
(NEBC); Chittendon Co.: Kent July 20, 1909 (NEBC); Orleans Co.: Winslotr
i
Aug. 1809 (NEBC); Willoughl̂ y Co.: Kennedy July 26, I698 (NEBC); Rutland
1
'Co.: Kennedy Aug. 3f 1907 (GH); Windham Co.: Blanchard $ (NT); Windsor 
Oo*5 Hndeiwood 2316 (NEBC) VIRGINIA: Albemarle Co.: Dodge July I889
i
j(MICH); Bedford Co.: Curtiss Aug. 28, 1871; Brunswick Co.: gernald and
!
Lewis lij66o (GH); Fauquier Co.: Allard9620 (GH); Frederick Co.: Binnewell
IU019 (GH); Greensville Co.: Fernald and Long 9i*28 (GH); Isle of Wight 
Go.: Fernald and Long 12795 (GH); Lee Co.: Stoall July 27, 1892 (NT); 
Pendelton Co.: Allard3596 (GH); Prince George Co.: Fernald and Long 9ĥ 7 
(GH, NT); Shenandoah Co.: Binnewell 13056 (GH); Southampton Co.: Fernald
and Long IOI1I2 (GH); Spotsylvania Co.: Iltis I06I (DARK); Surry Co.: 
Fernald and Long 881*0 (GH); Sussex Co.: Fernald, Griscom and Long 6681*
(GH); WEST VIRGINIA: Greenbrier Co.: Hiinnewell 2915 (GH); Tyler Co.: 
Berkeley June 17, 1930 (GH); WISCONSIN: Dane Co.: Watson (NT); Lacrosse
(3().:  Fassett 98OO (GH); Lincoln Co.: Seymore 11*325 (SMC); WTOMING: Crook 
Co.: Porter 31*1*9 (GH, TEX); Big Horn Co.: Porter 6695 (NT).
7b. Physalis heterophylla Nees, var. clavipes Fernald, Rhodora 
J*9:178. 191*7.
üÿpe: Fernald, Long and Clement l53l*7> sand woods near Darden's 
Pond, northeast o f Court land, Southanqpton Co., V irg in ia , (GH); isotype
collection .----------------------------------------------
U8
7c. Hgrsalls heteroptorlla Nees, var. TOXLOSl Waterfall, var, i
I I
nov*, caulibus dense articulato-villosis, piUs 2-U mm. longis.
The abundant, soft, long jointed hairs, 2-U mm. long, charac- I
I Iterize this variety. The leaf size and margin vary in a manner conqparable
I I
{to var. heterophylla.
Type: Sarle June 2, 1901, moist hillsides thick woods, Lee 
County, Alabama. The TYPE and the ISOTÏPE are in the Herbarium of the 
New York Botanical Garden.
Collections examined: ALABAMA: Lee Co.: Earle June 2, 1901 
i(NT)j F. S. Earle May 10, 1896, Auburn (NT); FLORIDA: Gadsden Co.: Berg 
Summer (NT); Walton Co.: A. H. Curtiss June 1866, De Funiak Springs (NT)̂  
County undetermined: W. M. Buswell April 9f 1931, Pine Woods, East Fort 
Meyers (NT); TEXAS: doubtfully referred here is Tharp April 19, 1930,
East Texas coast (TEX).
P. heterophylla appears to inter grade with P. virginiana in 
some areas, producing individuals with vaxying indûment and leaf «shape, 
including lanceolate. Such specimens are found in South Carolina from 
which Michaux described his P. lanceolata. Flora Boreali-americana 1^9  ̂
1803• Examples are: Gibbeŝ  in 183U, Columbia, S. Car. (NT); Gibbes 
Aug. 1835̂  South Carolina (NT); Eavenel, Aiken, South Carolina (NT).
The photograph of the type of P. lanceolate in the Gray Herbarium appearé 
to match these specimens fairly well. The author believes that it was on 
such a specimen that Michaux based his species. This leaves the popula­
tion of the western prairies and plains, which has been passing under 
the name P. lanceolatâ  without a name. It will be treated under P. 
v i r g i n i a n a j .____________________________________________________________________________________________
k9
Other collections believed to be P. heterophyHa intercedes ji * *  Ijare: COHHECTICDTj Bishop Sept, 1902, Norwich (GH); GEOHGÎfc: Harper 93» 1
! (
i I
\Dry fields, Clarke Co., June 29, I9OO (MI); coll. unknown (herb. Schsr.! I
Isub nom. **P. obscure Beldw., Georgia”) (PH); NORTH CàROLINà: Williamson I
! i
'Aug. 1900, Wilmington (PH); Small, July I896, Summit of Paris Mt. (NY). 1I
I 8. Physalis peruviana L., Species Plantarum, ed. 2, I67O. 17621
I  I
i P .  peruviana, var. latifolia (Lam.) Dunal, in BeCandoUe, Prodromus
!i3(1):UU0. 1852, based on P. latifolia Lamarck, Tableau Encyclopédique
j
let Méthodique ... Bot. 2:29. 1793, is. the only snyoïçnny that has been
iapplied in the area under consideration.
An erect branching perennial, densely villous but not glandular; 
lea-f blades ovate, extending into an acuminate tip; corolla blue- 
spotted; anthers about 3 long, blue, on slender filaments. This spe­
cies resembles P. heterophylla, but may be distinguished by the narrow 
filaments and the rather strongly acuminate leaves, as well as by the 
blue anthers (sometimes the anthers are violet-tinged in P. heterophylla|) 
and by the darker, bluish spots of the corolla, 
üÿpe; ”Habitat Limae.”
This species is sometimes introduced, and may rarely escape. 
Some exançles are: Kidder Oct. 3, 1926, Norfolk Co., Mass. (NEBC); 
Martindale Sept. 1879 Camden, New Jersey (NY); Brinkley 222, Sevier Co.,
Arkansas (TEX) ?; Earle June 26, 1899̂  Lawrence Co., Alabama (NY)?.
9. P. virginiana Miller, Gardener*s Dictionary, ed. 8: no. k* 
1768. The synoxyny is given under the varieties.
Stems from a deep rhizome, simple or branched; plants nearly 
glabrous y or with long hairs y or short curved trichomes; leaf blades
50
ifrom ovate to linear-lanceolate; corolla from 15-25 mm. lonĝ  yelloŵ
!Idark-spottedj anthers 2-U nm. long, yellow or blue- or violet-tinged; 
‘filaments from one-ihird as wide to nearly equalling the width of the 
lanthers; calyx from one-half to two-thirds as long as the corolla;I
|flowering peduncles about equalling the flower to ij times its length;I
Ifruiting calyx inflated, usually 25-35 mm. long and ovate to ovate-
1joblong, but sometimes much larger, particularly in one forma.
f
j The varieties described below seem to intergrade more or less
jwith each other, making the disposition of individual specimens sometimes
I
difficult. However they seem to represent natural populations, in some 
instances covering large geographic areas, which are fairly distinct as 
groups.
9a. Physalis virginiana Miller, var. virginianâ  loc. cit. 
upra; P. virginiana Mill., var. intermedia Rydb., Mem. Torr. Bot. Club 
U:3U5* 1895; P. monticola Mohr, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 26:119̂ 1̂20. 1899* 
Plants villous with long jointed hairs, or having only short 
retrose ones; leaf blades ovate to lanceolate (rarely.narrowly so), 
their margins irregularly dentate to sinuate-dentate; corolla usually 
15-20 mm. long; anthers yellow, or sometimes with a blue or violet tinge,;
Type: None cited by Miller. It is supposed to be present in 
the Sloane Herbarium of the British Museum.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Growing in open 
woods, prairies and disturbed areas in most of the eastern United States,, 
and adjacent Canada, extending, generally, into the eastern part of the 
prairie region, with a few collections from the central Rockies; flower- 
Ing in June and July in the northern part of its range, and usually from
51
April to June in the southern part#
Selected from 3̂ 6 sheets from 335 collections: CANADA: MANI­
TOBA: Macoun and Harriot 78U25 (GH, NT)̂  Thornton Oct. 18p2 (MICH); 
ONTARIO: Macoun 51̂ 525 (NT); QUEBEC: Marie-Victorin, RoUand-Germain and 
Dominique 1̂61̂21 (GH); UNITED STATES: ALABAMA: Calhoun Co.: Tracy 76Q9 
(NT); DeKalb Co.: Mohr, June 2, 1892 and Sept. 18, I898 (US); Jackson 
Co.: Porter June 2U, 1938 (GH); Lee Co.: Earle and Underwood Apr. 2$, 
1896 (NT); central Alabama: Buckley 1 (NT); ARKANSAS: Faulkner Co.: 
Demaree 6336 (UARK); Franklin Co.: French ̂ 28 (OKLA, UARK); Garland Co.: 
Palmer 29175 (UARK); Hot Springs Co.: Demaree 11̂ 825 (NT); Logan Co.:
Pyle 327 (UARK); Nevada Co.: Moore l4500iii|. (UARK); Pope Co.: Woolsey.
May 1923 (UARK). Pulaski Co.: Pennell IO6U8 (NT); Sevier Co.: Brinkley 
85 (TEX); Stone Co.: Moore U50U50; Washington Co.: Harvey 137 (UARK); 
COIORADO: Boulder Co.: Tweedy 5231 (NT); El Paso Co.: Ehlers 519 (MICH); 
CONNECTICUT: Fairfield Co.: Setchell Aug. I6, 1885 (UC); Hartford Co.: 
Andrews July 12, 1902 (GH); DELAWARE: Sussex Co.: Commons June 6, 1893
(PH); FLORIDA: Lafayette Co.: Gardner 679 (NT); GEORGIA: Dade Co.: 
mVaugh 9027 (MICH); DeKalb Co.: Whitaker May 8, 1936 (UC); Floyd Co.:
Chapman (NT); Fulton Co.: Canby May I869 (NT); Macon Co.: Earle 1895
(NT); McIntosh Co.: Correll 5k72 (DUKE); Richmond Co.: Cuthbert 512 
(NT); Screven Co.: Cronquist 5019 (NT); Whitfield Co.: Harper 2̂ 2 (GH); 
ILLINOIS: Champaign Co.: Pease 11936 (GH); Cook Co.: Chase 1361; (GH); 
Hebderson Co.: Patterson Oct. U, 1872 (NT); Jo Daviess Co.: Hermann 8796 
(NT); Kanakee Co.: Jones 112:99 (GH, NT); Lake Co.: Gates 2I463 (MICH); 
Mason Co.: Gleason Aug. lli, I903 (GH); McLean Co.: Vasey (GH); Menard 
JL862uJNry:_ReoriajCo.McDonaldsJune I90I1, in part (GH).
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3hase 119h5 (OKL, UC); Stark Co.* Chase 595 (GH); Union Co.* Earle 766
(NY); Will Co.: Clute 1? (NY); Winnebago Co.: Bebb 1870 (GH); INDIANA* 
Jasper Co.: Friesener 2Q576 (OKL, OKLA); Lagrange Co.* Deam 20193 (GH, 
NY); Laporte Co.: Mell 152 (GH, NY); Lake Co.: Gates 220U (MICH); Marion 
Co.: Friesener 10100 (UC); Newton Co.: Hermann 658U (MICH, NY); Porter 
Co.: Peattie Sept. k, 1920 (GH); Starke Co.: Deam 6lj:7k (DUKE, UC); 
Steuben Co.: Deam June 22, 1937 (OKL); Washington Co.* Brooks Aug. 5> 
1930 (LIL); IOWA* Allamakee Co.* Tolstead July 26, 1933 (UG); Cerro 
Gardo Co.: Shimek Sept. lit, 1920 (UARK); Decatur Co.* Fitzpatrick May 29, 
1898 (NY); Dickinson Co.: Shimek July 8, 193k (UARK); Emmet Co.* Yfolden 
IkOU (GH); Fayette Co.* Fink June 189k (GH); Iowa Co.: Shimek July 7,
1917 (UARK); Johnson Co.* Barker July 25, 1929 (TEX); Palo Alto Co.: 
Hayden 2Q5k (Œj NY); Sioux Co.: Hayden 2056 (NY); Stoiy Co.* Combs and
Ball 571 (GH, NY); KANSAS* Atchison Co.: ”S.A.w Sept. 27, 1929 (KANU); 
Doniphan Co.* McGregor IOI60 (KANU); Douglas Co.* Snow 2211 (KANJ); 
Franklin Co.: Hetzer ikO (KANU); Grant Co.* Thompson June 26, I893 (NY); 
Geary Co.: Gayle k92 (NY); Miami Co.* Oyster June 10, 1883 (MICH); Ril̂ r 
Co.: Gates I8k5l (UC); Saline Co.: Hancin June 8, 1935 (KANU); Sedgwich 
Co.* Coll. unknown June 2, 1933 (KANU); KENTUCKY* Edmonson Co.* Palmer 
May 1899 (GH, NY); lyon Co.: Eggleston k636 (NY); McCracken Co.* 
Eggleston kk98 (NY); Wayne Co.* Smith and Hodgdon k0l6 (GH); LOUISIANA*
Short in open pine woods (NY); MAINE* Fernald 2155 (GH); MASSACHUSETTS*
Middlesex Co.* Riese May 30, 1918 (Œ); MICHIGAN* Arenac Co.* Wheeler 
July 2, 1895 (GH); Cass Co.: Wheeler June 2, I89O (MICH); Dickinson Co.* 
Fernald and Pease 3509 (GH, MICH); Kalamazoo Co.* Hanes 1737 (NY); Kent
Co.* Bailey June 29. 1892 (MICH); Keweenaw Co._*_Farwell_2S5 (GH); Lake_ 
Co.: Beal June 28, I89O (NY); Menominee Co.* Davis 2k8 (MICE); St. Clare
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Co.s Dodge June 21, 1901 (MICH)} Wayne Co.* Fanrell 8770 (MICH); MINHE- j
i I
SOTA: Anoka Co.: Î dberg 9625 (NY); Clay Co.; Ballard 3085 (GH); Hennepin
j ■ !
Co.: Sandberg June 1890 (GH, UC); Clearwater Co.: Moyle 2l|8 (GH, NY);
j i
Hubbard Co.: Bebb UU97 (OKL); Nobles Co.; Carr June 30, 1895 (GH); Otter-:
j
tail Co.: Ghan<3onnet June 17, 1911 (GH); Pipestone Co.: Johnson 360 (NY);I • - - - - - - -  ' ■ I
Rainsey Co.: Sheldon June 1895 (UY, UC); Renville Co.: Moore 13207 (GH); |I ■ ■  ' IRock Co.: Moore and Moore 10560 (UC); Saint Louis Co.: Lakela 2769 (GH); I
I ’ ■ ■ '  '  ' iStearns Co.: Campbell July I896 (MICH); Wabasha Co.: Manning July 26,
1883 (GH); Winona Co.: Holzinger July I90I (NY); MISSISSIPPI: ChouQler
I ■ '
^y Hi, 1932 Can̂ jus (OKL); MISSOURI: Dunklin Co.: Kellogg 27091 (UARK).
liron Co.: Churchill May 2ii, I9I8 (GH); Jackson Co.: Mackenzie June Hi, 
  -
1895 (NY); Lawrence Co.: Palmer hk$lh (NY); McDonald Co.: Kellogg 25531 
(NY); St. Louis Co.: Bn̂ elmann 321 (GH); NEBRASKA: Fillmore Co.: Wibbe 
Sept. 1, 1879 (UC); Howard Co.: Bates U910 (NY); Kearney Co.t Rydberg 
June 13, I89I (ARIZ); Lancaster Co.: l̂ dberg June 25, 1873 (NY); Merrick 
Co.: Turrell June 11, 1892 (ARIZ); N0ff HAMPSHIRE: Merrimack Co.: Clark 
July Hi, 1917 (GH); Coos Co.: Pease 27389 (GH); NET JERSEY: Halstead*s 
American Weeds 59 (ARIZ); NEW YORK: Britton Oct. 1, 1893 Staten Island 
(NY); NORTH CAROLINA: Beaufort Co.: Correll 1639 (DUKE); Bladen Co.: 
Costing 31*107 (DUKE); Cumberland Co.: Correll 9026 (DUKE); Durham Co.:
Blomqiuist Ii8l3 (DUKE); Haywood Co.: Price I69 (DUES); Johnston Co.:
Mitchell Spring 1936 (DUKE); Orange Co.: Costing 3368 (DUKE); Polk Co.:
Churchill May 20, 1899 (GH); Sampson Co.: Costing 3iil31 (DUKE); Wake Co.
Godfrey May 19, 1937 (GH); NORTH DAKOTA: Barnes Co.: Bergman 500 (NY);
Benson Co.: Lunell July 1, 1911 (IfY); Cass Co.: Stevens 26l (OKL, UC); 
RansoiiuCo.: -Stevena-7-02—(UCj4 .RolettejCo.:. Lunell Aug#_l&#_l907_ (NY)
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|ÔHI0t"ï«rsdn 'c7.'slâôks (OT)T OKIAHDEtti Atoka Co.:
Moore and Iltis 375 (UARK); Cherokee Co.: Wallis 399 (OKEA); Cleveland
i
Co.: Chase 60 (OKI); Delaware Co.: W allis 1583 (OKLâ); Latimer Co.:
Hopkins I86l (OKL); LeFlore Co.: Clark 2̂ 1 (OKIA); Logan Co.: Engleman 
1181; (OKL); Mayes Co.: Valkehbnrg 129 (OKL); Mo Curtain Co.: Sears 1̂ 09 
(OKL); Muskogee Co.: Bebb 5l?il- (OKL, OKIA); Oklahoma Co.: Waterfall 2735 
(OKL); Payne Co.: Delay 82 (TEX); Pittsburg Co.: Clark June 11, 1930
(OKL); Pushmataha Co.: Hopkins and Cross 1576 (OKL); PENNSYLVANIA.:
! • - •I
Chester Co.: Canby (NY); EHOIE ISLAND: Providence Co.: Churchill Sept. 19# 
|l899 (NEBC); SOUTH CAEOLimj Aiken Co.: Caribar Ifay I896 (Hï)j SOUTH 
DAKOTA:,Brookings Co.: Thornber Ang. 25, 1893 (AEIZ)j Campbell Co.:
jWilliams Oct. I 89Ü (NY); Custer Co.: Degener and Peiler I 6303 (NY);
!Meade Co.: Murdock Ü372 (GH, NY); Spink Co.: BrencKLe and Mellette.  " ' ' ' .
July,7, 1939 (MICH, UC); TENNESSEE: Decatur Co.: Ames m y 3 , 1855 (MIVH): 
Huston Co.: Harger 787I  (GH); TEXAS: Dallas Co.: Lundell and Lundell 9176 
(MICH); Denton Co.: Lundell and Lundell 9W^ (MICH); Mason Co.: Dapprich
7829 (SMU); Polk Co.: Cory 22lUl (GH); Smith Co.: Moore 9W (GH);
Tarrant Co.: Lundell and Lundell 8517 (MICH); Walker Co.; Palmer 12022 
(TEX); UTAH: Washington Co.: Hall Sept. 28, 1935 (UC); VIRGIIOA: Dinwid­
dle Co.: Fernald and Long 10022 (GH); Henrico Co.: Fernald and Long 9135 
(GH); Isle of Wight Co.: Fernald and Long lliUOO (GH); Loudoun Co.: Hunne- 
irell 1076U (GH); Nansemond Co.: Fernald and Long 10812 (GH); Southampton
]o.: Fernald and Long 12180 (GH); Sussex Co.: Fernald and Long lOüll 
(GH); WASHINGTON, D.C.: Peters June.2, 1897 (MICH); WEST VIRGINIA: Monroe 
3o.: Hunnewell I29I&O (GH); WISCOÎ IN: Bayfield Co.: Cheney U371 (GH);
Dane Co.: Watson (NY);_J[om_Go.jLJHermnnJhin6Jl5#Jl937_iNl)i_jJuneaû
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Grassl 2976 (mCH) Trempealeau Co.: Hermann 8950 (Nï)j Washburn Co.:
!
Eassett8530 (GH).
9b. Physalis virginiana Miller, var. STJBGIABRATA (Mackenzie 
|and Bush) Waterfall, comb, et stat. nov., P. subglabrata Mackenzie and
I '  ■iBush, Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis 12:86-87. 1902.
I Plants nearly glabrous, or irith a few short anfcrorse hairs;j .I
ileaf blades mostly ovate to ovate-lanceolate, their margins usually
I 'lent ire, sometimes slightly sinuate-dentate; anthers tinged or margined 
iyfith blue or violet; fruiting calyces mostly 2J-35 mm. long and 20-30 mm. 
Iwide.
Type: K. K. Mackenzie collected at Sheffield, Jackson Co., 
Missouri, June lit, 1896 (NT)*
Habitat, range and flowering time: Woods, grassland, roack 
sides, fields and other disturbed sites, primarily in the northeastern 
United States, but with scattered collections elsewhere; flowering 
mostly from June to September.
Selected from 393 sheets of 2it8 collections: CANADA: Ontario: 
Dodge Sept. 19, 1911 (MICH, PH); Macoun 51t$2? (GH); UNITED STATES:
ARKANSAS: Crittenden Co.: Demaree l5l5? (NY); Prairie Co.: Demaree IJlUtl 
(NY); Pulaski Co.: Demaree 8612 (GH, NY); St. Francis Co.: Palmer 292J3 
(UARK); COLORADO: Gunnison Co.: TVheeler U27 (COLO); Routt Co.: Brandegee
1871 (PH); CONNECTICUT: Fairfield Co.: Eames 5360 (NEBC); Litchfield Co. 
Fernald Sept. 6, 1909 (GH, NEBC, PH); New Haven Co.: Barger U83? (NEBC,
PH); DELAWARE: New Castle Co.: Commons 5a. (GH); GEORGIA: Wayne Co.:
mmmmmmmmmmmrnm
Smith and Hodgdon 3968 (GH); IDAHO: Ada Co.: Clark 3Q$ (GH, NY, UC);
g6
îaiçron Co.; Christ 6261 (NY); Payett Co.: Christ 11739 (UC); ILLINOIS: 
d̂ams Co.: Brinker 3710 (OKL); ChançÆign Co.: Jones l6$9h (UL); Hancock 
Co.: Mead (PH); Henderson Co.: Patterson Sept. 187U (HY); Johnson Co.: 
leason Aug. 99 1902 (GH); Macon Cô : Mills Sept. 28, I9U0 (HY); Peoria 
Co.: Chase 13017 (HY, OKL); Platt Co.; Seymour Sept. I889 (DUKE); Rich­
land Co.: Lansing 31:01 (GH); Shelby Co.: Gleason 820 (GH); Stark Co. 
Chase (GH); Tazwell Co.: Chase 32$2 (ML, HY, UC); Yfoodford Co.:
:
ifcDonald Aug. I89U (UC); IHDIAHA: Adams Co.: Kanffhan IjlU (MICH); Gibson
Co.: Deam 21:211: (PH); Jasper Co.: Welch 601$ (UC); Jefferson Co.: 
oulter I87I: (PH); Lawrence Co.: Kriebel 251:2 (DUKE); Marion Co.:
Friesener 10100 (DUKE, ML, HY, OKLA); Monroe Co.: Stewart June 27, I9U8
(LIL in part); Parke Co.: Duncan 201: (DUKE); Trimble Co.: Young UO (HY); 
7emdlion Co.: Deam 11917 (HY); Wabash Co.: Friesener I60I6 (GH); Warren 
Co.: Shipman 1876 (PH); Warrick Co.: Deam 37̂ 68 (PH); Wells Co.: Deam 
July 16, 1903 (HY); IOWA: Emmet Co.: Wolden 1188 (GH); Madison Co.: Pam- 
:nel Sept. 20, 1927 (OKL, OKLA, UC); Mahaska Co.: Augustine 295 (OKL); 
Page Co.: Fitzpatrick and Fields July 27, I898 (GH); Woodbury Co.: 
Gleason 9339 (HY); K&HSAS: Douglas Co.: McGregor 31$ (KAHU); %nlberg and
Dnler 1205 (HY); Shawnee Co.: Voile 1:56 (KAHU); KEHTUCKY: Fayette Co.:
>Js Far land 10 (DUKE, GH, OKLA, UC); Union Co.: Shacklette 588 (GH); Wayne
Co.: Stoith and Hodgden 3968 (GH); LOUISIAHA: East Feliciana Co.: Drummonc: 
Si (GH); Grant Co.: Hale (GH); MARYLAND: Kent Co.: Moldenke 13872 (LIL, 
CKLA); Talbot Co.: Earle 391:9 (GH); MASSACHUSETTS: Berkshire Co.t Bbff- 
1 nan Aug. 29, 1902 (HEBC); Essex Co.: Mackintosh Sept. 21:, 1933 (HEBC); 
Suffolk Co.: Palmer 37737 (HEBC); Worchester Co.: Woodward June 28, I9IO 
[GH); MICHIGAH: Be_rrien Co.t Gates ll:95_(MIGH)_;_HurQnJlo_.̂ _Dodge_57_(.GH)_:
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[alamazoo Oo.t Banes 115U1 (NY); St. Clair Co.; Dodge Aug. 3Ij 1699 
’MCH); Washtenaw Co.: Hermann 9215 (HY); Wayne Co.t FarweH (NY); 
MSSISSIPPI: Coahoma Co#: Anderson iiU97 (PUKE); MISSOURI: Boone Co#: 
!)rouet 1218 (GH); Clarke Co.: Dronet 1710 (GH); Jackson Co.: Bush 8096
[GH, NY); Jefferson Co.: Sherff IO69 (GH); Johnson Co.: Steyermark 72767 
[UARK); LaClede Co.: Pennell ll6l;7 (PH); Lafayette Co.: Demetrio 112 
[GH); St. Louis Co.: Lett erman July 25, 189k (NY); Taney Co.: Eggleston
12253 (NY); Vernon Co.: Steyermark 20330 (UC); NEBRASKA: Kearney Co.:
""" " ■ '  '.
:3apeman Aug. 8, 1930 (OKLA); Nemaha Co.: Hansen Aug# 25  ̂1927 (MICH);
JERSEY: Cape May Co#: Gershoy 603 (GH); Middlesex Co#: Stevens 
June 18, 1892 (GH); Salem Co.: Long U5095 (GH); Somerset Co.: Moldenke 
11808 (NY); Sussex Co.: Rusby Sept. 1, 1878 (MICH); Warren Co.: Mackenzie
5281 (DUKE, PH); NEW MEXICO: Lincoln Co#: Skehan 60 (GH); NEW YORK: 
,Hbany Co.: House 17215 (GH); Bronx Co#: Weber 1258 (COIO); Erie Co.: 
31inton (NY); Madison Co.: House 2̂ 301 (GH); Monroe Co#: White 1971
[UARK); Saratoga Co.: Burnham Sept# 2-U, 1911 (GH); Tompkins Co#: Mac- 
; Daniels U928 (GH); Washington Co.: Stewart 29 (NY); NORTH CAROLINA:
3arteret Co.: Channell and Blomquist 183U (DUKE); Haywood Co.: Blomquist 
July 19, 1933 (PH); OHIO: Butler Co.: Wehmeyer and Waters 62 (MICH); 
joshocton Co.: Moldenke 13377 (OKLA, LIL); Fairfield Co#: Iltis 1112 
[UARK); Greene Co.: Demaree 11U82 (GH, UC); Hamilton Co.: Lloyd 1925 
[PH); Lake Co.: Werner 2056 (GH); Lorain Co.: Dick July 25, I89U (NY); 
îîontgomery Co.: Morgan (MICH); Pickaway Co#: Dreisvach Aug. 10, 1912 
(PH); Ross Co.: Crowl Aug. lU, 1937 (NY); OKLAHOMA: Rogers Co.: Willson 
June 3, 1955 (OKL, OKLA); Tulsa Co.: Tenney July 3, 1931 (OKL); OREGON: 
Polk Co.: Nelson 1957 (GH); PENNSYLVANIA: Alleghery Co.: Wurback Sept# 2C
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L9ii2 (PH); Bucks Co.: Bassett Sept. 9# 1923 (GH); Carbon Co.: Wheriy 
July 283 1952 (PH); Centre Co.: Westerfeld 2826 (DUKE); Chester Co.; 
Sdmondson 6382 (NY); Delaware Co.; MacSlwee 1109 (GH); Lancaster Co.: 
■Small 1896 (NY); Montgomery Co.; Stewart I06 (NY); Montour Co.; Meredith 
1900 (PH); Northampton Co.; Porter Sept. 5, I898 (NY); Snyder Co.; Mol- 
ienke kl81|. (NY); RHODE ISLAND; Providence Co.: Collins July 10, 1892 
[GH); Washington Co.: Fernald, Long and Torrey 103W& (GH, NEBC, PH);
SOUTH CAROLINA; BLckins Co.; Anderson 1355 (NY); TENNESSEE; Cheatham 
Jo.; Svenson 10390 (GH, UC); Davidson Co.; Quart erman 1037 (TEX); Hamil- 
:on Co.; Clalmgh 116 (DUKE); Knox Co.; Rath 3̂ 12 (NY); Rutherford Co.;
I Svenson 8990 (GH, UC); TEXAS; Delta Co.; Cory 23311 (GH); UTAH; San Juan 
Co.; Holmgren 3793 (NY); Sanpete Co.: Ward 676 (PH); Virginia; Fairfax 
Jo.; Moore Aug. 20, 1910 (GH); Fauquier Co.; Allard 10̂ 6 (GH, NY); Fred­
erick Co.; Moldenke 19178 (SMU); Giles Co.; Fogg 17298 (DUKE); James City 
So.: Baldwin UOO (GH); Lee Co.; Small July 27, 1892 (ARIZ, NY); WASHING- 
'?0N D.C.; Steele Aug. 2k, 1897 (DUKE); WEST VIRGINIA: Kanawha Co.; 
lüllspaû h 627 (NY); Monroe Co.; Steele and Steele 21i; (GH); Pendleton
So.; Berkeley Aug. 7, 1930 (GH); WISCONSIN; Milwaukee Co.; Kruschke 
:[-ll-3lt7 (LIL),
Sometimes forms are found with larger fruiting calyces which 
^e U-5 cm. long and 3-U cm. broad. These may be called forma MACROPHYSA 
[Rydberg) Waterfall, comb, et stat. nov., P. macrophysa %rdberg. Bull. 
”02T. Bot. Club 22:308. 1895.
üÿpe; Since Rydberg cited several number without choosing a 
iype, the author selects as LECTOTYPE A. A. Heller 1756 in the Herbarium 
of the New York Botanical Garden. Syn-lectotypes will be found as a
$9
second ëieet at the same institution and in the Herbarium of the Univer­
sity of California.
Although the latter name antedates subglabrataj the author has 
3hosen to transfer the name subglabrata to varietal status, since it is 
associated mth a large, wide-spread population, primarily of the north­
eastern United States. According to Article 70 of the Rales no name has 
priority outside its own rank. Article 71) Recommendation 71A suggests 
that in changing rank it is preferable to retain the original epithet 
anless it must be rejected under the rules. This particular choice of 
names seems to be in accordance with both articles, and keeps available 
the names now in usage, instead of either changing their application, or 
supplanting them with new names which would be permissible under the 
rules.
Selected specimens* ARKANSAS* Marion Co.* Demaree 206h$ (Nl); 
ILLINOIS* Peoria Co.* McDonald Aug. 1903 (NY); Chanpaign Co.* Gleason 
Dot. 7) 1907 (DDKE); INDIANA* Lawrence Co.* Kriebel 13U8 (DUKE); IOWA* 
Story Co.* Hayden U2U (GH); MISSOURI* Jackson Co.* Bush 12l;83A (NY) and 
I2U83 (DUKE); NEBRASKA* Howard Co.* Bates U910 (GH); NEBf JERSEY* Somerset, 
3o.* Lightipe Aug; 1, 1916 (TEX); TEXAS* Comal Co.: Lindheimer May l8i;7 
(GH); Kerr Co.* Heller 17$6 (NY, UC); Tarrant Co.* Ruth 7lt6 (NY, PH); 
Travis Co.* Tharp May 6, 1931 (TEX).
9o. Physalis virginiana Miller, var. TEXANA (Rydberg) Waterfall, 
omb. et stat. nov., P. texana Rydberg, Mem. Torr. Bot. Club U*339-3UO. 
1896.
Plant usually several-branched from the base; herbage glabrous 
)r nearly so; principal_leayes__oy_ate, an{L_usuallyL_entire;_plant _Qf _the__
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(feulf coast of Texas, apparently inter grading inland with contiguous “ 
varieties•
Type: The t^e is A. A. Heller 1$07 in the Herbarium of the Neis 
■jTork Botanical Garden. Isotypes are: AEEZ, GH, PH, UC-
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Primarily a taxon of 
the coastal area, but extending inward throu^ chaparral and bther habi­
tats nearly to central Texas, becoming more atypical as it does so. It 
isually flowers from March to June, but flowering specimens have been 
seen that were collected in December and in August.
Selected from 3h sheets of 17 collections: TEXAS: Bexar Co.: 
ketz 73 (MICH, HY); Cameron Co.: Parks 179Ü3 (GH); Gonzales Co.: Tharp
Î1-556 (TEX); LaSalle Co.: Tharp and Tyson 52-U88 (OKLA, TEX); Nueces
lo.: Tharp, Johnston and Webster li8-58 (TEX, ARK, OKLA); San Saba Co.: 
Palmer ll8Ul (TEX); Travis Co.: Tharp and Scarbrough 51-399 (COLO, OKLA,
TEX, UARK); Victoria Co.: Tharp 2516 (TEX); Washington Co.: Tharp July 9j 
1929 (OKLA, TEX); Wilson Co.: Palmer 9k7 (GH, NY).
9d. Physalis virginiana Miller, var. SONORAE (Torrey) Water­
fall, comb, nov., P. pumila Nutt., var. sonorae Torr., Botany of the 
Mexican Boundary 153 • 1859; P* longifolia Nut t., Trans. Am. Phil. Soc.. 
(n.s.) 5:193-19Ü. 1836; P. lanceolata Michx., var. laevigata Gray, Proc. 
Am. Acad. Arts and Sciences 10:68. 1875; P# lanceolata Michx., var. long
Ifolia (Nutt.) Trelease, Rep. Ark. Geol. Surv. U:207. I89I5 P. rigida 
Pollard and Ball, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 13:13U-135« 1900.
Since, according to Article 70, **When the rank ... of an infra- 
generic taxon is changed, the correct name or epithet is the earliest 
legitimate one available in the new rank,̂  the well-known name longifoli£.
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mist be replaced in the varietal status with the relatively unknown
sonorae,
Plants usually single stemmed, often branching above; leaf 
blades usually lanceolate to lanceolate-linear, but rarely ovate, their 
margins entire to irregularly toothed; herbage sparsely covered with 
short antrorse hairs, which are more abundant on the younger parts, some­
times nearly glabrous; calyx often with ten lines of short antrorse 
bairs; anthers yellow# Sometimes this variety is difficult to separate 
from var. subglabrata. In such cases the bluish, or violet, anthers of 
the latter is considered a distinguishing characteristic since it occurs 
in a large population of the northeastern United States %here the yellow- 
anthered var. sonorae is not found.
Type: Geo. Thurber Ul8, Front eras, Sonora, Mexico, June l85l 
in the Herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden. Two isotypes are in 
the Gray Herbarium.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: This variety grows 
in prairies, plains, foothills, canyons, open woods, sandy areas and in 
various disturbed habitats. Its primary distribution is in the prairie 
region of central United States, but it extends into and west of the 
Rockies. It flowers in June, July and August in the northern part of its 
range, and from May through September in Texas and Arizona.
Selected from U50 sheets of 373 collections: ARIZONA: Cochise: 
Thornber 257 (ARIZ); Coconio Co.: Thornber Aug. lU, 1920 (ARIZ); Gila 
Co.: Gould and Robinson 1:931 (ARIZ, UC); Pima Co.: Thornber 20k6 (ARIZ); 
ARKANSAS! Benton Co.: Plank 1899 (NY); Conway Co.: Moore U20300 (UARK); 
Independence Co.: Covilla Aug. 2. 1887 (NY); Little River Co.: Moore and
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tltis 519 (UARK); Logan Co.: Pyle 70b (ÜAHK); Marion Co.: Demaree idoéUÿ “ 
[UC)j Polk Co.: Moore ItCOlpii. (UARK); St. Francis Co.t Demaree 508?B 
[UARK); Sebastian Co.: Armstrong l6o (TEX, UARK); Washington Co.: Moore 
+10170 (UARK); CALIFORNIA: Trinity Co.: Hitchcock and Marbin $k03 (NT); 
(COLORADO: Baca Co.t Y/eber h37̂  (COLO, TEX); Bent Co.: Osterhout hll7 
(NT); Boulder Co.: Tweedy $203 (NT); Cheyenne Co.t Owiibey 1358 (COLO,
IH, NT); Delta Co.: Burritt 100 (COLO); Denver Co.: Eastwood U (GH, UC); 
Ehlers 8̂ 6? (COLO); Sutton 139 (DUKE); Fremont Co.: Brandegee 1873 (PH, 
JC); Jefferson Co.: Ewan 1U55U (COIX)); Larimer Co.: Nelson 8217 (NT);
[as Animas Co.t Rogers U888 (COLO); Montrose Co.: Brewster (COLO); Otero 
]o.t Pauli no (COLO); Pueblo Co.: Baker, Earle and Tracy 12. (GH, MICH, 
!3T); Saguache Co.: Baker 373 (GH, NT); Y/eld Co.: Ramaley 121&21 (COLO); 
Swan 12136 (UC); GEORGIA: Harper 21&2 (ARIZ, NT); IDAHO: Ada Co.; Christ
n736 (UC); Adams Co.: Davis 2I4I6 (UC); Idaho Co.: Packard 262 (GH, UC); 
Payette Co.: Christ and Christ 1831k (NT); Twin Falls Co.: Christ and 
]hrist 19m  (NT); ILLINOIS: Champaign Co.: Funer July 20, 193k (OKL);
]ooÿ Co.t Moffatt Aug. 27, 1892 (NT); Iriquois Co.: Jones 18822 (ARIZ) ; 
{ane.Co.: Erlanson Aug. 5, 1923 (MICH); Tazewen Co.: Chase 8953 (OKL); 
INDIANA: Adams Co.: Davis 2992 (UC); Howard Co.: Ek Sept. 9, I9k2 (UC); 
Lawrence Co.: Wynn 82 (TEX); Marion Co.: Britton Aug. 23, I89O (NT); 
Noble Co.: m  July 26, 19kl (LIL); IOWA: Clay Co.: Hayden 95kO (NT, PH); 
Davis Co.: Hayden 95k! (NT); Van Buren Co.: Pammel Sept. 10, 192$; 
Mahaska Co.t Rohrbaugh 97 (OKL, TEX); Story Co.: Hayden k2k (UC); KANSAS; 
Anderson Co.: Horr July 23, 1929 (KANU); Barton Co.t Rydberg and Imler 
1286 (KANU, NT); Bourbon Co.: Thompson 133 (KANU); Butler Co.: Chase 
20$k (NT); Chatauqua Co.: Horr July $, 1930 (KANU); Cowley Co.: Rydberg
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4nd Imler U69 (KkWn NY); Crawford Co,: Holland 507 (K&MJ); DicldLnson 
3o.: Imler June 8, 1929 Doniphan Co,: Agreliuŝ  Hall and Love joy
Aug. 7: 1913 (EAM); Douglas Cô : McGregor 9667 (KAM); Edwards Co.:
;ÆcGregor lOgSO (EAW); Ellis Co.: Bondy (ARIZ, DUKE, OKL, OKLA, UARK);
Sllsworth Co.: McGregor 9210 (KANU); Finney Co.: Miller and Miller 
July 18, 1912 (KANU); Ford Co.: Horr 3Ü19 (GH, KANU); Geary Co.: Imler 
June Ui 1929 (KANU); Greenwood Co.: Horr June 23, 1930 (KANU); Hamilton 
Jo.: Wilson and Mller June 15, 1912 (KANU); Hodgeman Co.: McGregor 3983
r
(KANU); lAnn Co.: Rydberg and Imler 77 (KANU); Logan Co.: Rydberg and 
Dnler 1022 .(KANU, NY); lyon Co.: Horr Aug. 12, 1929 (KANU); Meade Co.: 
îorr 3905 (KANU); Neosho Co.: Horr July 26, I929 (KANU); Osborne Co.:
Shear 128 (GH); Riley Co.t Norton 371 (GH, NY); Sedgwich Co.: Horr Aug.8̂
1929 (KANU); Shawnee Co.: Voile 791 (KANU); Smith Co.: Horr 1̂ 675 (COLO); 
Washington Co.: Horr 1̂ 638 (KANU); Wilson Co.: Horr July 12, 1930 (KANU); 
iŒCHIGAN: St. Claire Co.: Dodge 6, (MICH, NY); MINNESOTA: Nicollet Co.: 
Moore and Huff 19785 (DUKE, TEX); MISSOURI: Jackson Co.:,Bush 337 (NY);
MONTANA: Cascade Co.: Marsh 12U (GH); Clark Co.: Kelsey July 26, I89I 
(NY); NEBRASKA: Adams Co.: Barnhart U66 (NY); Banner Co.: Rydberg 272 
(NY); Franklin Co.: Ewan 11+793 (COLO); Gage Co.; Bates 5193.(GH);
Kearney Co.: Bipeman Aug. 18, 1933 (ARIZ, UC); Lancaster Co.: KLener 
16987 (GH); Lincoln Co.: Plank July I896 (NY); Saline Co.: Dreisbach 
Aug. 13, 1928 (PH); Webster Co.: Bates 5201 (GH); NEVADA: Churchill Co.: 
EUtchcock and Martin 5573 (UC); Storey Co.: Brandegee 2059 (UC); NEW
MEXICO: Bernalillo Co.: Stiteler Aug. I5j 1951 (PH), Otto Kunfcze 28288 
(NY); Chaves Co.: Earle and Earle 3U5 (NY); Colfax Co.: Lucas 120 (TEX); 
Dona Ana Co.: Wooton 2698 (COLO. GH. UC); Rio Arriba Co.: Mercelline 1783
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[MICE); Sierra Co.: Metcalfe IO98 (GH, NT, EG); KOETH CAEOLIMs Haywood 
Go#: Blomquist i;809 (DUKE); OKLAHdîA: Beckham Co.: Waterfall 77iO (OKL); 
: Blaine Co.: Stevens 8i;8 (OKL* OKLà, GH); Cherokee Co.: Wallis 65, 87, 
599, 7U5 (OKLi); Cimarron Co.: Waterfall 921̂3 (OKIA); Cleveland Co.; 
iidttle 387 (OKL); Comanche Co.: Stevens 1330 (GH, OKLA.); Custer Co.: 
Waterfall 1626 (GH); Delaware Co.: Wallis 2715, 271*3 (OKIA); Dewey Co.:
Stevens 883 (GH); Jackson Co.: Hopkins 885 (OKL); Johnson Co.: Robbins
2772 (OKL, GH); Kay Co.: Stevens 1919 (HY); Kingfisher Co.: Blankinship 
July 18, 1896 (GH); Murray Co.: Hopkins 6086 (OKL); M erril 558, 1082,
11*35 (HY); Muskogee Co.: Little 6l85 (OKL); Noble Co.: Ifarding 38 (OKIA); 
)klahoma Co.: Waterfall 301*6 (GH, OKL); Ottawa Co.: Wallis 2703 (OKIA); 
pawnee Co.: Crowder 101 (OKIA); Payne Co.: Coryell 382, 96U, 1010 (OKIA); 
; Pittsburg Co.: McClary 65. (OKL); Pontotoc Co.: McCoy 1058(0KLA); Texas 
3o.: Goodman 5̂ 07 (OKL); Tulsa Co.: Ifewk 26 (OKL); Washita Co.: Eskew 
131*0 (OKL); Woods Co.: Stevens I639 (GH, NY, OKL, OKIA, SlîH); Woodward 
3o.: Waterfall 12006 (OKIA); OREGON: Malheur Co.: Peck 21265 (NY); SOUTH 
AKOTA: Fall River Co.: Rydberg 910 (GH, NY); Pennington Co.: Hayward 555 
[NY); Shannon Co.: Visher 2171 (NY); TENNESSEE: Canby Sept. 1, 1887 (NY); 
TEXA.S: Clare Aug. 7, 1931 (UC); Bowie Co.: Heller 1*251* (NY); Colorado 
3o.: Tharp July 29, 1939 (TEX); Dallas Co.: Reverchon June 1877 (NY);
! Delta Co.: Cory 23310 (GH); Denton Co.: Harris Spring 1926 (TEX); E l Pasc 
Do.: Whitehouse 81*99 (TEX); Gonzales Co.: Bogusch 13l*l (TEX); Grayson 
Do.: Gentry 50-193 (TEX); Hartley Co.: Cory 161*31* (GH, UC); Hunt Co.:
Dory 571*27 (OKIA); Hutchinson Co.: Thornton 52-382 (TEX); Irio n  Co.:
palmer 121*29 (TEX, UC); Navarro Co.: Rawling 30 (TEX); Tarrant Co.: Ruth
792 (GH); Taylor Co.: Tracy 8003 NY. TEX): UTAH: Boxelder Co.:
65
ëchreiber 1207 (UC); Emery Co.: PennelTand Schaeffer (pH); Crand
]o.: Bydberg and Garrett 8520 (NI); Sait Lake Co.: Garrett 3075 (GH); 
3aiç)ete Co.: Harris C29li86 (GH); Tooele Go. Jones 1012 (NT); Washington 
3o.î Hall Sept. 28, 1935 (COLO, UC); Weber Co.: Dodge Jnne 1889 (MICH); 
WEST VIRGINIA: Mineral Co.: Core July 31, 1931 (NT); WISCONSIN: Chandler 
35k, Kilbourn (UC); WTOMING: Park Co.: Rollins July k, 1933 (MICH); 
feston Co.: Degener 16199 (NT).
9e. Physalis virginiana Miller, var. HESPIDA Waterfall, var. 
lov., foliis ovato-lanceolatis vel lanceolatis, vel spathulato-lanceola- 
iis, crassis, plus minusve hispidis.
This perennial rhizomatous variety has thick leaf blades vary­
ing from ovate-lanceolate to linear-lanceolate in shape. The herbage is 
subglabrous, but it has a varying amount of stiff, more or less divergent 
trichomes about 1 ramm. long, at least on the flower buds or the margins 
of the leaves. It is found in sandy areas of the prairie and plains re­
gion. It has been passing as P .  lanceolatâ  but that name was given to 
seemingly aberrant plants of the eastern United States which may very 
‘ rell be intergrades between P .  heterophylla and P .  virginiana.
The TTPE is Waterfall 7308, sand dunes, 1 mile east of Mangum, 
Ireer Co., Oklahoma, June 28, 19k7, in the Herbarium of Oklahoma A. and 
M. College. Isotypes are in the herbarium of the University of Texas anc. 
•}he Bebb Herbarium of the University of Oklahoma.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Usually growing in 
sandy sites, but also on dry hilltops, edges of fields and other disturbëd 
ireas, primarily in Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska and eastern Colorado; 
flowering in May, June and July.
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Selected from 209 sheets of IbU collections* COLOB&DO: Baca 
:o«: Rogers 61*36 (COLO)j Boulder Co.s Ramaley 11621* (COLO)j Dearer Co.* 
Sastifood 23 (COLO, GH, UC)j EL Paso Co.* Williamson July 10, 1901 (PH)j
: Fremont Co.; Brandegee 392 (NT, PH, HC)j Jefferson Co.; Greene 323 (GH); 
Larimer Co.* Snith July 15, 19UU (DC); las Animas Co.* Rogers 6003 (COIfl] 
Lincoln Co.s Ownbey 1318 (COLO, Cm, NT, DC); Phillips Co.s Weber 50U0 
(COLO); Weld Co.* Ramal^ 15138 (ARIZ, COLO, OKL, TET, UC); Tuma Co.* 
îarringbon $0)6 (COLO); Lake Co*% Bebb k99 (OKL); Tippecanoe
]o.: ^  June 10, IShZ (GH, NT, TEX, HO); KANSASi Barton Co#; Hydberg and 
Imler 1330 (KAM, HI); Cheyenne Co.: McGregor 9103 (KAHU); Clark Co.:
Eÿ’dberg and Imler ?68 (KANH); Olay Co.: Kelleiman July 2, 1888 (GH);
3omanche Co.: Hydberg and Imler 1109 (KANH, NY); Finn^ Co.; Hydberg and 
Dnler 996 (KANY, NY); Grove Co.: Hitchcock $72 (GH); Hamilton Co.: Wilsol
and Miller (KANH); Meade Co.: Horr and McGregor 381(1 (KANH); Reno Co.; 
lydberg and Imler $63 (KANH, NY); Riley Co.: Norton 368 (GH, NY); Rooks
3o.; Horr $00$ (KANH); Sedgwick Co.: coll. unknown Aug. 20, 1933 (KANH); 
Sÿandotte Co.: Mackenzie 11$9 (NY); MINNESOTA: Isanti Co.: Rosendahl and 
Butters $0$1 (GH); MISSOHRI: Jackson Co.: Bush 1(970 (GH, NY, OKL);
I
Johnson Co.: Stevens l(l66 (NY); NEBRASKA: Banner Co.: %dberg 273 (NY); 
herry Co.: Tolstead $$0 (GH); Custer Co.: Bates June 1$, 1901 (GH); 
^wes Co.: Tolstead 811 (GH); Grant Co.: HŶ berg 1330 (GH); Kearney Co.: 
Bapeman June 7, 1928 (DHKE); Lincoln Co.: Porter 20$9 (GH, OKL); NEW
SXICO: Santa Fe Co.: Tracy and Evans 110 (NY); OKLAHOMA: Beckham Co.: 
Pennell 10$$6 (NY, PH); Beaver Co.: Goodman $332 (OKL, TEX); Blaine Co.:
Waterfall 7070 (OKL, OKLA, TEX); Cleveland Co.: Little 396 (OKL); Custer
Co.: Mericle 318. 328. 7.01. _1866_.(QKL): Ellis Co.: mterfallJLiasi.
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fOKLà); Garvin Go.: Andrews 97 (OKL); Gracjy Co.* McFarland 15 (OKI);
3reer Co.: Bull 219 (OKL)j Harper Co.: Stevens 3322 (GH, NT, OKL); Jack­
son Co.: Stevens 1176 (GH, OKL); Kay Co.: Stevens 1919 (GH); Kingfisher 
3o.: Byers 211 (OKLà); Logan Co.: Goodman 2126 (GH, OKL); Oklahoma Co.: 
fTaterfall 235*0 (GH, NY); Payne Co.: Abernathy 32 (OKIA); Pushmataha Co.: 
ITaterfall 11397 (OKIA)? Roger Mills Co.: Smith 607 (OKIA); Texas Co.: 
Waterfall 7961 (OKL, OKIA); Woods Co.: Waterfall 7857 (OKL, OKIA); Wood- 
'firard Co.: Nelson and Goodman 5301 (OKL); SOUTH DàKOTAt Meyer Co.: Wallacet 
(NY); TEXàS: Collingsworth Co.: Cory l6l5l (GH); &11 Co.: Reverchon 1*31]. 
(GH); Hemphill Co.: Cory 16236 (GH); Wichita Co.: Tharp 535 (NY, TEX); 
JTAHt Sanpete Co.: Ward 676 (GH); WYOMING: Albany Co.: Nelson 7358 (GH, 
HY); Converse Co.: Nelson 8366 (GH); Platte Co.: Porter U89U (COLO, GH, 
DKL, PH, TEX, UC); Sheen Co.: Holland and Crede 362 (DUKE).
9f. Physalis virginiana Miller, var. POLYPHYUA (Greene) Water­
fall, comb, et stat. nov., Physalis polypbylla Greene, Pittonia It:l50-l5j.
1900.
Plants simple or branched near the base, nearly glabrous, the 
few hairs short and antrorse; longer leaves mostly 3-5 cm. long, lanceo­
late or linear-lanceolate.
Type: C. F. Baker 576 Piedra, southern Colorado, July 12, 1899 
(GH, NY, UC).
The only other collection seen is Waterfall 11115, collected oi 
El shale hillside, opening in pine forest 12 miles west of Chama, Rio 
Arribo Co., New Mexico, Aug. 25, 1952. (OKIA).
9g. Physalis virginiana Miller, var. CAMPANIFORMA Waterfall, 
var. nov., caulibus parvis, curtis retroso-pilosis; foliis ovatis;____
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•oroUis maculatis; calycis campanifonnls, ad basin mm. iatis, ad 
ipices l«5-2 cm. latis.
This variety is characterized by the combination of ovate 
leaves, short retrose hairs and campanulate catyx, U-5 mm# wide at its 
base, and l#5-2 cm. wide at the tips of its divergent lobes#
Type: P# £• Standley U556. Mouth of Indian Greek, altitude 
3000 ft#; in Pecos National Forest, New Mexico; July 2g, 1908# Two 
sheets, TYPE and ISOTIPE, are in the Herbarium of the New York Botanical 
larden. At present this distinctive variety is known only from the type 
collection#
10# Ph3rsalis hederaefolia Gray, Proc# Amer# Acad# Arts and 
Sciences 10:65# 1875#
Plants erect or spreading from a perennial base, sinqple or 
nany-stemmed; herbage with a mixture of long jointed hairs and short 
brichomes, or with short hairs only, idiich may be viscid or not, glandu­
lar or not, antrorse or spreading; leaf blades subreniform to ovate, or 
rarely ovate-lanceolate; corollas 10-15 nm. long, yellow or yellowish 
green, usually darker on the base of the limb, but sometimes obscurely 
so; limb of the corolla often reflexed when fully open; anthers usually 
yellow, 1#5-U mm# long; flowering calyx about one-half as long as the 
corolla, on peduncles usually 3-8 mm# long; fruiting calyx 2-3 cm# long 
and l#5-2#5 cm# wide on peduncles 1-2 cm# long#
10a# Physalis hederaefolia Gray, var. hederaefolia. loc. cit# 
supra; including P. hederaefolia Gray, var. nuberula Gray, loc# cit# 
supra; P# Palmeri Gray, Synoptic Flora 2 (1)|235# 1888#
Herbage vestite with one of, or some combination of long
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; jointed hairs, short divericate or retrose hairs, or glandular hairs; 
!:eaf blades subreniform to ovate; calyces at anthesis usually 3-U mm. 
id.de; anthers mostly 3-U ma. lonĝ  yellow.
Type: Charles Wright 528, in part, Turkey Creek, western Texas 
10 El Paso, Oct. 16U9 (GH). It has a few long hairs, a few short hairs 
iind a few sessile, or subsessile spherical glands; the type of var. 
juberula has many short hairs on the stems, and short hairs and a few
spherical sessile glands on the leaves.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Growing in desert 
Dlains, desert scrub, canyons, mountains and valleys, primarily in south- 
restern Texas, New Mexico and adjacent Arizona; flowering in May, June 
md July, sometimes in August, September and October.
Seleotediifrom 2U0 sheets of 178 specimens: ARIZONA: Cochise 
3o.: Harrison 8259 (AEEZ); Coconino Co.: Ifenson 133A (COIO, TEX); Gila 
3o.: Gould and Ridson 37i*2 (ARIZ, GH, UC); Pima Co.: Gould 3952 (ARIZ); 
Pima Co.: Toumey UOU (ARIZ); Yavapai Co.: Wolf 2311 (GH); CALIFORNIA: Sai 
Bernardino.Co.: Wolf 10772 (UC); San Diego Co.: Abrams 3703 (GH); NEVADA 
lark Co.: Clokey 8107 (GH, NT); Lincoln Co.: Riplqy and Bameby 6U05 
(NY); NEW MEXICO: Bernalillo Co.: Koelz June 28, 1926 (MICH); Dona Ana 
3o.: Wooton 136 (NY); Grant Co.: Greene Sept. 31, 1880 (NY); Lincoln Co.: 
Vooton 63k (NY); San Miguel Co.: Rose and Pitch I7606 (NY); TEXAS: Coiy 
16628 (GH); Bandera Co.: Palmer 12253 (TEX); Brewster Co.: Mueller 8l5U 
(GH, MICH, NY, TEX, UC); Warnock 3kl (GH, NY, TEX); Burnet Co.: Rogers, 
Albers and Barksdale 686k (OKLA, TEX); Cameron Co.: Chandler 706k (GH, 
ax, UC); Culberson Co.: Waterfall k059 (GH, NY); Duval Co.: Croft 11 
(MICH, NY); El Paso Co.: Warnock klOO (TEX); Gonzales Co.: Smith and
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LeSeur Ii2>li2 (GH. TEX); Grimes Co.: ThsOT April 11. 1936 (TEX); Hidalgo
]o#% LeSeur (TEX); Hudspeth Go.% Waterfall 1*875 (GH, HI); Jeff Davis 
Co.; Palmer 31935 (TEX); Kenecjy Co.; Coiy 281*08 (GH); Leon Go.t Cory 
21810 (GH); Mason Co.; Whitehouse Sept. 1, 1929 (TEX); McLennan Co.; 
Smith 620 (TEX); Maverick Co.; Pringle 8321* (GH, HI, UC); Pecos Co.;
rbarp 256 (OKL, UC); Presidio Co.; Hinckley 2753 (GH); Real Co.; Cory
778 (GH); Reeves Co.; Tracy and Earle 126 (GH, NX, TEX); Smith Co.; 
ory 25881 (GH); Taylor Co.; Cory 7393 (MICH, UC); Terrell Co.; Webster 
190 (TEX); Tom Green Co.; Reverchon 3922 (GH); Travis Co.: Tharp Ang. I8j 
191*1 (GH, TEX); Upton Co.; Cory 53U82 (GH); Webb Co.: Mackenzie 86 (NX); 
UTAH; Kane Co.; Boyle 208 (UC); Millard Co.; Garrett 2969 (NX).
10b. Physalis hederaefolia Gray, var. comata (Rydberg) Water­
fall, Rhod. 52;171« 1950; P. comata Rydb., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 22;306. 
1895; including ̂  rotundata Rydb., Mem. Torr. Bot. Club l*i352. I896.
Herbage ifith long jointed hairs more or less abundantly mixed 
fith shorter hairs, -which may, or may not, be viscid or glandular; 
flowering calyx 8-11. mm. -wide; leaf blades ovate to rotund, toothed to 
aearly entire.
—
Type; P. A. Rydberg 269, under the cliffs, south side of 
l3cott*s Bluff, Nebraska, July 20, 1891̂  in the Herbarium of the New Xork 
! Botanical Garden. It is representative of the extreme -with o-vate leaf 
blades which is not as common as the rotund-leaved phase upon which P. 
rotunda-ba was based upon a collection from South Dakota.
Habitat, dis-bribution and flowering time; Plains, mountain 
slopes, dry hills, gravel banks and sandhills, principally in western 
Nebraska, western Kansas and eastern Colorado; usually flowering in June,
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July, August and September*
Selected from ?U sheets of Si collections: COIDRADO: Bent Co#; 
Osterhout 1&118 (NY); Boulder Go#: Ewan 12258 (UC); Cheyenne Go#: Ownbey 
1357 (COLO, GH, NY); Denver Co#: Eastwood Sept. 10, 1910 (GH, UC); El 
Paso Co#: Ehlers 7?6U (AEIZ, GH); Fremont Co#: Ewan li;2l|8 (COLO); Lari­
mer Co#: Nelson Aug* 31, 1900 (NY); Las Animas Co#: Rogers 1*81:3 (COLO); 
Weld Co#: Osterhout 2309 (NY); KANSAS: Barber Co.: fiydberg and Imler 
July 5j 1929 (NY); Cheyenne Co#: McGregor 91*25 (KANU); Ellis Co#: Rjyd- 
berg and Imler 1228 (KANU, NY); Finney Co#: Wilson and Miller July 22, 
1912 (KANU); KLowa Co.: Hitchcock 77k (GH, NY); Osborne Co.: Shear 221 
(GH, NY); Riley Co.: Gates 11*537 (MICH); Rooks Co.: Bates 1*563 (GH); 
NEBRASKA: Adams Co.: Bates 1*607 (GH); Rydberg Aug# 8, I89I (NY); Buffa­
lo Co#: Bates 1*903 (GH); Ouster Co#: Bates 2I4O3 (GH); Garfield Co.:
Bates 1*631* (NY); Lincoln Co#: Rydberg Sept# 1895 (UC); Webster Co#:
Bates July 3, 1907 (NY); NEW MEXICO: Lincoln Co#: Skehan July 7f I898 
(GH, NY, UC); OKLAHOMA: Cimarron Co.: Waterfall 7902, 9122 , 921*0 (OKL, 
OKLÂ); Texas Co#: Waterfall 786? (OKL, OKLA, TEX); Woods Co.: Ward 51* 
(NY); SOUTH DAKOTA: Lawrence Co.: Bennett 3259 (UARK).
10c. Physalis hederaefolia Gray, var# CORDIFOLIA (Gray) Water*• 
fall, comb, nov., P# Fendleri Gray, Proc# Amer# Acad. Arts and Sciences 
10:66# 1875; P. Fendleri Gray, var. cordifolia Gray, Synop# Flora N# 
Amer. 2(1):395. 1878#
Indûment of short reflexed hairs with many to few short, samel 
îdiat flattened branched hairs, which are sometimes present only on the 
calyx; leaf blades ovate to ovate-lanceolate (2) 3-6 cm# long and 1-3 
cm# wide, from (1.2) l#l*-2.5 times longer than wide#______________
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Type 1 The type of P# Fendleri is Fendler 683j New Mexico (GH)i 
rhat of var# cordifolia is Palmer 363, St* George, southern Utah (GH)# 
Habitat, range and flowering time; Mountains, canyons, mesas, 
plains, in juniper-pinon pine areas, and in disturbed habitats, princi­
pally in southern Colorado and southern Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and 
southwestern Texas; flowering mostly in July, August and September#
Selected from 193 sheets of 1U5 collections; ARIZONA; Apache 
Co#; Goodman and Payson 3167 (GH, NY); Cochise Co#; Blumer 2101; (ARIZ,
GH, NY); Coconimo Go#; Thorriber 2088 (ARIZ); Gila Co#; Parker, McClintocIc
and Robbins 6125 (ARIZ); Maricopa Co#: Rusby 775 (MICH, NY); Mohave Co#; 
Kearny and Peebles 1276l (ARIZ); Navajo Co#: Jones 1109 (ARIZ); Pima 
Co*; Parker, McClintock and Haskell 5885 (ARIZ, UC); Santa Crua Co#; 
Peebles and Loomis 7019 (ARIZ); Yavapai Co#; Kearney and Peebles 9719
(ARIZ); CALIFORNIA: San Bernardino Co#; Wolf 10722 (NY, UC); San Diego 
Co#; Palmer 1875 (GH); COLORADO: Archuleta Co#; Weber and Livingston 
625U (COLO); EL Paso Co#; McCosh and Greene 1877 (NY); Fremont Co#; 
Waterfall 11503 (OKLA, TEX); Huerfano Co#; Ramaley I6236 (COLO); La
Plata Co#; Jones 503 (MICH); Las Animas Co#; Rogers 5kl6 (COLO); Mesa 
Co#: Rollins 1915 (GH, NY); Montezuma Co#; Baker, Earle and Tracy 823 
(NY); Montrose Co*; Payson 3927 (GH); Otero Co#; Pauli 87 (COLO); Pueblo 
Co.; Paamel Aug. 2U, 1913 (GH, TEX); NEVADA; Clark Co.; Train 2003 
(ARIZ); Clokey 820k (ARIZ, DCKE, NY, OKL, OKLA, TEX); NEW MEXICOf Colfax 
Co#; Standley lk012 (NY); Dona Ana Co#; Wooton and Standley 3157 (ARIZ, 
NY); Grant Co#: Blumer k9 (GH, NY); Luna Co.; Shreve 83k3 (ARIZ); Otero 
Co.; Schulz 297 (GH); San Miguel Co.; Standley U9U5 (GH, NY); Santa Fe 
Co.; Robbins 82kk (COLO); Sierra Co.; Metcalfe 9k5 (GH, NY); Taos Co#;
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Wooton 2693 (NT); Torrance Cô s Barker and McClinbock 6̂ 26 (ARIZ); Valen«
:1a Co*I Vogt 2? (ARIZ); OKLAHOMA! Cimarron Co*! Waterfall 791$ (OKL, 
DKIA); TEXAS: Brewster Co*: Marsh 26l (GH); El Paso Co*: Leoj Berkman 
and Tharp U6192 (TEX); Bidspeth Co*! Waterfall 669k (GH); Jeff Davis 
o*! Hincklqy 57U (NY); UTAH: Piute Co*! Tidestrom 29U2 (MICH); San Juan 
Co*! Bydberg and Garrett 9390 (HI); Washington Co*: Gould 2028 (AHIZ,
OLO, GH, NT)*
11* Physalis caudella Standley, Field Mus* Publ* Bot* 17!273*
(1937#
Plants simple or branched, apparently from a deep rhizome 
irhich is not collected; indûment usually villous, of long jointed hairs 
(1) 2-3 mm* long, dense or sparse, or of long and short hairs intermixed 
In varying proportions; leaf blades U-7 cm* long and 1*5-U cm* wide, 
isually lanceolate, rarely ovate-lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, on 
petioles .0*5-2 cm* long (this amount of variation in length of petioles 
nay be found in the same plant, with the longer petioles below and the 
shorter ones above); margins of the leaf blades entire to irregularly 
andulate to saliently few-toothed; corollas ll|-l8 mm* long, yellow, with 
prominent deep reddisl>blue or purplish spots on the limb; anthers blue 
)r blue-green, about 3 mm* long, on slender filaments much narrower than 
the anthers; calyx 7~10 mm* long, its lobes 3-8 mm* long; flowering 
peduncles usually about 5 mm* long, sometimes as much as 8 mm* long; 
fruiting calyx (2*5) 3-5 cm* long and (2) 2*5-3 cm* wide, with calyx 
Lobes (6)10̂ 15(17) mm* long*
Type: Howard Scott Gentry 2710, on oak-pine slope, 2,l60 meters 
slevation, Cajurichi, Rio Mayo, Chihuahua, Mexico, Sept* 13, 1936* in the
7h
Herbarim of the Field Maseum# An isotype is in the Herbarium of the 
University of California* The isotype has lobes of the flowering calyx 
3-8 mm. long, and a calyx cup only about 2 mm. long; the fruiting calyx 
also has lobes at the extreme limit of length, being lU-17 mm. long. On̂  
of the Arizona specimens approaches the type, having a flowering calyx 
with lobes 7 mm. long and a calyx tube 3 mm. long. However most of them 
bave calyx lobes somewhat shorter than the calyx tube; the lobes of the 
fruiting calyx in the Arizona material is usually 10-15 mm. long, rarely 
as short as 6 mm.
Habitat, range and flowering time: Growing in canyons, pine 
woods and oak woods in the mountains of southern Arizona (with one col­
lection from southwestern New Mexico) and adjacent Sonora and Chihuahua; 
flowering in June, July and August.
Selected from 31 sheets of 19 collections: ARIZONA: Cochise 
Co#: Benson lOl̂ B (ARIZ, NÏ, UC); Gooding 616 (ARIZ, GH, NY); Pima Co.: 
Kearney and Peebles 105oU (ARIZ, UC); Santa Cru? Co#: Parker 7683 (ARIZ,
COLO, NT, UC); NEN MEXICO: Socorro Co.: Wooton Aug. 6, 1900 (NY)#
12. Physalis crassifolia Bentham, Botany of the Voyage of the 
Sulphur UO# 181|U.
Stems usually several frcm a ligneous base, each stem branched̂  
sometimes several times; herbage minutely puberulent, sometimes slightly 
glandular; principal leaf blades (1.5) 2-3 (5) cm. long, and (1.5) 2-2.5 
(3*5) cm. wide, usually broadly ovate; leaf margins entire to sinuately 
yr repandly few-toothed to dentate; petioles two-thirds the length of th( 
)lade to equalling it; corolla yellow, sometimes becoming bluish in age, 
jr Tdien dried and pressed, 10-15 mm# long, its limb reflexed when fully
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open; anthers yellow, 2.5-3 S. long; filaments having a feir long hairs 
growing on them; calyx at anthesis usually 3-6 mm. long on peduncles 5-1Ô 
times their length; fruiting calyx usually 2-3 cm. long and 1.5-2 cm. 
wide.
12a. Physalis crassifolia Bentham̂  var. crassifoliaj loc. cit. 
sup.; P. cardiophylla Torrçy, Bot. Mex. Bound. 153# 1859; P# crassifolia
var. cardiophylla (Torr.) Gray, Synoptic Flora 2(l)s235. 1878; P. muricu 
lata Greene, Bull. Calif. Acad. 1:209# 1885#
Leaves thick, entire to sinuately or repandly few-toothed; 
florwering calyx usually l;-6 mm. long on peduncles 6-7 times their length; 
corollas yellow, sometimes with brownish centres.
lÿpe: Bay of Magdalena, Lower California, Mexico; not seen. 
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Growing on deserts, 
canyon floors, rocky hillsides, and mountains, principally in Arizona, 
and California; flowering from March through October.
Selected from 183 sheets of 156 collections: ARIZONA: Cochise 
Co.; Blumer 90 (ARIZ); Mohave Co.: Harrison, Kearney and Phlton 75U9 
(ARIZ); Pima Co.: Harrison and Kearney 7238 (NY); Pinal Co.: Gillespie 
8919 (NY, UC); Yavapai Co.: Peebles, Harrison and Kearnqy 7ll31 (NY);
Yuma Co.; Benson 10807 (ARIZ); CALIFORNIA: Inperial Co.: Rose 36830 (OKL| 
ÆtCH); Inyo Co.: Clokey and Templeton 5776 (NY, UC); Kern Co.: Munz, 
Johnston and Harwood l|03U (NY); Riverside Co.: Clokqy 688I (NY, UC);
Sfason I4I85 (GH, UC), Rose 36OOI (GH, UC); San Bernardino Co.: Mung 11720
(ARIZ, COLO, NY); San Diego Co.: Abrams 316O (GH, NY); NEVADA: Clark Co.! 
lokey 8577 (COLO, NY, UC); Clover 8235 (MICH); Lincoln Co.: Kennedy and
Gooding 10 (ARIZ, NY, UC),
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12b. Physalis crassifolia Bentham, var. YER5IC0L0R (Rydberg) 
RTaterfall, comb, et stat. nov., P. versicolor Rydb. Bull. Torr. Bot. Olû
22:307* 18p5> P* ênucaulis Aven Relson, Bot. Gaz. Ii,?:l430. 1909.
Leaves thinner, usually dentate, but wometimes nearly entire; 
calyx usually 3-U mm. long on peduncles $-10 times their length; corolla 
yellow, usually some, or all, of them turning bluish in diying.
Type: Rydberg selected no type, therefore Edward Palmer 622, 
collected at Guaymas, Mexico in 188? is selected as the LECTOTÏPE. It ià 
in the Herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden. An iso-lectotype is
in the Herbarium of Harvard ïïniversily (GH).
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Apparently similar 
bo the above, but not so widespread.
Selected from 71 sheets of $5 collections: ARIZONA: Gila Co.: 
gjpg and Belden 21̂ 39 (ARIZ); Mohave Co.(?): Clover 60Q9 (ARIZ); Pima Coi:
Toumey June 1, I896 (Œ, NY), Gould and Macbride Ul28 (ARIZ, GH, NY, HC):;
Pinal Co.: Thorriber $$17 (ARIZ, NY); Yuma Co.: Parker. Parker. Wrigbt any 
Lowe 7816 (COLO, NY, UC); CALIFORNIA: Inçerial Co.: Wiggins 9606 (GH,
8C); Riverside Co.: Wiggins 9673 (CH, NY, UC); NEVADA: Clarke Co.: Train 
1366 (NY, UC).
13* Physalis ixocarpa Brotero ex Hornemann, Hortus Regius 
Botanicus Hafniensis, Supplement ;26. 1819; P* aequata Jacq. f, ex Nees, 
Linnaea 6:1:70. 1831*
Annual, l$-60 cm. tall, branched, glabrous to rather sparsely 
vestite with short appressed hairs; leaf blades 2-7 cm. long, ovate to 
jvate-lancoolate; margins of the leaves dentate to sinuate-dentate to 
entire, on petioles about one-half as long as the blade to equalling it
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in length; corolla 7-15 mm. iong, "with 5 bluish-tinged dark spots on its 
limb -which is recurved-when fully open; anthers bluê  about 3 mm. long, 
strongly twisted after dehiscence; flowering peduncles 3-$ mm. long; 
fruiting calyx usually 2-2.5 (3) cm. long, nearly globose, often well- 
filled wi-bh the fruit; fruiting peduncles usually 3-8 mm. long.
Fruiting material may often resemble P. -virginiana -var. sub- 
glabra-fca. It can be distinguished by its shorter peduncles.
Type; Hone was selected by Hornemann, and no material was 
cited. Presumably a necfcype should be selected, probably from Mexican 
collections since the species seems to be native there. However the 
author prefers to defer this action until a more detailed stû y of the 
species from that area may be accomplished. The concept of the species 
is based upon -the material cited later, -which seems to be conspecific 
with Mexican material seen.
Cultivated and escaped; flowering through much of its growing 
season.
Selected from 89 sheets of 7$ collections; GANÂB&t OTTASÎkt 
Marie-Yictorin. et al. 1&3923 (GH); UNITED STATES: CALIFORNIA: Butte Co.;
Tates 6127 (UC); Fresho Co.; Bacigalupi, Ferris and Wiggins 2U91 (GH,
NT, UC); Los Angeles Co.; Fosberg 53036 (GH, NT); Riverside Co.; Conger 
Oct. 1909 (UC); San Bernardino Co.; Parish Sept. I888 (UC); San Luis 
Obispo Co.; Miossi Aug. 5, I8U0 (UC); Santa Barbara Co.; Bingham 29 (NT)̂  
Ventura Co.; Pollard Oct. 27, 19h5 (COLO); DELAWARE; Newcastle Co.; 
Commons Nov. 2, I898 (GH); Sussex Co.; Churchill Sept. 11, I908; ILLI­
NOIS; Adams Co.; Seymour Aug. 1878 (DUKE); DuPage Co.; Moffett 3197 (GH, 
OKLA); Fulton Co.; Yasey 1862 (GH); MARTLAND; McVaugh 13UgIl3j cult..
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originally from Mexico (MICE): M&5SAGmSefT5T"mddle8e% Uo:% Déânê 
Sept. 2li, 188U (NEBC); Norfolk Go.% Femald Sept. 26, 1908 (GH); MICHI- 
SANi Bmnet Co.: Hoover seeds from the Orange Free State (IXJKE, TEXj
10); MINNESOTA: Herb. Canby Sept. 1868 (NY); NE?f JEEISSY: Hunterdon Go#; 
Dodge JtOy 18, 1899 (MICH); NEST MEHCO: Rio Arriba Co.: Wooton 2697 (NY)j 
Santa Fe Co#; Fendler 680 (GH); NEW YORK: Ontario Co.: col, nhknown 
Aug. 2, 18871 raised from seeds from Palmer from Mexico (GH); Tompkins 
Co.: Hoisington 31:0, cultivated (OKL); OREGON: Multnomah Co.: Nelson 
3325 (GH); PENNSYLVANIA: Fréta 1881 (UC); Philadelphia Co.: Parker 
Sept# 9i 187k (NY); TEXAS: Bexar Co.: Jermy I90U (NY); Brewster Co.:
Marsh I63 (GH); Crockett Co.: Cory 29703 (GH); Refugio Co.: Tharp Sept. "f, 
1929 (MICH); Webb Co.: Mackenzie 85 (NY); VERMONT: Chittenden Co#: Flynn 
k (GH); VIRGINIA: Clarke Co.: Young hS5f raised in experimental plots 
(TEX); WASHINGTON: Klickitat Go.t Suksdorf 228U (GH, UC); WASHINGTON D.Cl 
Steele Sept. 20, 1899 (LUKE); WEST VIRGINIA: Rawleigh Co.: Tosh 650 (UC) ,
lU. Physalis Yfrightii Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Science;%
10:63. 1875.
Annual 30-90 cm. tall, nearly glabrous, the few hairs short, 
stiff and appressed; leaf blades ovate-lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, 
the principal ones usually k-12 centimeters long on petioles 1.5-7 cm. 
long; leaf margins usually irregularly and often coarsely dentate, sorne­
ttes regularly and saliently dentate; corolla a li^t yellow color, 
sometimes with a greenish tinge, rotate with very little tube, 15-23 mm. 
wide idien fully open, with five hairy ̂ ds on its limb near the base, 
alternating with the stamens; anthers (2.8) 3 (3.8) mm. long, yellow wit̂  
a blue or blue-green tinge; filaments slender, somewhat exceeding the
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anthers in length; flowering calyx usually k-5 mm* long on pedancles 5-12 
times its length; fruiting calyx usually 2-2,5 cm. long and 1,7-2 cm,
id.de, on peduncles usually 2,5-6 cm, long, sometimes nearly filled by
the fruit.
Type: Charles Wright 1602, prairies along the San Pedro River, 
southTTBStem Texas, 1851-52 (GH); isotype (HI); no other collections have 
been seen from Texas,
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Growing in deserts 
and mountains, but particularly in fields and other disturbed habitats, 
primarily in Arizona and California; flowering from July to November, 
Selected from uo sheets of collections: ARIZONA: Cochise Co,:
Griffiths 1579 (ARIZ, NT); Gila Co,: Collom Sept. 15, 193U (MICH);
Graham Co,: Richardson 1*37 (ARIZ); Maricopa Co,: Wiggins 3860 (MICH); 
Navajo Co,: Zueh k? (ARIZ); Pima Co,: Pringle Aug, 1, I89k (GH, NY); 
Gould 3938 (ARIZ, TEX, UC); Pinal Co,: Arnold and Darrow Sept. 13, 1936
(GH, UC); Yuma Co,: Thornber Sept. 2U, 1912 (ARIZ); CALIFORNIA: Lnqoerial 
Co,: Munz 11523 (NY); Kern Co,: Yates 6839 (UC); Los Angeles Co,:
Wheeler 96k (UC); San Diego Co,: Brandegee July 109$ (UC); TEXAS: Wight
1602.(GH, NY),
15. Physalis angulata Linnaeus, Species Plantarum 1:183. 1753; 
other synoryny under the varieties.
Annual, 15-90 cm, tall, glabrous, or with a few short appressed 
hairs especially on the younger parts; blades of principal leaves usually 
U-10 cm, long, ovate to lanceolate, or sometimes linear-lanceolate; 
margins of the leaves irregularly and sometimes coarsely or saliently 
toothed* or entirê  on petioles 1-U cm. long; corolla yellowisĥ  not
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dark spotted, usually L-IO mm. long; anthers usually 1-2.3 mm. long, 
bluish, on slender filaments; flowering calyx usually 3-5 nm. long urith 
calyx lobes 1-2,5 mm. long; flowering peduncles 5-UO mm. long; fruiting 
calyx usually 2-3 cm# long and 1.5-2.5 cm. wide on peduncles 10-1̂ 0 mm. 
long.
I5a. Physalis angulata 1., var. angulatâ  loc. cit. sup., incli 
P. linkiana Nees, linnaea 6:!:71-k72. 1831; P. angulata L., var. linkiana 
(Nees) Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sciences 10%6k. 1875#
Leaves ovate to ovate-lanceolate; corolla usually 6-10 mm. 
long; flowering calyx usually lt-5 long with oa]yx lobes 2-2.5 mm. 
long; flowering peduncles usually 5-15 mm. long; fruiting calyx on 
peduncles usually 20-30 mm. long, shorter than to equalling the length 
of the fruiting calyx.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Growing in open 
woods, pastures, ditches, fields, and various disturbed habitats in the 
extreme eastern states, and in the southeastern states as far west as 
eastern Oklahoma and Texas; flowering from May to September.
Selected from lOU sheets of 77 collections: ALABAMA* Coosa Co.: 
Pollard and Ball 263 (GH, NY); Lee Co.: Earle and Baker Aug. 11, 1897 
(NY); Tuscaloosa Co.: Pollard and Maxon 330 (MICH, NY); ARKANSAS: Arkan­
sas Co.* Moore 3271*8 (OKLA, HARK); Ashley Co.: Demaree I6362 (NY);
Chicot Co.* Demaree 18567 (AEIZ, NY); Hempstead Co.* Buckholz 388 (HARK) ; 
Jefferson Co.: Demaree 13987 (NY); Pulaski Co.: Merrill 672 (HARK); 
CONNECTICHT: Hartford Co.: Bis sell Aug. 19, I90U (GH); DELAWARE: Commons
Aug. 15, 1877; FLORIDA: Collier Co.: Moldenke 5761 (NY); Coluinbia Co.: 
Straub 36 (GH); Duval Co.: Curtiss 5737 (ŒI. NY. HC); Gadsden Co.: Berg
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:m)x Gulf Co>> Chapman U3U5 (GH. HI); Hillsborough Co.: Beam 2?U6 (Gg); 
Lake Co.j Hash 1052 (GH, MICH, HC); Lee Co.; ffi.tchcock 238 (GH, HT);
[leon Co.; Godfrey 52385 (LÜKE); Pinellas Co.; Deam 2905 (GH); Polk Co.; 
ôParlin 6569 (MICH); Volusia Co.; Hood 9 (GH); (zBOEGIA.; Decatur Co.; 
Thorne 1̂629 (GH); De Ealb Co.; Small Sept. 11, l89i; (HT); McDuffie Co.; 
Bartlett l662 (MICH); LOUISIANA; Baton Rouge Co.; Chamblis 1? (HT); 
Boiyell 9567 (DCEE, GH, HT); Tangipahoa Co.; Coryell 92ljO (DUKE); MISSIS­
SIPPI; Harrison Co.; Tracy 6U?6 (GH, HT); Jackson Co.; Pollard 1123 (GH, 
^); HEW* JERSET; Brunswick Co.; Godfrey IOO83 (TEX); Camden Co.; Beringeif 
Sept. I89I (MICH); NORTH CAROLINA; Moore Co.; Costing 3U777 (DUKE, PH); 
êw Hanover Co.; Williamson Sept. 1, I9OO (NT, PH); Wilson Co.; Randolph 
and Randolph July 7j 1922 (GH); OKLAHOMA; Delaware Co.; Wallis 2728 
(OKLA); Oklahoma Co.; Waterfall 23li9 (OKL); Pottawatomie Co.; Barkley 39̂  
DKL); SOUTH CAROLINA: Charleston Co.; Moldenke 5196 (NT); in cultis 
Durtis (GH); TEXAS; Angelina Co.; Cory 10665 (GH); Brazos Co.; Parks 
Dec. 1, I9U6 (TEX); Gonzales Co.; Tharp Nov. 23, 1935 (MICH); Harris Co.: 
Boon U8l (TEX); Houston Co.; Cory 26121 (GH); Jefferson Co.; Tharp 
Sept. 99 1937 (TEX); Wood Co.; Coiy 57671 (COLO); VIRGINIA; Princess Âmè 
Do.; Femald and Long IO88I (GH); Southançton Co.; Fernald and Long 137W 
(GH).
I5b. Physalis angulata L., var. PENDuLA (Rydberg) Waterfall, 
comb, et stat. nov., P. pendula Rydb., in Small, Flora of the South- 
sastern United States 983* 1903#
Similar to var. angulatâ  but leaves sometimes narrower; 
flowering calyx usually 3 mm. long, sometimes k mm. long; with calyx 
Lobes about 1 mm. long; flowering peduncles usually 154̂ 0 mm. long;
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fruiting pedancles usually 20-Uu mm. long, equalling the fruiting calyx 
(which is uaually 20-25 im. long) to three times its length.
Type* In describing this species, Rydberg did not select a 
type, stating that it was the taxon that he had originally called P. 
lanceifoliaj or at least the part of it occurring from Illinois to Texas 
He cited several collections in his treatment of the genus,̂  and from 
among these F. L. Harvey 65 ”centrai and southern Arkansas** (UARK) is 
selected as LECTGTÏPE.
Habitat, distribution and flowering times Growing in river 
valleys, bottom woods, fields and various disturbed sites, primarily in 
Oklahoma and Texas, but extending north to Illinois; flowering ftom June 
throu^ September.
Selected from 119 sheets of 99 collectionss ARKANSAS: Conway 
Co.; Moore lj20229 (UARK); Garland Co.: Demaree 20U71 (NT, UC); Harvey 65 
(MICH); little River Co.: Moore 510682 (UARK); Prairie Co.: Demaree 
151:98 (NT); Pulaski Co.: Merill 725 (UA^); lUJNOIS: Alexander Co.: 
Palmer 16628 (PH); Cook Co.* Umbach Aug. 3 , 1897 (MICH, NT, PH); St. 
Claire Co.: Eggert Sept. l6, 1893 (®I); Union Co.: Vasey 1862 (GH),
Vasqy (NT); KANSAS: Douglas Co.: McGregor 607 (KANU); Geary Co.* Hitch­
cock 775 (GH, NT); linn Co.: Rydberg and Imler 77 (NT); Miami Co.: 
McGregor 1101*8 (KANU); Sedgwick Go.t Horr 619I . I  (KANU); LOUISIANA: Hale 
(cm); MASSACHUSETTS: Middlesex Co.: Perkins Oct. 22, 1880 (NT); MISSOURÎ  
Jackson Co.: Mackenzie May 10, I896 (NT); Jasper Co.: Palmer 3093 (NT); 
St. Louis Co.: Eggert Sept. 7 , 1887 (PH, UC); Engehnann 321* (GH); OKIA-
^em. Torr. Bot. Club 1**332-333♦ I896.
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toMâî Alfalfa Cô.8 Waterfall "9970 fÔKIÆT: Blaine üo.i Waterfall 2387 
(OKL, no); Cherokee Co.: Wallis lU68, 1891 (OKIA); Creek Co#: Bash 397 
(GH); Custer Co.; Palmer 12555 (TEX, HC); Garvin Co.: Andregrs 133 (OKL); 
Logan Co.: Smith 889 (OKL); Murray Co.: Bobbins 2?29 (OKL); Muskogee Co.: 
Little 188 (OKL); Oklahoma Co.: Waterfall 2091 (OKL, GH); Osage Co.: 
Stevens 2H5 (GH, NÏ, OKL, OKIA); Bayne Co.: Coryell 388, 596 (OKIA);
RLttsburg Co.: Me Clary 66 (OKL); Pontotoc Co.: McCoy 852, 126?, 1915 
(OKIA); Pottawatomie Co.: Van Vleet July 12, 1905 (OKL); TEXAS; Bexar 
Co.: Metz 61; (NX, UC); Bowie Co.: Plank May 9s 1891 (NX); Brazos Co.: 
Reeves 62 (GH); Calhoun Co.: Gentry 1;9 (TEX, LIL); Colorado Co.: Bush 333
(GH, NX); Dallas Co.: 50l; (GH, NX); DeWitt Co.: Biedel Aug. 3̂  19Ul
(TEX); Harris Co.: Boon June 22, 19l;3 (TEX); Jackson Co.: Tharp Aug. 8, 
191:1 (TEX); Lamar Co.: Strandtman 10 (TEX); McLennan Co.: Xork !;6232 
(OKL, TEX); Refugio Co.: Tharp Dec. U, 1928 (TEX); San Patricio Co.:
Coiy U5389 (GH); Tarrant Co.: Ruth 12hZ (NX); Titus Co.: Jones 10 (TEX);
rravis Co.: Tharp 1717 (TEX); Washington Co.: Brackett July 15, 1938 
(GH, TEX).
l5o. Hiysalis angulata L., var. lANCEIFOLIA (Nees) Waterfall, 
3omb. et stat. nov., P. lanceifolia Nees, Linnaea 6:U73« 1831.
Similar to var. pendula, but lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, 
and corolla usually only k-5 mm. long; anthers often only 1-1.5 mm. long 
Type: No collections were cited by Nees who said ̂ Habitat in 
Peruvia (Ruiz et Pavon); in Mexico (Herb. Hort. Reg. Her.)”. A Neotype 
should be selected, but preferably after a study of Penivian and Mexican 
naterial. I^cimens cited below appear to be similar to a number of 
Mexican collections seen by the author.
8k
Habitat, range and flowering time: In wet areas, river vallqys, 
fields and other disturbed habitats in California, Arizona, New Mexico 
and to a lesser extent in Texas and southern Oklahoma, often being 
atypical in the latter two states, probably due to gene interchange with 
var. pendula; a few Florida collections are also referred here; flowering 
usually in June to September, or as late as November in the warmer parts 
of its range.
Selected from 62 sheets of 39 collections; ARIZONA: Cochise 
Coi: Thomber 2627 (GH), put here because the anthers are only about 
1 mm. long, even though the leaves are broad; Pima Co. ; Pringle Aug. 5,
and Sept. $, l88k (NY, PH, HC); Pinal Co.: Kearney 19067 (ARIZ); Yuma Co 
Schott 2 (NY); CALIFORNIA: Butte Co.: Heller 23355 (GH); Fresno Co.: 
Bacigalupi, Ferris and "Wiggins 2U88 (GH, NY, UC); Imperial Co.: Parish
» s
8337 (GH); Los Angeles Co.: Mieeler 965 (UC); Merced Co.: Hoover 1599 
(UC); San Diego Co.: Spencer 101k (GH); Stanislaus Co.: Hoover 2kk2 
(UC); Tulare Co.: Michener and Bioletti 1893 (NY); FLORIDA: Dade Co.: 
Small and Carter 6k9 (NY, PH); Kevy Co.: Small, Shall and DeWinkeler
10036 (NY); Monroe Co.: Eÿles 8223 (GH, OKL); NEW* M3XIC0: Dona Ana Co.: 
Archer k89 (MICH); Kearney and Peebles 15073 (ARIZ); OKLAHOMA: McCurtain
Co.: Waterfall 76ok (OKL, OKLA);.Oklahoma Co.: Waterfall 2893̂  near var. 
pendula (OKL); Payne Co.: James 37 (OKLA); TEXAS: Brewster Co.: Cory
31275 (GH); Cameron Co.: Runyon k2k3 (TEX); Llano Co.: Bray 10 (NY); 
Presidio Co.: Warnock Tl6k (GH, TEX); Refugio Co.: Tharp Sept. 7j 1929 
(TEX); Travis Co.: Tharp, Warnock and Barkley Nov. 31> 19k5# atypical 
material, perhaps intermediate with var. pendula (COLO, DUKE, GH, NY, 
OKL. OKLA, UARKj UC).
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18, Physalis pubescens Linnaeuŝ  Species Planbarum 1:18). 1?53< 
SynonynQT is listed under the varieties.
Plants annual, l5-60 cm. tall, villous or viscid-villous 
vestite, sometimes with granular glands, sometimes glabrate; blades of 
principal leaves usually 3-10 cm. long, narrowly to broadly ovate, on 
petioles half as long to about equalling them in length; margins of the 
leaves toothed to entire; corolla 6-10 mm. long, yellow with $ prominent 
dark spots on the limb near its base; anthers 1.5-2 (2.1̂) mm. long, blue; 
flowering ca3yx k-7 mm. long, its lobes 2-!t nm. long; flowering peduncles 
3-12 mm. long; fruiting calyx 2-U cm. long and 1.5-2.5 cm. wide, 5-anglel, 
on peduncles 5-20 mm. long.
l6a. Hiysalis pubescens L., var. pubescens. loc. cit. sup.;
P. turbinata Medicus, Academia Theodora-palatina In 188-192# 1?80; P. 
jarbadensis Jacquin, Miscellanea Austriaca give Plantarum Selectarum 360<
1781; P. obscura. var. viscido-pubescens Michx., Flora Boreali-Americana 
LîlUP* 1803; Alicabon barbadense (Jacq.) Rafinesque, Sylva Telluriana 
Ï6-57. 1838; P. viscido-pubescens (Michx.) Dunal, in DeCandolle's Pro- 
dromus 13(l)Wi2. 1852; P# floridana Rydberg, in Sbiall, Flora of the Soutlj.- 
eastern United States 983. 1903.
Plains more or less villous; leaf blades usually with 5-8 
teeth on each side, usually not translucent; flowering peduncles 3-7 mm. 
Long; fruiting calyces 2-3 cm. long on peduncles usually 5-9 mm. long.
ÎÇypei ”In India utraque.*» A photograph of the Type is in the 
Arnold Arboretum* s collection of photographs of specimens in the lin- 
mean Herbarium, London.
______ Habitat, distribution and flowering timet Growing in swamps.
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margins of lakes, sand dunes, brushy fields and other disturbed habitats) 
primarily from Florida to Texas in onr area; flowering from May throng 
November* It is a widespread pantropical species*
Selected from 81 sheets of collections ; FLOHXDls Broward Go*: 
Moldenke I48O (NY); Bade Co*: Small and Small U632 (BUKS, NY); Franklin
Go*: Ghanman 3055b (GĤ  NY); Highlands Go*: Moldenke 5U17 (NY); ËLUsbor ) 
Go*: Churchill March 28, 1936 (Œ); Lake Go*: Nash 1251 (GH, MICH, NY,
UG, PH); Lee Go*: Tracy 7612 (GH, NY) Monroe Go*: Killip àli&56 (NY, UC); 
Pinellas Go*: Williams Mar* 12, 1926 (DUKE); Polk Go*: McFarlin 592k 
(Mim); St* Lucie Co.: Snail 8507 (GH, NY); ILLINOIS: Jackson Go*: Vasey 
(GH); LOUISIANA: Bale (GH); TEXAS: Bexar Go*: Metz 771 (MIGH); Brazos 
Go*: Mbncreif IU76 (TEX); Gonzales Co.: Tharp Aug* 12, I9U0 (TEX); . 
Harris Co*: Fisher Oct* 9j 1917 (UG); Hidalgo Co*: Walker 8 (GH, TEX); 
Jackson Go*: Warnock 105 (TEX); Jefferson Go*: Tharp Sept* 10, 1937 (GH, 
TEX); McLennan Go*: Smith 59 (TEX); Newton Co*: Tharp 521hl (GS); Nueces 
Go*: Tharp and Brown 1̂ 8-165 (TEX); Travis Co*: Tharp Nov* 8, 1929 (GH, 
OKLA, TEX); Willacy Co*: Johnston 5Ü2221 (TEX); %Uiamson Co*: Wolcott 
3IU (TEX)*
..
16b• Riysalis pubescens L*, var* OBSGUHA (Michx*) Waterfall, 
comb* nov*, P. obscura Michx*j var* obscura (var* glabra Michx* )j Flora 
Boreali-Americana l:lli9* 1803; P* hirsuta Bunal, var* repahdo-dentata 
Dunal, in BeCandolle's Prodromus i3(l):W&5# 1852; P. barbadensis Jacq*, 
7ar* obscura (Michx* ) %rdb*, Mem* Torr* Bot* Club U:327* I896; P* 
barbadensis Jacq*, var* glabra (Michx* ) Femald, Rhodora 5l:82* 19̂ 9*
When Michaux described P* obscura he immediately divided it 
Into two varieties, var* glabra and var* viscido-pubescens* The present
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author interprets var# glabra as being the "typiGal" varietŷ  tbat is 
yar# obscura under the present Rules, Article 35* Hence the name, glabr< 
is unavailable for transfer, and cannot be used in any combination for 
the glabrate taxon.
This material has been referred recently, by some American 
authors, to P. turbinata Medicus, Academia Theodora-palatina 1|.%188-192# 
1780. However, in describing this species Medicus says «Die Hauptstamme 
and nebenaste sind vierkandigt, haarich und rotlich violet-braun.** One 
might dismiss the reddish violet-brown color, as either not necessarily 
being a characteristic of the whole taxon, or as possibly not being re­
tained in herbarium specimens, but it seems dubious if the term «hairŷ  
would be used to describe nearly glabrous, or slightly puberulent speci­
mens. It seems that the taxon described ly Medicus, at least as the 
name has been applied in our flora, is more likely referable to var. 
pubescens.
Plants glabrous or sparingly puberulent, but not villous as in 
the other varieties; blades of the principal leaves usually 2-7 cm. long| 
ovate, often rather broadly so, acuminate in many specimens; margins of 
the leaves irregularly toothed, sometimes saliently so; petioles about 
equalling the blades in length; anthers 1.8-2.U mm. long, bluish; flower­
ing calyx 5-7 mm. long with narrow lanceolate-acuminate lobes 2.5-k mm. 
long; flowering pedû îles 5-12 mm. long; fruiting calyx 3-U cm. long, 
ovate or broader in outline, often acuminate at the apex, on peduncles 
1-2 cm. long.
Typet In the Herbarium of Michaux, Mus. Hat. Hist. Hat., Paris 
photograph in the Harvard University Hergarium (GH). ___________
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Bfeibitat, distribution and flowering timet Open woods, creek 
sides, valleys, yards and other disturbed habitats, mostly southeastern 
coastal states from North Carolina to Texas, and inland in Arkansas and 
Missouri; usually flowering from July through October*
Selected from U6 sheets of collections; ALABAMA; Crenshaw
. . • - . - »
Co.; Reed 2103 (TBX); Mobile Co.: Mohr Aug. 1883 (MICH); AREAHSàSt Drar 
Co.; Demaree l6!;98 (Nl)j Fulton Co.; Bush 961 (Nï); Hot Springs Co.: 
Danaree 19U71 (Nï)j Logan Co.: Palmer 2U209 (HARK); Saline Co.: Moore
53-311 (UARK); FLORIDA: Dade Co.: Tatnell 620 (PH); Gadsden Co.: Curtiss
5896 (Œ, UC); GEORGIA: Calhoun Co.: Thorne 7338 (GH); CALIPORNIA: San 
Diego Co.: Jones March 1882 (PH); LOUISIANA: Calasleu Co.: Coryell and 
orrell 9566 (DUKE, GH, NÏ, PH); HAtchitiches Co.: Palmer 8777 (PH);
Vermilion Co.: Tharp July 27, 1929 (TK); MISSISSIPPI: Oktibbeha Co.: 
Pollard 1338 (GH); MISSOURI: Barry Co.: Bush 5U7 (NY); Butler Co.:
Eggert July 1893 (NY, UC); Madrid Co.: Bush 189 (GH, NY); NORTH CAROLINA
Curtis (GH); PENNSYLVANIA: Bucks Co.: Moyer (PH); TEXAS: Bowie Co.:
Heller and Heller 1:253 (GH, NY, PH); Harris Co.: Hall 503 (GH, NY);
Newton Co.: Tharp 1:2-11:1 (GH, TEX); Orange Co.: Tharp 2518 (TEX); Rusk
- ,
Co*; Reverchon 3239 (NY).
l6c* Hiysalis pubescens L*̂  var* INTEGRA WaterfaU« nom* nov*̂
P* hirsuta Bunal, var* integrifolia Bunal, in DeCandoUe, Prodr omus
. . -  .  •
]3(l);m$. I8g2*
Since Bunal divided his P* hirsuta into three varieties,the 
first of these, var* integrifolia, is taken to be the equivalent of 
var* hirsuta under the present Rules, and, according to Article 35, un- 
available for transfer* The above name is proposed in its place*
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Plants more or less villous; leaf blades often entire, some- 
times 3-U (rarely more) more or less prominent teeth on each side, trans­
lucent or semitransparent; ftuiting calyx 2-3 cm. long on peduncles 5-9 
mm. long.
lœluded here are the plants, primarily of the northeastern 
United States, which have been referred to P. pubescens by recent Ameri­
can authors.
Type* MPbysalis, n. 30, un. itin., Frank e sylvaticis agri 
Cincinnati civ. Ohio,** presumably in the De Candolle collection in the 
Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques, Geneve, Switzerland.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Creek banks, lake 
shores, woods, hills, and various disturbed habitats, mostly from Pemt- 
sylvania to Iowa and south to Florida and south central Texas, but also 
in southern New Mexico, Arizona and California; less frequent in south­
eastern United States than var. pubescens.
Selected from 162 .sheets of 128 collections: ALABAMA: Jefferson 
Co.: Earle June 18, 1899 (NY); Tuscaloosa Co.: Pollard and Maxon 331 
(GH); ARIZONA: Pima Co.: Toumey Aug. 30, 1895 (HC); ARKANSAS: Baxter Co. 
Moore 5l05U0 (OKLA, UARK); Clay Co.: Demaree 20311 (OKLA, NY, UC); Craw­
ford Co.: Demaree 15300 (NY); Garland Co.: Demaree I619O, 218U1, 20̂ 22 
(NY); Newbon Co.: Moore U30237 (OKLA, UARK); Perry Co.* Demaree 20168 
(NY); Polk Co.: Moore and Williams Aag. 15, 1951 (UARK); Pulaski Co.: 
Demaree I66U0 (NY); Sevier Co.: Demaree 9913 (NY, UC); Union Co.: French
500150 (UARK); Washington Co.: Giles U29 (UARK); Yell Co.: Demaree 20109 
(NY); CALIFORNIA: Colusa Co.: Stinchfield 1|60 (NY); Imperial Co.: Thomas
(GH, NY); Lake Co.: Baker 11226 (UC); San Diego Co.: Orcutt Mar. 6. 1883
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(MICH)î Tulare Co#t Gongdon Oct. 5, lÜül (UG); FLORTMt Dade Go.% Small" 
ind Moiser 5902 (GH, Sï)} leon Co.: Godfrey 52U73 (DOES); ULIMDIS: Adams: 
3o.: Seymour Sept. 26, 18?6 (DHEE): Itassac Co.: Gleason 2630 (GH); IHDI- 
ANK; Grant Co.: Deam 1̂ 287 (NY); Lawrence Co.: Kriebel 256U (DUKS)j Put- 
nan Co.% Banker H&99 (NY); Tippecanoe Co.; Boot Oct. 6, 1895 (GH); 
iîhitely Go.% Friesener 16539 (GH, NY); KàNSASt EUqy Co.: Norton 366 (GH,,
NY); KEKTHCKYt Bell Co.: Lloyd Aug. 10, 1888 (NY); Hickman Co.: McFarland
Iand Anderson 2223 (NY); MARYLANDt Montgomery Co.: Blanchard Aug. 12, 1892 
(NY): Worcester Co.: Canby Sept. 1863 (NY); MASSACHUSETTSt Suffolk Co#: 
Perkins Sept. 6, 1881 (NEBC); Butler Co.: Eggert July 1893 (HC) on sheet
with var. obscura: Jackson Co.: Bash 6I&23 (GH, NY); Jasper Co.: Demaree 
m^U (OKLA, UARK); Moniteau Co.: Steyermark 708lk (HARK); Newton Co.: 
Palmer 321:92 (NY); Osage Co.: Jeffrey 366 (Œ); Phelps Co.: Kellogg I96
(NY, TEX, UC); St. Louis Co.: Eggert Aug. Ik, I89I (TEX, UC); NEW MEXICO 
Rusby 310, Bur?o Mts. (GH, NY); NORTH CAROLINA: Brunswick Co.: Blompuist
U811 (DUKE); Carteret Co.: Lewis 23k (NY); Washington Co.: Correll 1921 
(DUKE); OHIO: Moldenke 135k3 (OKLA); Franklin Co.: Gleason Sept. 5̂  190k 
(GH); Hamilton Co.: Lloyd 2209 (MICH); Lake Co.: Werner ikl (GH); OKLA­
HOMA! Cherokee Co.: Waterfall 966I (OKLA); Delaware Co.: Wallis 2732 
(OKLA); Johnston Co.: Houghton 3572̂  (NY); Murray Co.: Hopkins and Cross
6k29 (OKL); Muskogee Co.: Waterfall 10139 (OKLA); Ottawa Co.: Stevens 
2530 (GH, NY); Payne Co.: Thompson 82 (OKLA); PSNMSYLVANIAt Allegheny 
Co.: Porter Aug. 28, I896 (GH, NY); SOUTH CAROLINA: Berkeley Co.: Godfre:
and Tryon 622 (GH, NY); TENNESSEE: Cheatham Co.: Svenson 10395 (UC); 
Davidson Co.: Svenson 9k9k (GH); Hamilton Co.: Clalmgh 101 (DUKE); TEXAS 
Cameron Co.: Johnston 5k2210 (TEX); Dallas Co.: Reverchon 382 (GH);
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Gonzales Co.» Tharo 51-U67 (OKIA. TEK)î Jackson Co.! Warnock 105 (NY);
... »... . . . . . .
Travis Co.j Armor 5508(OKIA) approaching var. pubescens; Willacy Co.; 
Davis and Johnston $3256.15 (TEX); VIRGINIA; Femald and Long 1279U (GH)];
Isle of Wight Co.; Fernald and long 13W&2 (GH); James City Co.: Fernald 
and Long 1314̂ 1 (GH); Loudon Co.: Holms Aug. 1883 (ARIZ, NY); Nansemond 
Co.: Femald and Long 10810 (GH); Northampton Co.: Canby Sept. 18?8 (NY);; 
Page Co.: Steele and Steele 197 (GH, NY); Princess Anne Co.: Fernald and 
Long la67, lil68, IO8O9 (GH); WEST VIRGINIA: Mertz Sept. 22, 1878 (NY).
l6d. Physalis pubescens L., var. GRISEA Waterfall, var. nov., 
Planta grisea, nunc villosa nunc brevipilos%, nunc glandularo-farinacea; 
foliis ovatis sinuato-dentatis ; calycibus fructus a pedunculis 5-9 mm. 
longis.
Stems densely covered with long, jointed hairs, or with long 
and short hairs mixed, or densely short viscid-hairy; leaves usually 
short hairy, sometimes with granular glands, the surfaces having a gror- 
ish appearance; leaf blades ovate, coarsely and irregularly 6-9 dentate, 
or sinuate dentate nearly to their bases; fruiting calyces on peduncles 
5-9 mm. long.
This is the taxon, primarily of the northeastern United States,, 
that has been passing as P. pruinosa L. However the photograph of the 
type of P. pruinosa in the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University shows a 
plant with a more prominent acumination on the leaf blade, and a much 
longer flowering peduncle than is found in any of our material. The 
author has been unable to determine the application of the name, P. 
pruinosa. He has seen no material comparable with the photograph of the
t y p e . _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Typei As the TYPE is selected Walter Deane Sept, 22;j 
Cambridge, Mass, It is in the Harvard University Herbarinm (GH)# An 
ISOTYPE is in the Herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden.
Habitat, range and flowering time: Growing on mountainsides, 
wooded slopes, roadsides, in gardens and various disturbed habitats, 
principally in northeastern United States; usually flowering in August, 
September and October.
Selected from 105 sheets of 93 collections: CANADA: OHTARIO: 
Macoun 5U52U (UY); UNITED STATES: ALABAMA* Baldwin Co.: Dukes 118 (NY);
CALIPOENIAs Inyo Co.: Boos and Boos 6221 (UC); CONNECTICUTt New Haven 
Co.: Blewitt 1361 (NEBC); DELAWAEE: New Castle Co.: Latnall 1682 (GH); 
FLORIDA: Chapman (NY); GEORGIAt DeEalb Co.: Small Aug. 1-6, 1695 (NY); 
ILLimiS: DuPage Co.: Umbach 22hBk (GH); Macon Co.: Mills Sept. 29, 19liO| 
INDIANA: Lawrence Co.: Eriebel 2538 (DUKE, GH); KANSAS: Imler 66 (NY); 
KENTUCKY* Short 16U0 (NY); MAINE: Cumberland Co.: Chamberlain 1127 (NEBC); 
MASSACHUSETTS: Barnstable Co.* Collins 950 (NEBC); Bristol Co.* Hervey 
(NEBC); Dukes Co.: Bicknell 770U« 7706, 7693 (NY); Essex Co.: Morong 
Aug. 1, 1666 (NY); Hampshire Co.: Torrey and S.J.E. Sept. I6, 19k3 (DUKE) 
Middlesex Co.: Fernald Sept. 26, I9O6 (GH); Nantucket Co.: Flynn July 30. 
I90U (NEBC); Norfolk Co.: Kidder Aug. 23, I666 (NEBC); Plymouth Co.: 
Williams Aug. 21, I696 (NEBC); Suffolk Co.: Young Sept. I676 (GH, NEBC); 
Worcester Co.: Woodward 2 (GH); MICHIGAN* Dodge Aug. 25, I906, St. ClairiJ 
Co.; MISSOURI* Barry Co.: Bush 56U. I469 (NY); Christian Co.: Blankenship 
Aug. 1, 1695 (GH); Jackson Co.* Mackenzie 7 (MICH); Jasper Co.* Bush 
101*02 (GH, NY); Taney Co.: Bush 170 (GH); NEW JERSEY: Hastings Sept. 6, 
1917 (NY) foot of Palisades; NEW YORK: Chemung Co.: Ijuc:|r 7625, 11098
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füY): Osirego Go.% Sheldon 6008 (UC); Tompkins Go.% Hoisington 31̂  (OKL)s 
Washington Co#% Burnham Sept. 25, I896 (GH); NORTH CAROLINA: Granville 
Co.: Godfrey 2060 (GH); Jackson Co.: Thaxter June-July 188? (GH); Swain 
Co.: Beardslee and Kofoid Ang* 15, I89I (GH); OREGON: Tillamook Co.: 
Lloyd Sept. 10, I89U (NT); RSNNSÏLVANIA: Bucks Co.: Pretz Sept. 7, 1901
(GH); Lancaster Co.: Small Sept. I889 (GH); Westmoreland Co.: Shafer and 
Medsyer 182 (UC); RHODE ISLAND: Providence Co.: Leland Sept. 18, I88I
(NEBC); TENNESSEE: Knox Co.: Ruth 3UH (NT); TEXAS: De Witt Co.: Riedel 
Aug. 3, I9UI (TEX); VERMONT : Benniî ton Co.: Ames #iy 1885 (MICH); 
Chittenden Co.: Flynn 3 (GH); Rutland Co.: Eggleston 1510 (GH, NEBC); 
VIRGINIA: Bedford Co.: Curtiss Oct. 3̂  1871 (GH); Page Co.: Steele and 
Steele Aug. 28, 1901 (GH, NY); WASHINGTON: Klickitat Co.: Siücsdorf 2285
(NY); Yakima Co.: Henderson 2̂ 96 (GH).
17. Physalis foetens Poiret, var. NBOMEXICANA (Rydb.) Water­
fall, comb, et stat. nov., P. neomexicana lÿdb., Mem. Torr. Bot. Club 
1:325-326. 1895.
Plants annual, IO-60 cm. tall, usually branched; indûment 
short (0.5-1 nm. long) and usually dense, more or less yellowish or 
brownish capitate-glandular; leaf blades 3-6 cm. long, ovate to oblong- 
ovate or lanceolate-ovate, their margins toothed, or sometimes sinuate­
toothed; petioles one-half to three-fourths as long as the blades; 
corollas 6-7 mm. long, bluish spotted; anthers (0.3) 1-1.5 (2) mm. long, 
bluish, on filifozm filaments; flowering calyces 3-k.5 nm. long, on 
peduncles usually 1.5-3 mm. long; fruiting calyces 2-3 cm. long, more 
or less ovate in outline, sharply 5-angled, on peduncles mostly l;-7 mm. 
long.________
9k
This variety differs from var. foetens of Mexico primarily In" 
its shorter anther-length (2-3 nm. in var. foetens )j usually shorter 
corolla (as much as 1 cm. long in some Mexican material) and in having 
fewer yellowish or brownish capitate glands than var. foetens.
Type: In describing P. neomexicanâ  Rydberg cited several col­
lections, but designated none of them as type. Rpom among those cited 
Fendler 678 (GH) is selected as the LEGTOTÎPE. A second sheet of the 
same collection, an iso-lectotype, is in the same herbarium.
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Growing in the moun­
tains, often with junipers and pines, and in adjacent areas, including 
cultivated fields, in New Mexico and adjacent Colorado and Arizona; 
flowering in June through October.
Selected from U6 sheets of 38 collections: AJSIZONAs Graham Co.J 
Bohrer ItÔ (AEI2); Greenlee Co.: Gould and Haskell 1&080 (UC); Maricopa
Co.: Busby 310 (MICH); Navajo Co.: Wooton September 13  ̂1913 (ARIZ);
Pima Co.: Tourney Aug. 30, l89li (NY); Yavapai Co.: Wilcox Sept. I9I8 
(ARIZ); COLORADO: Porter July 1872 (PH); El Paso Co.: Livingston 1̂97 
(DUKE); NEW MEXICO: Colfax Co.: Standley 1386? (NY); Bernalillo Co.?: 
Ellis 287 (NY); Grant Co.: Rusby Oct. 1881 (MICH); Lincoln Co.: Skehan 66
(GH, NY), Wooton 633̂  635 (NY); Rio Arriba Co.: Parker and McClintock 
6I1U9 (ARIZ, UC); San Miguel Co.: Standley U920 ((B, NY); San Miguel Co.: 
Nelson 11568 (UC); Santa Fe Co.: Heller and Heller 3803 (CB, NY); Sierra
Co.: Metcalfe 1210 (GH, NY, UC); Socorro Co.: Metcalfe I425 (NY); 
rorrance Co.: Parker and McClintock 6529 (NY); Socorro or Grant Co.: 
Rusby 309, Mogollon Mts. (MICH).
18. Physalis lATIPHYSA Waterfall, sp. nov. Planta annuaj 15*U5
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cm. alta, ramosa, plus mimsve villosa; folio-laminis 5-7 cm. longis, 
ovatis vel ovatis-rotundis, integris vel paucidentatis, acuminatis; 
coroUis maculatis, 1̂-6 mm. longis; antheris coeruleis, 1.5-2 mm. longiŝ  
calycibus ftuctus (2.5) 3-k cm. latis; pedunculis 1-1.5 cm. longis.
Annual, 15-U5 cm. high, branched, more or less villous; blades 
of the principal leaves 5-7 cm. long, ovate to ovate-rotund, thin and 
translucent, their margins from entire to having a few teeth, acuminate; 
petioles 1.5-7 cm. long; corollas yellow, dark-spotted, small, 1̂-6 mm. 
long; flowering calyces 3-il mn. long with lobes about half that long, 
on peduncles 3-8 mm. long; fruiting calyces sparsely appressed-hairy, 
strongly 5-angled, 2.5-k cm. long and (2.5) 3-k cm. wide; fruiting 
peduncles 1-1.5 cm. long; linear-subulate calyx lobes 7-10 mm. long, 
extending 5-7 mm. beyond the body of the inflated fruiting calyx#
Type* T. H. Kearney and R. H. Peebles li|l*25, Rondstadt Ranch, 
plain east of Baboquivari Mbs., Pimal Co., Arizona, Sept. 23, 1939# It 
is deposited in thie Herbarium of the University of Arizona.
Collections* In addition to the type, the following collection̂  
have been seen* ARIZOMA* Pima Co.* Bertram 237 Santa Catalina Mbs., east 
of Pima Canyon, Jan. 16, 1920 (PH); Kearney and Peebles 10U27̂  Toro 
anyon, Baboquivari Mts., Sept. 30, 193k (ARIZ, MICH); Kearney and 
Peebles lk932. South Canyon, Baboquivari Mbs., Aug. 31j 19kO (ARIZ);
Sanba Cruz Co.* Harrison and Hope 9058, Forty miles south of Tucson on 
Sasabe Road, Sept. 11, 1932 (AREZ); Harrison and Fulton 8158, Nogales, 
Aug. 30, 1931 (ARIZ); County undetermined* Harrison 9058, Robles to San 
Fernando, Sept. 10, 1932 (GH, MICH); Harrison, Kearney and Hope 8950, 
bialf-way from Sasabe to Robles ̂ Aug. 21,_ 1932 _(ARIZ)L_Kegrney_and_Peebles
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10576) Florida Canyon) Santa Blta Mts#) Oct# 7) 193U (ARIZ)#
19# Physalis missouriensis Mackenzie and Bash) Trans# Acad#
Sci# St. Louis 1902#
Annual) usually branched above) villous) sometimes with shorter 
hairS) often somewhat viscid; principal leaf blades 2-6 cm# long) ovate 
to narrowly ovate) dentate to sinuately dentate, or sometimes entire; 
petioles one-third the length of, to nearly as long as the blades; 
corolla yelloW) not dark spotted, 7-10 mm. long; anthers (0.6) 1-1.2 mm. 
lox3g) bluish) on slender filaments; flowering calyx 3-U urn# long, its 
lobes 1-2 mm# long) on peduncles 3-6 mm# long; fruiting calyjc 1.5-2.5 cm#
long) ovoid) oh peduncles 5-10 mm# long#
This species is easily distinguished from P# pubescens by its 
unspotted corollas and its smaller anthers#
iÿpe: K# K# Mackenzie U85) Rocky soil. Bed Bridge, Jackson Co#., 
Missouri. The type was deposited in the «Herbarium of K. H. Mackenzie#* 
Isotypes have been seen from the herbaria of Harvard University and 
Michigan University#
Usually growing in rocky woods and limestone barrens, mostly 
in Missouri) northeastern Kansas, western Arkansas, with two collections 
from adjacent Oklahoma, and one collection, dubiously referred here, 
from southwestern Texas; flowwing from June through October#
Collections examined: ARKANSAS: Carroll Co.: Palmer 29310 
(UAEK); Hempstead Co.: Palmer 8955 (PH); Washington Co.: Moore 3008 
(UARK); Moore and Iltis 1*30209 (OKLA, UARK); Giles kOl* (UARK); J.T.B#
51*5 'White River (UAEK); KANSAS: Douglas Co.: Snow 2210 (KANG); McGregor 
?703 (KANU); Marshall Co.: Horr l*6lO (KANU)s Riley Co.: Gates 18566 (QEf 
TEX) UC); Hitchcock 1*02 (GH); Shawnee Co.: Voile 737 (KANU); MISSOURI:
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Barry Co#: Bush. l62 (OKL); Jackson Go#% Biish June 27̂  1867 (GB)g Aiag» 
1888 (Œ5, NT), 772 (Œ, Hï); U079 (GH), 733U (GH), 7695 (GH, NT), 12298 
(NÏ), 12298a. (HY); Mackenzie 360 (HY), Aug. 23, I896 (MICH, NY); W5 
(MICH); Jefferson Co.: Prince July !&, 1883 (GH); Phelps Co.% Kellogg 
Oct. 22, 1913 (T2Z); Platte Co.; Bush II80U (NY); St. Louis Co.: B̂ gert 
July 20, 1887 (GH), Aug. 21, I89I (NY); Pennell 11701 (PH); Taney Co.: 
Bush 173 (GH, NY); County ündeteimined: Blankenship 1893 (NY); Nelson 5
(NY); OKLAHOMA: Muskogee Co.: Little 2568 (OKL); Ottawa Co.: Stevens 
2351 (GH, on sheet with Stevens 2530, P. pubescens); TEXAS: Brewster 
Co.: Cory 35570, five and three-quarter miles east of Alpine, Sept. 19, 
191̂0 (GH) is somewhat doubtfully referred to this taxon.
20. Physalis Greenei Vasey and Bose, Contr. U. S. Natl. Herb. 
1:18. I89O; P. pedunculata Greene, Pittonia 1:268-269. l899j non Mart, 
and Gal., Bull. Acad. Bruz. 12:132. 181&2.
Annuals, villous or short pilose, glandular and viscid; princî
pal leaf blades 2-U cm. long, ovate; petioles one-half as long as to
slightly longer than the blades; leaf margins dentate to sinuate-dentatê  
or rarely entire; corolla 8-10 mm. long, yellowish, or sometimes with a 
slightly darker tinge; anthers 1.5-2.5 mm. long, yellow, on slender fila; 
ments; flowering calyx 3-U mn. long on peduncles 15-30 mm. long; fruit­
ing calyx 2-2.5 cm. long, pointed-ovoid, on peduncles 15-U0 cm. long.
The smaller anthers of this species will serve to distinguish 
it, and separate it from P. crassifolia in those instances in tdiich they 
tend to resemble each other.
Type: Charles F. Pond Feb. I889, Cedros Island, off the coast
of Lower California; "southwest side of the island" according to Greene;
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TYPE and iso type (US)*
Habitat, distribution and flowering time: Hills and sea-cliffsj
southern California; flowering in Februaiy, March and April*
Collections examined: CALIFORNIA: Orange Co*: Abrams June 12, 
1901 (NY); Mason 2933 (GH, UC); Placer Co*: Jones 88 (GH); San Diego Co. 
Abrams 3308 (GH, NY, PH, UC, US); Allen 77 (GH); Jones March 1882 (GH,
UC); Wiggins 1821 (UC)*
21# Physalis lobata Torrqy, Ann* lyc. Nat. Hist* New York 
2:226-227* 1828; Quincula lobata (Torr*) Rafinesque, Atlantic Journal, 
1:1U5# 1832; P* sabeana Buckley, Proc* Acad. Sci* Phil* 1U:6* 1863; 
Chamaesaracha jAiysaloides Greene, Bull* Torr. Bot* Club 9:122* 1882;
Quincula lepidota Aven Nelson, Bot* Gaz* U7:U30* 1909#
Chamaesaracha pbysaloides is included here on the basis of 
Greene »s phrase «flat scale-like hairs,« which seems to be a good de­
scription of the appearance of the characteristic crystalline vesicles 
of P* lobata after they are dried. These structures are not found on 
P* Wrightil, the other species to which this name has been referred*
Perennial, branching from the base, the branches spreading or 
procumbent; indûment consisting of a vaiying amount of crystalline vesi­
cles, flattening Tdien dried, which may be abundant enou^ to give the 
plant a scurfy appearance, or may be very sparse; principal leaves 
usually 4-10 cm. long, with blades usually 0*5-3 cm* wide, ovate-lanceo­
late to linear-lanceolate, cuneate at the base to a winged petiole, 
usually pinnatifid, rarely sinuate-toothed or entire; corollas blue or 
violet, rotate, 1*5-2 cm* broad, with five hairy pads on its base near 
the point of attachment of the filaments and alternating with them;
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anthers about 1.^2 mm. long, yéllofir, on slender filaments; style twistêïl 
and bent to one side; flowering calyx 3-1& mm. long, its lobes 1.5-2 mm. 
long, deltoid; flowering peduncle 1-3 (5) cm. long; fruiting calyx 1.5-2 
cm. long, pentagonal-ovoid, inflated, on peduncles 1-2.5 (3) cm. long; 
seeds usually somewhat crenate on their backs#
Type: James *0n tiie Canadian.**
Habitat, distribution and flowering times Growing on plains, 
prairies, mesas, canyons, juniper barrens, desert areas and various 
disturbed habitats principally in western Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas, and 
eastern Colorado and New Mexico, and southern Arizona.
Selected from 3kà sheets of 27k collections: ARIZONA: Cochise 
Go#: lermnon i;07 (UC); Maricopa Co.: Keck li258 (UC); Navaho Co.: Zuck,
Aug. 28, 1896 (CHI, NY); Pima Co.: Parker 7233 (ARIZ, COLO, OKLA); Thorn- 
ber 135 (ARIZ, ÙC); Toumey July 1, 189k (GH, UC); Pinal Co#: Thorhber 
73U8 (ARIZ); Yuma Co#: Keck et al 6225 (NY); CALIFORNIA: Fremont's Réé­
dition in I8k5 (GH); C0L0RA3X): Ramaley loll, 128? (COLO); Cheyenne Co#: 
Heustis June 26, I9I6 (COLO); Crawley Co.: James Sept. 1, 1932 (COLO);
Denver Co.: Eastwood 118 (COLO, GH, UC); Douglas Co#: Greene 32k (GH);
EL Paso Co.: Robbins k92 (ARIZ, UC);Fremont Co.: Brandegee 18?2 (UC);
"  '  ■ I I  I 1 T  I
Huerfano Co.* Shear 1*761 (UC)j Larimer Co.: Wiegand and Wiegand 208$ 
(GH); Las Animas Co.: Robbins $02 (UC); Lincoln Co.: Oirnbey 131*2 (COLO, 
UC); Prowers Co.: Ramaley and Gambill l6ol*9 (COLO); Pueblo Co.* Rollins 
2060 (GH); Weld Co.: Brenekle 1*6186; Toma Co.: Ewan 12793 (COLO); EAHSAS: 
Barber Co.: Horr E2$2 (COLO, KAMU, OKL), McGregor 10683 (KAHU), Rydberg 
and Baler 683 (COLO, KANU); Ellis Co.: Albertson 106 (ARIZ, OKL, OKLA, 
UARK); Hamilton Co.: Thompson 77 (GH. UC); Kearney Co.: Horr 30$$ (KANU):
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faowa Co.: Horr and McGregor 3815 (KANlJ)j Logan Co»: I&tchcoGk 372 (CH)i 
Meade Co.; Horr 3335 (KANU); Scott Co.; Agreliuŝ  Wilson and Agrelius 
Aug. 9# 1912 (urn); Wallace Co.; Snoir (KANU)̂  NEVADA; Clark Co.; Gooddijig 
2223 (EM); Jones April 30, 1905 (GH); Maguire and Blood 1|1̂71 (UC); Train 
1915 (ARIZ); NEW MEXICO; Chaves Co.; Nelson 11315 (GH, UC); Colfax Co.: 
Lucas ll|l (TEX); Hidalgo Co.: Hershey 3k6l (GH); Lincoln Co.: Hitchcock,
Rethke and Raadshooven 1:273 (UC); Quay Co.; Ikeriberry May 1, I937 (OKLA);
Santa Fe Co.: Snoir Aug. 1879 (DUKE); Union Co.; Nelson and Nelson U697 
(GH, UC); OKLAHOMA: Alfalfa Co.: Demaree 12358 (GH, OKLA, OKL); Beckham 
Co.; Eskeir l603 (OKL); Blaine Co.: Goodman 2378 (OKL); Cimarron Co.; 
Goodman and Waterfall 1:805 (OKL, OKLA, TEX); Cleveland Co.: Fielder 83
(OKL); Comanche Co.; Eskeir l603 (OKL, OKLA); Cotton Co.; Pottz 109 (OKL) ; 
Garfield Co.: Gephardt 3k3 (OKL); Grant Co.; Hopkins and Valkenburgh 1:0 
(OKL); Greer Co.: Robbins 303U (OKL, UC); Harmon Co.; Innes. Moon and 
Brunelle 1001 (GH, OKLA, TEX), Stevens 1001 (GH, OKL, OKLA); Jackson Co.
Smith 20lp. (OKL, UC); Kay Co.; Byler 3Q9 (OKLA); Kingfisher Co.; Byers
197 (OKLA); Kiowa Co.; Stevens 1200 (GH, OKLA); Major Co.; Hopkins and 
Valkenbur^ I67 (OKL); Oklahoma Co.: Waterfall 19hl (GH, OKL, TEX);
Noble Co.: Ifarding 311 (OKLA, UC); Payne Co.; Coryell 535 (OKL); Stephens 
Co.: Waterfall 3666 (OKL); Texas Co.: Butler 60 (OKLA); Tilhnan Co.: 
Smith 201:0 (ARIZ, OKL); Woods Co.; Stevens 6g6 (OKL, OKLA, SMU); TEXAS;
Anderson Co.: Marsh 83 (TEX); Armstrong Co.; Rose-Innes and Moon 1030 
(GH, TEX); Bexar Co.; Palmer 9W: (GH); Brewster Co.: Warnock April 10, 
1937 (GH, OKLA); Castro Co.: Rachaner May 3. 19kà (TEX); Childress Co.: 
Bio. Class, Spring 1927 (OKLA); Clay Co.: Parks May 25, I9U6 (OKLA); 
Crockett Co.: Tharp July 9» 1928 (OKLA. TEX); Culberson Co.: Cory 2381:
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[(GH); Dickens Co.i Engleman June 20̂  I9L0 (OKL); IKLinniit Co.; Johnston̂  
rharp and Tnmer 3g66 (TEX); Duval Co.: Tharp and Johnston $k202k (TSX);
Edwards Co.: Cory $U93 (GH); Hale Co.: Demaree 7615 (GH, HARK); Hardeman 
o.: Hughes April 30, 1950 (OKL); Hemphill Co.: Tharp and Miller 51-339 
(TSX); Howard Co.: Tracy 8002 (TSX); Jacks Co.: Tharp June 13, 19kl (GH, 
rSX); Jeff Davis Co.: Waterfall W 3  (GH); Kinney Co.: McVaugh 769I (GH, 
TSX); La Salle Co.: Wiegand and Wiegand 2082 (GH); Lynn Co.: McGlothlin 
(UARK); Maverick Co.: Johnston, Tharp and Turner 3586 (TEX); McMullen 
]o.: Rogers 6798 (OKLA, TEX); Nolan Co.: Tharp July 9, 19Ü1 (TEX); Balo 
Pinto Co.: Gentry 1266 (TEX); Pecos Co.: Tharp 143-833 July 10, 193U (TEX] 
Presidio Co.: Hinckley 1583 (ARIZ, CHÎ, TEX); Randall Co.: Lundell and
Dundell III436 (TEX); Reeves Co.: Tharp July 20, 191:3 (UC); Runnels Co.:
Johnson 656 (TEX); Sherman Co.: Weaver July 21, 1936 (TEX); Starr Co.:
Tharp, Johnson and Webster (OKLA, TEX, UARK); Sterling Co.: Bray May 20, 
L899 (TEX); Tarrant Co.: Ruth 1:68 (UC); Taylor Co.: Tolstead 5717 (GH, 
JC); Terrell Co.: Webster 127 (TEX); Throckmorton Co.: Apill 1931: (TEX); 
Tom Green Co.: Bray 351 (TEX, OKLA); Travis Co.: Tharp 1337 (GH, OKLA, 
PEX), Warnock 87 (TEX); Val Verde Co.: Palmer II360 (TEX, UC); Ward Co.: 
Tracy and Earle 297a (GH, TEX); Webb Co.: Johnston, Tharp and Turner
31:91: (TEX); Wichita Co.: Tharp 881:3 (OKLA); Winkler Co.: Parks 2900 
(TEX); Wise Co.: Shinners 12331 (COLO); Young Co.: McCart and Knox 13 
(TEX).
22. Physalis Carpenteri Riddell ex Rydberg, Mem. Torr. Bot. 
Club U:330-331* I896; P. Carpenteri Riddell, N. Orl. Med. and Surg.
(Fourn. 759. 1852, as a nomen nudum; Bot. Gaz. 3:11. 181:7 in synopymy. 
______ Plant over two-thirds of a meter tall, widely branched: herbage
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short-haiiy, the leaf blades sometimes nearly glabrous and thë^alÿcës 
sometimes with a few long hairs; principal leaf blades (3) 7-11 cm. long, 
ovate to lanceolate-ovate, acuminate; petioles one-third to two-thirds 
as long as the blades; leaf margins usually entire, sometimes repand; 
flowers from single to 3-6 in the axils of the leaves; the fascicled 
flowers apparently due to the presence of a telescoped axillary branch, 
sometimes 2-li cm. long and bearing reduced leaves (Curtiss 6901: UC, GH, 
NT) as well as flowers; corolla about 1 cm. long, yellow; anthers about 
2 mm. loî , yellow, on slender filaments; flowering calyx li.-5 mm. long 
on peduncles 5-8 inm. long; finiiting calyx about 1.5 cm. in diameter, 
nearly spherical, only sli^tly inflated; fruit having 1 to several 
plunç), rounded, corky, seed-like bodies (possibly a peculiar development 
of unfertilized ovules) in addition to the normal, more or less reniform, 
flattened seeds.
The species may be annual, according to some collectors, or 
from a deep-seated r̂ootstock** according to others; all the specimens 
examined were branches only#
The author prefers to leave this species in Physalis ̂ regard­
less of its peculiar characteristics, until a more thorough study of re­
lated genera, or possible subgenera, can be made.
Collections examined: ALÀBÂHAs S. 6. Buckley, April (NY); 
FLORimi Columbia Co.: Geo. V. Nash 2503, Aug. 29-31, 1895 (GH, MICH,
NY); Erdman West, seeds from Fort White, raised by Margaret Young Menzel 
as her 508a (TEX); Escambia Co.: Curtiss, 1886, Pensacola (GH); Suwanee 
Co.: A. H. Curtiss 690I, annual 2 ft. high and widely branched, growing 
in a cultivated field near Wellborn, Sept. lU, I90I (GH, NY, UC);_____
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Counby tmdeterminedt M. A. Curtiŝ  Florida? LOUISIAItil: Sast Feliciana
^  mm mm
Co.: Rlddellj March I878 (GH, one fruiting calyx)| Orleans Co.: Drummond,
New Orleans (GH); Ingalls in 183$, New Orleans (NY); West Feliciana Co.: 
R. S. Cocks, 3603, common in rich woods (NY).
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MAPS SHOWING THE BISTHIBHTION OF TMA
The following maps show the distribution of all the taxa 
treated in this work, excepting those which are known only as escapes 
from cultivation which consequently have no significant geographic 
distribution#
In several instances the maps show the principal area of 
distribution only# Scattered records, possibly induced by man’s distri­
butional efforts, are not included in the maps, as they tend to obscure 
the delineation of the principal range of taxa, some of which are 
already difficult to delimit due to intergradation#
The list of collections will show in each case at least one 
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INDEX TO NAMES OF TAXà
Ths number following each name is the one given in this work 
to the species, or variety, to which the taxon is referred* Names con­
sidered as synonyms are placed in parentheses* Names of new taxa, or 
new combinations, appear in capital letters.
(Alicabon barbadensa) I6a (var, glabra) l6b
(Chamaesaracha pbysaloides) 21 (p. cardiophylla) 12a
Physalis (aeqnata) 13 P, Carpenteri 22.
P. Alkekengi 1 P, caudella 11
(P. ambigua) 7a (P. ciliosa) 6b
P* angulata 15 (P. comata) 10b
var, angulata 15a P, crassifolia 12
var. lanceifolia I5c (var, cardiophylla) 12a
(var, Linkiana) 15a var. crassifolia 12a
var, pendula 15b var, VERSICOLOR 12b
P, angustifolia 3 (P. Elliottii) 2b
P. arenicola 6 (P, Fendleri) 10c
var, arenicola 6a var, cordifolia) 10c
var. CILIOSA 6b (P, floridana) l6a
(P. barbadensis) l6a P. foetens.
(var_._.obscura) ... l6b.. vazv-NEOMSnCANA --17-
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(P. fuscomaculata) 2 (P. longifolia) 9d
(P. gemcaulis) 12b (P. macrocarpa) 9d
P. Greenei 20 (P. maritima) 2a
P# hederaefolia 10 P. missouriensis 19
var. comata 10b (P. mollis) 2d
var, GORDIFOLIà 10c (var. cinerascens) 2e
var. hederaefolia 10a (var, parvifolia) 2e
var. (puberula) 10a (P. monticola) 9a
P. heterophylla 7 (P. nniriculata) 12a
(var. ambigua) 7a (P. neomexicana) IT-
var. clavipes 7b ' (P. nyctaginea) 7a
var. heterophylla 7a (P. obscara) I6b
(var. umbrosa) 7a (var, glabra) I6b
var. VILLOSA 7c (var. repando-Kientata ) • l6b
(P. hirsuta) I6a (P. Palmeri) 10a
(var. infcegrifolia) l6c (P. pedunculata) 20
P. ixocarpa 13 (P, pendula) Igb
(P. lanceifolia) l$c (P. pensylvanica) 2
(P. lanceolata) 7(?) (var. cinerascens) 2e
(var. hirta) 5 P. peruviana 8
(var. laevigata) 9d (P. philadelphica) 13
(var. longifolia) 9d (P. polyphylla) 9f
(var, spathulaefolia) 2d (P. **pruinosa«) l6d
P. UTIPHÏSA. 18 P. pubescens 16
(p. lihkiam) 15a var, GRISEA. l6d
P. lobata 21 . . var. INTEGRA l6c
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var, OBSCURà l6b (P, viscidopubesoeas) ?a
var, pubescens l6a P, viscosa 2
P, pumila 5 var, CINERASCENS 2e
(var, sonorae) 9d var, SLLIOTTII 2b
(P. rigida) ?d f, ElUottii 2b
(P, rotundata) 10b f, GLAtiKÂ 2b
(P, sabeana) 21 var. maritima 2a
(P, sinuata 7a f, LATIFOLIA 2a
(P, staminea) l6c? var. MOLLIS 2d
(P, subglabrata) 9b var, spathulaefolia 2c
(P, texana) 9c (P, Walter!) 2a
(P. tomentosa) 16? P. Wrightii IL
(P, turbinata) l6a (Quincula lobata) 21
P, VARIOVESTITA k (Q, physaloides) 21
(P, versicolor) 12b
P. virginiana 9
(var, ambigua) 7a
var, CAMPANIFORMâ 9g
var, HISPim 9e
(var. intemedia) 9a
var, POLIPHTCiIA 9f
var, SONORAE 9d
var. SUBGLABRATA 9b
f, MACROPHISâ 9b
var, TEXANA 9c
var, virginiana 9a
